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Zae Per tops

Parks Board
Decreases Adult
Softball Funds
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board accepted the recommendation of
the board's program committee to cut
by $2,700 the amount allotted the Murray Softball Association for umpires
and scorekeepers during the 1981
season.
The committee's recommendation included.$500 for the Junior Girls Softball
program and $2,400 for the Murray
Baseball Association program, the
same amounts allotted the youth
organizations in 1980. The allocation to
the softball association, composed of
adults, was decreased to $1.200from the
1980 allotment of $3,900.
Program committee chairman
Carolyn Adams said, "Although the
park is for everyone, we felt that our
first loyalty was to the youth. We hated
to do any cutting to the umpires and
scorekeepers' allocation, however, it
was necessitated by our 1981 budget."
The 1981 park budget reflected an increase of less than 1 percent over the
1980 budget. While the 1980 budget
showed $6,810 for umpires • and
scorekeepers, the 1981 budget reflected
only $4,116 for that item.
In other business, parks director
Gary Hohrnan told board members that
a meter was installed at the •old freight
depot on Dec. 15. Holman said he would
read the meter monthly, compute the
electrical charges and forward the bill
to the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre Arts Inc.
The parks board voted in December
to install a meter at the depot after
reviewing a March 1979 agreement by
the parks board and the theatre board
which stipulated the theatre board
would pay all utility bills in the-enclosed
portion of the depot.
Hohmim said that Ron Underwood,
Murray Electric System superintendent, had estimated the electrical
charge for the depot would run between

$80 and $100 per month. The parks
board has furnished electricity for the
depot since the utilitk was connected
last May..
The board decided • to request $500
• from the theatre board for the electrical consumption during the six and
one-half months the park furnished the
utility to the depot.
Board members also voted to ask the
Community Theatre to pay one-half of a
$122 bill from MES for a high pressure
sodium light which was installed at the
entrance to the depot parking area
utilized by the theatre group. Routine
replacement of the bulbs for the light
will be the responsibility of the Community Theatre.
In addition, the board will bill the
theatre group for half of the insurance
premium for the depot, amounting to
$198. The 1979 agreement specified that
the parks board and Community.
Theatre board each would pay half of
the depot's insurance premium.
The annual premium for the depot,
which is insured for $26,000, amounts to
$396. The parks board paid the total
amount, wkch was due last October.
Holtman, who termed the third arr• "Christmas in the Pack" program
nual
as the "most successful" yet, said that
an estimated 38,000 people viewed the
1980 display during the 20 nights the
scenes were lighted. He based the
estimate on vehicle counts made during
the week and on weekends with an
estimate of three people in a vehicle.
In addition, he said 500 youths visited
Santa Claus during the six nights he
was present in the old courthouse in the
park complex.
Bids were opened and the board accepted Parker Ford's low bid of
$5,491.56 for a one-half ton pickup tru('k,
an item which was included in the
park's 1981 budget.
The board elected Mark Blankenship
as its secretary. That position had remained vacant.when the board elected
officers in September.
.0.40

Almost $4,000 Pledged

Kemp Tackles Challenge
Of Aiding Rescue Squad

.

Unless Calloway County citizens take
note, they will lose the services of their
volunteer ftre-rescue squad Feb. 1. The
squad is going broke.
The rescue squad requires $17,000$18,000 per year in operating expenses.
The firefighters are not paid for their
services.
Bobby Kemp, Lynn Grove, has taken
it upon himself to notify county
residents in his community of this problem. From Sunday morning to Tuesday night, Kemp raised $4,750 in
pledges from the Lynn Grove community.
Kemp has volunteered his time and
effort to solicite pledges from the community. People contributed -$50 tax
deductable pledges with the condition
that other communities in Calloway
County provide enough money to keep
the squad in service for1981.
According to Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller, the county
has appropriated additional funds in an
effort to keep the rescue squad
operating. But Miller encouraged
citizens' interest and participation in
saving the rescue squad.
"Somebody in each community needs
to get out and spend time (collecting

id
•

,

Bobby Kemp
money )," Kemp said. "I'll be glad to
work with them and tell them how I did
it."
Donations can be given at the People's Bank and the Bank of Murray.

The Calloway County boys lost to Sedalia Tuesday night, 60-57, while
the Murray High girls beat Paducah Tilghman,84-50. Stories and pictures
of the games are on Pages 10-A and 11-A.
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Promotions
Are Underway
A group of Industrial Specialists were in Murray Wednesday, to Getter acquaint themselves with Murray's potential for industrial growth. They were
guests of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, Bill Teuton,
Chamber executive vice president,said.
The group was headed by Jim Catlett, executive director of the South Kentucky Industrial Development Association. Other organizations represented
were the Tennessee Valley Authority, L & N Railroad and the Kentucky'
Department of Commerce.
Catlett said the group's specific objective was to select a heavy inchiStrial
site in South Kentucky that full engineering studies could be prepared for in
advance."We feel since TVA will be unique in having available heavy blocks
of industrial power, we need to be prepared to show such industry."
"We are pleased that Murray.is one of the communities being considered
for this study," Teuton said.
•
He explained that should the Murray site be selected, the study would provide very useful data in marketing the Murray site to industrial prospects.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN — Members of the Kentucky Department of Transportation were working on new four-lane section of U.S. 641 at the Kentucky 80 intersection today, installing flashing traffic lights. Charles Henry,
district DOT engineer in the Reidland office, said the road possibly could
be opened sometime this weekend.

Iranian Government
Indicates It Is Trying
To Reach Agreement
By The Associated Press
Iran's revolutionary government
gave more indications today that it is
trying to reach an agreement on the.
releaSe of the American hostages with
the Carter administration this week,
before President-elect Ronald Reagan
takes office..
In what Western reporters in Tehran
interpreted as an attempt to prod the
Majlis, Iran's Parliament, into action,'
Iran's chief negotiator in the hostage
crisis. Behzad Nabatri, told the
lawmakers:
We are going to release the hostages
in the coming two or three days or try
them."
Later in the morning a spokesman for
the Majlis told The Associated Press in
Beirut by telephone that his government "will decide on the future of the
American hostages" Thursday or Friday. He refused to amplify his'remark.
However, the Majlis balked at doing

partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
low 20s. Highs Thursday in the
low to mid 30s. Winds northwesterly to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
Dry and cold conditions Friday
through Sunday. Highs through
the period will be in the 30s, with
lows in the teens.
Lake Levels
354 81
Lake Erarkley
354 78
Kentucky Lake,..

AREA PROMOTION — The Murray Tourism Commission and the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce announced a joint effort in the
promotion of the area as a tourist mecca. Chuck Wynn (left), tourism commission chairman. signaled the start by presenting a check for the staffing
and promotion efforts of the venture to Paul Kiesow (center), chamber
president; and Bill Teuton, chamber executive vice president.

its part to expedite resolution of the-438day-ild crisis. It adjourned after a pprQving only one of two emergency bills
necessary to implement part of the settlement proposed by the United States.
Nabavi told the deputies their. failure
-to act on the second bill would delay the
return of the skies fortune to Iran. It
was not known, however, whether approval of the legislation was necessary
before an agreement With the United
States could be reached.

Variety Of Entertainment
Slated At University Center

r

Students and townspeople may select
from a variety of entertainment planned through next week in the new
University Center at Murray State.
According to Donna Cornell, student
activities coordinator, entertainment
will include comedy routines, movies
and music. A daily listing of entertainment planned in the University Center
is as follows::

Jones Files For
Jailer; Others
In Squire Race

Fish Kill_ May
Be 100 Percent
Official Says

inside today

today's index

Industrial Group Here

A total fish kill- may have occurred
along 43 miles of the east fork of the
Clarks River in west Kentucky, a state
biologist believes.
An earlier estimate that 14,0013, fish
had died -along the stretch was "way
conservative," according to Bill
McLemore, district biologist for the
Kentucky Department- of - Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
•
"I wouldn't guess how many fish
have been killed," McLemore said,
although it was his opinion that all the
fish in the area probably were dead.
McLemore said most of the dead fish
were carp and few game fish had been
killed.
The cause of the kill is unknown, but
samples of the river water currently
are under analysis. There were reports
of a "slug" of some sort of pollutant
being spotted in the river.
Samples of the river and dead fish
were sent to.the Environmental Protection Agency laboratory in Cincinnati
and a private laboratory in Nashville.
Results of the tests have not yet been
received.
"We had hoped to have had them I the
results) back Monday," McLemore
said.
According to McLemore, the tests
could be complete "at any time."
However, he added that "a great deal of
data" was sent to the laboratories
which would "take time." ,
The kill was spotted by field
rem esentatives of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife. It began at
the ,45-mile point of the river in
Calloway County and spread as far as
mile four, at the Bryan Ford bridge on
Kenucky 787 in McCracken County.

Wednesday, Jan. 14. Thiffilin "My
Body Guard" will be'shown at 7 and
9:30 p.m. in the new 290-seat theatre on
the upper level.
— Thursday, Jan. 15. Cartoons including Bugs Bunny and Road Runner
at 1:30 p.m. Admission is free. At 6
p.m., the comedy team of Dr. Trey and
Dr. Vee performed by Dr. Robert
McGaughey andMr. Robert Valentine
will entertain in the lower level coffeehouse. Admission is free.
— Friday, Jan. 16. A fashion show
featuring men's and women's clothing
is planned at 12 noon in the main-floor
Thoroughbred Room. At 2:30 p.m., a
film festival will begin in the upperlevel tbeatre featuring W. C. Fields,
Laurel and Hardy and Mae West. Admission to both the fashion show and
film festival is free.
A concert is also scheduled Friday
beginning at 7 p.m. in the upper level

Another person has entered the race
for Calloway County jailer and two
more have entered the magisterial
races, according to county clerk Marvin Harris.
Huel "Wimpy"Jones, who is presently serving as jailer, has filed papers for
re-election. Dan Bazzell has also filed in
that race.
Gil Hopson, presently magistrate of
district two, has filed for re-election.
Another candidate in that race is Louie
B. Valentine.
J. H. "Josh" Tabers Sr. has entered
the race for magistrate of district four,
a post presently held by Bazzell. Others
in that race are Charles Coleman, Jim
D. Irby and Jainie Potts.

•

ballroom and lasting until about midnight. Four bands from the Murray.
State area will perform. Admission is
free.
— Sunday, Jan. 18. A performance is
scheduled at 7 p.m. by the Yoices of
Praise singing group. Admission is
free.
— Monday, Jan. 19. A Three Stooges
film festival will begin at 2:30 p.m. in
the theatre. Admission is free. Performances, are also planned at various
locations during the day by magician
Doug King.
— Tuesday, Jan. 20 — A cartoon
festival is scheduled at 1 p.m. A barbershop quartet, Kentucky Transfer, will
perform throughout the 'day at various
locations in the building.,
— Wednesday, Jan. 21 — The film
"Honeysuckle Rose," starring Willie
Nelson, will be shown at,,7 and 9:30 p.m.
in the theatre. Admission is $1 for Murray State students and $1.25 for the
general public.
— A performance is also scheduled
, on Wednesday at 9 p.rn, in the lowerlevel coffeehouse by Nine fiableAtreal- -- folk and popular music performer..Admission is free. s
All programs in the University
Center are sponsored by the University •
. Center Board,an affiliate of the Student
Government Association.
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HART DONATION' — Mrs. lochie B. Hart and Dr. Keith H- eim, head of special collections in the Murray State
University library, look at papers of the late George S. Hart, which were recently donated to the Pogue Library. Mr.
of
ed:ri
ohn,
b,
sa copies
Hart, a longtime banker and Civic leader, was mayor of Murray from 1q37 to 1957. Mrs. Hart als1:odonat
Photo
The Kentucky take Story from Arrows to Atoms, of which she was an editor,
•
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Coming Cornmunitv Events Are Listed
Weduesda) Jan. 14
Goshen United \h-thodist
Clam u Women iirc scheduled
to meet at? p in.

r,

Blood bank for members of
Mi'irray Loyal of the Mouse
lodge Will be held from 6 to 10
p 111 at the lodge hall, North
Itith Street Members mat
donate blood during these
hours

• Blankenship Circle of South
United
. Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church is scheduled.
to meet at 7 p.m.

MOVIES
IN NOM

Friday, Jan. 16
Thursday , Jan. 15
Ladies Teams Group B of
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
MuLfay Country Club will
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at meet
at 9 am. at the home of
Center.
Ellis
at-the
pm.
30
7
Frances Hulse to go to the
- --- Kenlake Tennis Center to
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
at 9:30 a.m.
is
Star
Order of the Eastern
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. Senior High School Band
at the lodge hall.
Festival will open today at
University.
Murray Women of the Murray State
Mouse will have a business
meeting at 8 p.m. at the lodge
Events at new Murray State
halt.
Student Center will include
fashion show at 12 noon: film
Knights of Columbus will festival at 2:30 p.m.; concert
Parish
the
in
p.m.
meet at 7:30
by four bands from the area at
Center of St. lAio's Catholic 7 p.m.
Church.

Wednesday • Jan. 14
Story Hours at the Callow a)
Public Library will be at 10
dill for preschool and at 3 30
p.Ill tor school age
• Murray Bass Club will meet
Sirloin
111
p
at
at 6.30
Stockade
Circles of First United
Methodist Church wiU meet as
follows: Wesleyan with Alice
Koenecke at 7 p.m ; Hannah
with Lashlee Foster and Ruth
Wilson with Ruth Wilson, both
at 7:30p.m.
Thursday'. Jan. 15
Murray State University
Lady Racers will play at 5:15
p.m. and the Men's team will
play at 7:30 p.m.in basketball
games against Western Kentucky University at Racer
Arena, Murray.

Murray Civitan Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. .Members note the
early time due to the Murray
State basketball game.

May Porten
UND•

110-4

Iii

Groups- of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Janelle Doyle at 9:45
a.m. at the church parlor;
Carol Poe at 7 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Randy Cunnmgham.
Ladles Tennis Group C of
Murray Country Club will
meet at 8:40.m. at the home
,4 Cathy Mattis to go to
Kenlake to play.
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
house with Wayne Halley to
present the program.

10
No PasSeS

Friday, Jan. 16.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and for
transportation call 753-0929 by
9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.

Tennis Group
For Women To
Friday
Play
•
Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will meet Friday,Jan. 16.
at 9 a.m, at the home of
Frances Hulse to go to the
Kenlake Center to play at 9:30
a an.

Murray High School
freshmen boys will play Henry
County in a basketball game
at home at 6:30 p.m.

CAW 01111e
RH HARI, Pint

cIrday

Events at new Murray. State
Student Center will include
cartoons 1:30 p.m. and performance by comedy team of Dr.
Robert McGaughey and Dr.
Robert Valentine at 6 p.m. Admission is free.

Senior Citizens centers will
be open as follows: Ellis from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with lunch at
12 noon: Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with
lunch at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and Douglas at 12 noon.

The lineup is as follows:
Court One - Mug Rigsby,
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m, at the First Baptist Chur- Sandy Brannon, Frances
Barbara
Hulse, and
LegiOn of Mary will meet at Malinauskas.
.
10:30 a.m, in the rgctory of St.
Court Two - Janie Ryan,
Leo's Catholic Church.
Marilyn Adkins, Vickie Baker.
Meeting of the Business and and Vicki Miller.
Club
Professional Women's
Substitutes will be Sheila
for this month has been
Grogan and Annie Knight.
cancelled.

can,"
E:

0..o..1 Si •753 3311

Friday. Jan. 16
Magic Siker Show, sixin
Annual International ('ompetition in photograph) will
open at Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery. Fine Arts Center,
Murray State Um% ersity, and
continue through Feb. 11
lbere is no adnussion charge

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Painev'3

2av
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By R

EY APPERSON

Ote rvseareber stated that
January has come in and to take care of your respondon't you feel like welcoming sibilities, and still be spon- the amount of wall space
covered by personal belongthe month with open arms. taneous.
ings in a dormitory room tells
January means different
a
of
Dr. Harry Olson, head
a story. The more stuff there
things to different people. To
private consulting group in was,the greater the likelihood
me, it means getting back to
Baltimore, says, "Structure those students would stay in
normal - a return of some
saves tune and brings order. school. They made the new enstructure in life.
Like habit and routine, it frees vironment a part of
After the Christmas
the maid of clutter."
themselves.
holidays and sometimes a
Dr. Lee Salk of Cornell
The proper allotment of
thing called the "Christmas
blues," people are generally time is only one aspect - your Medical Center says the best
ready to organize their homes surroundings play an impor- kind of time is not a rigid
schedule but an atmosphere of
and lives. This gives you time tant part of your life structure
loving
consistent and
guidance.
Speaking of the New Year —
1981 has arrived and there is a
tightness around the edge of
most of us Americans. People
Mrs. Joan Cooper, Mrs. Twilla at the home of Carol Rogers.
The hostesses were Carol are braced for 1981 — we seem
Dunn, -Mrs. Jeanne Falwell,
that tough
Mrs. Pat Locke, Mrs. Ceil Rogers, Tnsh Phillips, Kim to have a feeling
and we had
Potts, Mrs. Judy Wilson, and Erwin, and Sandy Hutson who times are ahead,
presented the honoree with a better stiffen our spines. We
Mrs. Brenda Wyatt.
do plan to survive!!
Carol Rogers presided at the special white gown set.

Miss Phillips Feted, Bridal Events
Four special bridal events
have been given in honor of
Miss Shelia Ann Phillips, Jan.
17th bride-elect of Donald
Wayne Wilson. Parents of the
couple are Mr. and Mrs.
James Phillips of Hazel and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wilson of
Murray.
Events include the following:
A bridal shower was held on
Friday. Jan. 2, at 7 p.m. at the
fellowship hall of the South
United
Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
The hostesses were Mrs.
'Marilyn Erwin, Mrs. Mary
Moore Nesbitt, Mrs. Joan Coles, Mrs. Sue Hall, Mrs. Blondavene Cook. and Mrs. Vicki
Washer.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to ‘k ear a brown

sweater with matching plaid
skirt. She was presented a corsage of apricot carnations
with gold rings tied ih love
knots by the hostesses who
also presented the mothers of
the bridal couple with white
carnation corsages: '
The Community 1Floom of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank was the scene of
a tea held on Saturday, Jan. 3,
from 2 to 4 p.m.
Miss Phillips wore a black
blazer and gold sweater with
matching plaid skirt and was
presented a corsage of yellow
carnations. White carnation
corsages were also presented
to the mothers of the bridal
couple.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Estelle Adams, Mrs. Janice
Barrett, Mrs. Martha Broach.
Mrs. Inconel to Coleman,

Ob

By

guest register.
Mary Moore Nesbitt and
Rhonda Burkeen were
hostesses for a recipe shower
held on Friday, Jan. 9, at 7
p.m. at the Nesbitt home.
Each one attending brought
a favorite recipe to give the
bride-elect who wore a white
sweater with navy slacks. The
mothers of the bridal couple
were also in attendance.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with three sets of
dishtowels and dishrags.
--A personal shower was held
on Saturday, Jan. 10, at 2 p.m.

SUNDAY—THURSDAY

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
CHOPPED STEAK
S7EAKIIMUSHROOMS
STEAK'nSTUFF -

Lochis Harf

servations

Gould Letter Brings
Pleasant Memories •

Order your choke of these great meals
at regular price,and get another meal
(from 011311st)for only 994

There have been three and throw things away. But Auburn. Wanda and Gary are
"tomorrows" since I closed I'm sure that neither of us did. 'graduates of Vanderbilt.
my column on New Year I do admire people that can
Mr. Gould is owner and
Resolutions and I have clean- keep an uncluttered house and
Pnces good at partic,panng Sulam Stockades
ed out one box of stuff - I can discard as they go. I know that manager of the Gould Oil Co.
the
on
Hazel
highway.
located
will
'goats'
my
the
name
all
for
better
think of no
sumeday
Bel Air Shopping Center
contents. As always; I become end up at • the Murray City he and Mrs. Gould met in Middle
Tennessee.
until
them
keep
so engaged in reading what Dump - but I'll
has been saved that Iiltle pro- _ then. I guess."
gress is made in completing
Through our children, we
the inventory.
become known, it seems. This
A January 24, '77 letter was was true with Winnie Gould
found that gave me a pleasant and me. Twin daughters, Cinfeeling as it did three' years dy and Heckle, moved with
ago. It Was from Mrs. Hugh their parents to Murray from
Gould
ifIntektge then southern ,
- :hriine about
Drive, and followed her eight years ago. I remeinkr
column well how popular they weremy
reading
"Separating the Sheep froni through the newspaper and
The Goats in The Attic."
my granddaughter. Lore. The
Her letter follows:- "I'm twins made friends imtried
have
people
sure many
mediately and participated in
to separate the sheep from the all school activities and were
goats, as you did. ,I'm a cheerleaders all four yeais,
packrat and I try to get rid of and made the National Honor
things, too, and never ac- Society.
complish it because I get bogWhen their, mother wrote
ged down in picture's, old pro- me the letter of appreciation
grams of piano recitals, and for my column, I immediately
report cards. I spend the time identified her with my injust remembering. Finally, terests, and continue to follow
my time is gone and I just put her and the daughters.
it all back.
Cindy and Beckie chose
."I even keep clothes - first
for their college
formals and ballet and tap Murray State
and,to make it feel more
shoes. I know better, of work
collegiate, lived in the dor°course. I once went to an aucCindy spent her junior
tion and garage sale in Euton, mitory.
working at CastorAla. A Mr. and Mrs. Coleman year
on the
had the Green County Knott's, Nashville,
educational proDemocrat. The family of six cooperative
is back in MSU and
-sons did very well and had an gram. She
in
Col- will graduate with a major
--a4.4ive- life, • Alter
Affairs in May.
eman died, they had a sate. Consumer
Heckle, an elementary maThere was this big two-story
Selected Styles Children's
house full of books, pictures, jor, graduated in August, last,
Selected Styles Women's
report cards, old music - all and is teaching kindergarten
these personal things that peo- in East and North Elementary
schools.
ple'.ere looking through.
Reg. 16.00 to 28.00
Reg. 24.00 to 46.00
The Goulds have two other
"I bought a stack of music.
Inside it was a family history daughters who were married
Now
Now
of the Colemans, and "Miss before they came to Murray.
Herndon,
Alice" had written it in long Joyce, Mrs. Don
To
hand. I found a daughter-in- Carrolton, --Als.; and Wanda,
Mrs. Gary 1.1ang, near
law and gave it to her.
"One of my friends was with Franklin, Tenn. Joyce and her
Selected Styles
me. We both vowed to go home husband graduated from
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Attention All Mothers:
Ire hare reduced our tacks and added to our

.ifans table.

Tiger Jackets One Infant Rack
1/2 Off
1/2 Off If'huh, They Last
Our Sale Dail'

LAD & LASSIE

•

E
PRIC
1/2

Kleenex
200's
c White Or
Assorted

69

Extra Strength

Starts Thursday 9:00 A.M.

$6.73 Value

Tylenol $399

Shoes

100's

maw...Eva

11' 0-7
lI
Italian
Spaghetti
Special

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

I Ink

Scope

1.09

240i Rog S3 29

72 Price
with

with garlic bread

fries

I

AlkaSeltzer

Alka
Seltzer

Shoes & Boots

1200T0 2300 800 1400

AD
0
Cold
—Capsules
Capsules 10,,
Carefree Care
Free
Panty Shields 30's

88

salad 40'
extra

$129

dinont; oonl,

lava,. &long rolls

Free Refills on Drinks

rev

Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.

Scott Drugs
753-2547

You Can't Fat This Good
Al Home For This Price

Handbags

Men's Shoes

Reg. 10.00 to 46.00

Reg. 29.00 to 75.00
Now

145°To 3750

Now

'"••••

A

Price

Not Included

One Group

Selected -Styles
One Group

Men's Shoes
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JEAN CLOAR-.
Local County Extension Agent In Home Economics-

Miss Teresa Ann Wilson Is Wed To
Rev. Bragdon At Emmanuel Church
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The wedding of Miss Teresa
Ann Wilson and the Rev.
Michael Keith Bragdon was
solemnized in a candlelight
ceremony at the Emmanuel
Missionary Baptist Church,
Murray, with the Rev. Terry
Wilson, father of the bride,
and the Rev. Grandville
Courtney performing the double ring ceremony.
Parents of the couple are the
Rev. and Mrs. Terry Wilson of
Benton and Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Bragdon of Lake
Station, Ind.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Jackie
Hill, pianist, and Mrs. Peggy
Milberg and the Rev. Bob
Smith, vocalists.
The altar of the church was
centered by an arch of
candles. On either side were
spiral candelabra and baskets
of peach gladioli and bronze
mums flanked by seven branched candelabra. The unity
candle was lighted as Mrs.
Am berg sang "A Love Of My
Own." The family pews were
marked by hurricane lamps
and peach bows.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Melinda Cunningham,
cousin of the bride.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of all white silk organza
and chantilly lace featuring a
fitted waistline accented with
white bridal satin ribbon and a
mandarin neckline. The cuffs
of the long fitted sleeves were
edged in chantilly lace. The
tiered skirt, overlaid, with
• chantilly lace, formed a
chapel length train.
She carried a bouquet of
• peach and rust silk roses, carnations, and baby's breath
entwined with ivy. The peach
and rust satin streamers were
tied in love knots.
Mrs. Tens Oliver served as
matron of honor. The

Sales Can Be Irresistible
From the Desk of
Jean('bar
County Extension Agent
for Home Economics
After holiday sales are often
irresistible to consumers
armed with credit cards, gift
certificates or cash left over
from the holidays. And
whether after Christmas shopping is wise or wasteful will
depend on how consumers
react to these kinds of enticing
come-ons.
-First of all, shoppers should
recognize the reason for after
holiday sales: to dispose of old
stock before the next inventory is taken. Secondly, it is
wise to remember that the
store's reduction in prices
usually reflects how successful its holiday season has
been. If most of the stock was
sold before the holidays, then
-January sales will be quite
limited. If holiday sales were
slow, then the store will probably be offering some real
bargains.
Clothing and seasonal itenis
usually carry the greatest
price reductions. Some stores,
however, supplement their
merchandise with other stock
brought in especially for the
sale. This supplemental stock
usually does not offer as much

Mr. and Ilrs. Michael Keith Bragdon

Murray Assembly No. 19
tied in peach satin bows were
bridesmaids were Miss Rhon- knots.
Order of the-Rainbow for Girls
distributed by Ryker and
The Groom
da Wilson and Miss'-Renae
met Monday,Jan. 12, at 7 p.m.
The groom was attired in a Rance Wilson.
Wilson, sisters of the bride.
at the lodge hall with Clarissa
The bridal couple left for a
They wore gowns of peach white tuxedo with a peach silk
Thorp, worthy advisor proweekend stay at Ken Bar Inn
'satin polyester accented with rose boutonniere.
tein, and Barbara Windsor as
servthe
Great
Rev.
Bill
Amberg
Resort
and
then
to
The
rust-printed sheer polyester
mother advisor, as a make up
caplelets and wide sashes ed as best man. Groomsmen Smoky Mountains National
meeting for the Jan. sixth
criss-crossed in front and tied were the Rev. Randy Polk and Park. They are independent
meeting cancelled due to the
missionaries out of the Bethel
Steve Courtney.
in a bow in the back.
Guests were seated by Mike Baptist Church, Porter, Ind., snow.
Each of the attendants.carKelly DeWitt was named as
ried a peach and rust long Wilson, cousin of the bride, going to Japan.
"Miss Rainbow of 1980" for
Rehearsal Dinner
stemmed silk rose tied and Steve Courtney. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. William A. obtaining the - most points for
together with ,peach and, rust Wilson, brother of the bride,
servicetturing the year.
satin ribbon in love knots. and Rickie Orr, eousin of the Bragdon were hosts for a
V111.:
hea
Members present were'
served
as rehearsal dinner held at the
Their hair was adorned with bride,
Vickey Weatherford, Kelly
Npecial Colonial House Smorgasbord.
two sweetheart roses and candlelighters.
DeWitt, Cindy Tucker, Lana
.;(11,
Shop Our ,
Ryker Wilson, cousin of the The bridal couple presented
baby's breath accented with
Lasater, Clarissa Thorn,
ring
bearer.
He
gifts
to
their
attendants
at
this
bride,
was
rust
satin
ribbon.
,,
Tabie'
Angie ThWeatt,,Trisha Clark,
Miss Terra Jo Wilson, ' carried a white satin heart time.
and Michelle Cook.
For
cousin of the bride, was flower shaped pillow edged in lace
Adults present were Bar-'
HOSPITAL NEWS
girl. She wore a floor length and trimmed with white satin
bara DeWitt, Dee DeWitt,
gown of peach and rust floral bows.
'Pam Alexander, Ricky AlexAll of the groom's atten- 1-7-81
knit designed with a wide neck
ander, Bill Zambella, Levicia
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ruffle, short puffed sleeves dants wore rust tuxedoes with
Zambella, and Barbara WindCrouch, baby boy i Lorri
and wide hemline ruffle. Her peach shirts and accented
sor.
411 E. Blyth, Paris, Tenn.
hair was adorned identical to with peach boutonnieres.
An installation of new ofDISMISSALS
Mrs. Judy Paschall, aunt of
the other attendants. She
Jonathan G. Mathis, Rt. 2, ficers will be held Sunday,
dropped rose petals from a the bride, directed the wedMurray; Jon H. Harrison, 503 Jan. 18, at 2:30p.m. at the
natural
wicker
basket, ding.
South Seventh Street, Mur- lodge 611. Clarissa Thorn will
110118('
Reception
decorated with peach silk carFollowing the ceremony, a ray; Mrs. Carol D. King, Rt. 1, be installed as wOrthy advisor.
nations and rust and peach
satin streamers tied in love reception was held at the PalmersviIle, Tenn.; Sherri L.
University Branch of the Bank Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo.
Michael A. Plumley, Rt. 4,
of Murray.
(ASK FOR GOLD a SILVER -CASIO FOR GOLD A SILVERWI
The bride's table held a Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Joye E.
4
three tiered white wedding Mills, Rt. 2, Murray: Mrs.
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4,
o•4,111,
cake decorated in peach and Theresa D. Hopkins, Dexter;
—001117-1110%
,
us
topped by a satin wedding bell Phillip Piazza, New Concord;
as
,Y,01'•)
If you hove been selling your
and a lace edged heart. The Albert-John Kipp, I001 Payne,
0
oh.
gold rings and silver without
The Home Department of
cake featured a running foun- Murray.
getting our offer you've
Mrs. Lora L. Jones, Rt, 2, the Murray Woman's Club will
tain of peach colored water.
probably lost some money 7,
meet Thursday, Jan. 15, at 2
Crystal appointments were us- Kirksey: • Mrs. Floyd Dell
Please get our offer before ;
p.m. at the club house.'
ed to serve the punch, nuts and Elkins, Westview Nursing
t.„"0,,
you sell. It makes Dollars and
Zitell Goheen. chairman.
Mints. The flowers on the Home, Murray; Bernard
Sense. Free Appraisals SecurWhitnell,503 South 11th Street, and LaRue Redden. progran,
were
arranged
bride's
table
e.
ity provided.
chairman, urge all members
Murray; Elmo Tyler, 741
by Mrs. Clovis Jones.
vs
Wien mod Lows of Golof Coins
to attend.
Serving the guests were Nash,Murray.
5142'745-S10429
Larrie Clark, retired proMrs.
BarPat
Courtney,
Mrs.
Open 140440
3
fessor of music at Murray
bara Polk, Mrs. V anita
State University, presented a
Paschall, Mrs. Donna Davis,
special program of songs at
DEW ANNA BRUMLEY
with
Barrett,
Mrs.
Sandra
and
Ivy, Sell ot Trod*
the last meeting of the departFAMILY
HER
VISITS
wedmaking
the
the latter two
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
ment held at the club house.
has'
Brumley
Anna
Dew
ding cake.
He
was accompanied by his
Cal.,
Pasadena,
to
returned
-CASK FOR GOLD & SILVER -USN FOR MD & SILVER
Rice bags of beige netting
wife, Maxine Clark.
after spending the holidays
A new member, Hazel Crenwith her family, Mr. and Mrs.
shaw, was welcomed by Mrs.
Crouch, Brown
Ronald
Goheen.
Crouch,and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
. Hostesses for the coffee
Brumley and son. Miss
meeting held at 9:30 a.m. were
Bnunley is employed as first
Euva Alexander, June Crider,
grade teacher with the Los
,ropMCZ
MEMICIZMaMISIL333,22K3811,
Carrie Crawford, and Lottie
Angeles Unified School
District, Los Angeles,Cal.
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Home Department
Plans Meeting .41
Club On Thursday
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Sale Starts Thursday
9:00 A.M.
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Electrolysis

753-8856

We've used up all our fingers & toes.
So we'd rather sell it all •,:lan count it.

Last Call

25-751

3 DAYS ONLY'
DON'T MISS THIS SALE
AN UNBELIEVABLE 75% OFF
DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES
BURI & RATTAN FURNITURE

REDUCED 40%
Includes Trunks(4 Floor Screens

25% OFF AREA RUGS,
TOSS PILLOWS,BURI
& RATTAN ACCESSORIES,
AND MUCH MORE
Sole prices good through Jon. 17
No Layaways or Exchanges On Sole Items

No Bank
Cards
On Sale
Items

Bel Air Center
U.S.641 South
Murray, Ky.
Hours: M-F 10-6,Sat. 10-5

MINNENS
WINTER
FASHION
CLEARANCE
Blazers
Pants
Sweaters
Shirts
Skirts
Ski Jackets
Rabbit Coats
Cloth Coats
Dresses

CLEARANCE!

Studio West
OFFERS

Portrait Special
2-8x10's
4-5x7's
20—Wallets

r

All Sales Final - Exchanges Where Possible

structions and other pertinent weight." Children du nut gruis
information are included with at a uniform rate, and you
the sale item.
may not lose the weight you
'Consider your needs and in- plan to.
tended use. Just because an
'Watch -sale fever" - its
item is- substantially reduced contagious. Often shoppers
does not mean it is a good buy. will buy just because everyone
Many, sale items end up ac- else is.
cumulating in the closet.
"If using credit, carrying a
•Remember that most sale running total of your bill to
items cannot be returned.
discourage overspending.
'Compare prices at competing stores. An item reduced
15% in one place, for example,
For Information
may sell regularly for less at a
Regarding
rival store.
If you have room to store
them until next year.
Christmas cards and decora(Permanent
tions are usually bargains.
Removal
of Hair
Most are greatly reduced
Call
after the holidays.
'There is considerable risk
in buying sale clothing -for
your child to grow into- or for

Inventory
Clearance

100 N. 6th St. Murray, Ky.

2

9

of a savings.
Occasionally, stores also offer -close-out" sales. This
means that for some reason
the merchandise will not continue to be sold. Items could
have been over-priced, poorly
designed or not used by most
store customers.
Ilf the close-out is due to a
change in design,for example.
it may' offer a good buy. But
beware of poor product quality
Suggestions for getting real
bargains at after holiday
sales:
'Inspect all merchandise
carefully before you buy. The
item may' be a highly
desirable Christmas gift that
was returned or faulty merchandise that would not sell at
a regular price.
'Be sure all labels, care in-

Kelly DeWitt
Named 'Miss
Rainbow -1980'
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SAVE NOW ON
HUNDREDS OF
WINTER
FASHIONS!

$1500

$5.00 Depoiit Required
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Deposit Refunded

Wed., Jan. 14- Fri., Jan. 16th
3-6 p.m.& Sat. Jan. 1 /th 1-6 p.m.
BEL AIR CENTER and OLYMPIC PLAZA: Shop Daily 10-9, Sunday 1-5
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Looking Back

1Opinion Page

10 }ears Ago
An average of $51.78 per hundred
weight was reported for the sales •it
Type 23 dark fired tobacco on tlic Murray Market yesterday, according to
011ie Barnett, reporter for the loc.d
market.
Deaths reported include bill,,,
Tucker, 67, Mrs. Opal Holley, 71, Mt,
Mary Theobald, 89, and Willard W
Watts,55.
Kaptain Karl, a safety entertainer
from the National Child Safety Council.
was in Murray this week giving safety
lecturers to the students at Austin,
-Carter, Robertson, and University
Schools, the Headstart, and Mother
Goose Nursery.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hodges returned home last week after spending a
month touring England and Scotland.
Miss Maude Nance, antique dealer at
New Concord, presented a program 011
"Antiques" at the meeting on Jan. 7 of
the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The Murray State University Racers
beat Oral Roberts University by the
socre of 90 to89 in a basketball game for
a 10 to 2 record now. Jimmy Young was
high scorer for Murray and Fuqua for
Oral Roberts.

Letters To The Editor

New Accreditation
t4 tail see; thin procedure is a
ve y complicated one and could be very
easily_confused by the public. EducaAs you are aware. the state Departtion is of vital interest to everyone. parment of Education is currently working
ticularly to those who have children in
on a new method of accrediting school
districts. According to Kentucky
Kentucky's public schools. We are sure
statute. the State Board of Education is
that as a result of their interest, your
required to set rules and regulations for
. publication will be looked to for interpretation and clarification in the coolaccreditation.
ing months.
The revision process is extremely
In order to answer questions you
complex arid involves many ;:onimtght have and-to explore the implica- •
pheated steris TO---Stinirrarrie the stages that are involved, the following
tions of the new accreditation method,
we' would like to invite you, your
two paragraphs give-a very brief
outline of the procedure. •
editorial staff, and any reporters who
will be following this issue to come to
Phase I of this project was a citizeits'
committee broadly representative of
Frankfort at 1:00 p.m. ET, Thursday,
the citizens of the commonwealth
January a 1981. The tentative location
developing a set of "startdards.of qualiwill be the Capital Plaza Tower. 17th
ty" of education. Phase II is the
Flour State Board Room.
development of programmatic inThis wilt give you an opportunity to
dicators which will measure the acask questions to the department staff
complishments of the -standards of
about. the accreditation process, and
quality."_ Ninety-two practieng
hopefully will be of help to you when ineducators from aeross- the state have
terpreting this information to your
allbeen appointed- to serve on
readers. We realize that this is not an
important Indicators Committeee. This
issue which can be easily explained by
Phase of the project will involve all
phone or letter, even to your reporters
districts in a review and study process
who normally cover educational Sues.
In order that we can properly plan for
in regitinal meetings. with emphasis on'
adequate sp,ce, please call Barbara
public_ awareness. A recommendation
Atkinson,by January 16 to let her know
will be. made to the State Board of
how many from your staff will be attenEducation at the May 1981 meeting.
ding-this session. You may contact her
The new accreditation process will be
by phoning (5021 5644964, or by writing
implemented during the 1981-82 school
Fier at 1211 Capital Plaza Tower,
year. It may be necessary to use pilot
Frankfort, KY 40601, We are looking
districts, depending .on the time-line
forward to the opportunity to meet with
created by the requests for public hearyou and discuss this-most important
engs. The Citizens' Committee made it
issue.
quite clear to us that the general public
Sincerely.
wants to see hard evidence of a quality
Raymond Barber
educational system.
• •

/ear Editor

Counting Blessings
Dear Editor:
As we close the old year and enter the
new, we should be counting our blessings. realize that God has really crowned our year with good things, and our
• paths do drop fatness Ps. 65:11. This
has been 5 year when the Word of God
means more to me than ever before.
With the psalmist in Ps...1W 2_ we can..
praise God fcir His mielity acts, and for
Heiéeding gr.eatness. Alin Ps. 103;
we just want to bless that holy name,
and forget not any of His benefits of
forgiving us- of our sins, redeeming us
• front-deStruction, healing our diseases,
and satisfying us with so many good
•

• Congratulations
Dear Editor:
The front page of the Wall Street
Journal 'of Friday. January 2, 1981
brought the attention Of the United
States to -Murray,- Kentucky when One
of the staff reporters reported on your
newspapers Cable TV - Channel that
transmits news, sports, weather, and
advertisements.
I- am sure other citizens have commended yoo for this added service. to
Murray: but. it sure is a comfort to
have an instant time. weather and news
'report by the simple push of a button.
My congratulations to you for this added service and my best wishes.
Very truly yours,
Robert O. Miller
County Judge/Executive

GaRAF1FIrrt
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Murray Ledger & Times
USF'S 306-700
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
Editor
Ft Gene McCutclieon
The Murray ledger & Times is publialled
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
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Murray, Ky 42071
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things. Surely we do want to lift up One
lite' this and glorify His name continually and reach Out to share such a
Christ with others who don't know these
- good things.
Maybe you are looking down or
around at circumstances or the fearful
conditions in our nation and life around
us. If-that-is the-only
could ite•Sger
G.6a intends that we Mc& up to Him and realize
that He,has not changed, nor lost any of
his power or concern for. us: Just as
surely as we live, we e'an still do aS1
Peter 5:7. says, "casting all your care
upon Him, for He careth for you." If
you really KNOW the lortfba complete surrender to Him,and have learned to trust. HIM, you have learned
Peter's secret. You remember in the
Word that there was a time Peter fixed
his eyes upon the waves around him
and he began to sink; but when he looked at Jesus and said -Save me," Jesus
lifted him up from danger. What a good
lesson for is to keep our eyes upward
instead of all around at'circumstances. .
As our psalmist said, "Praise Him for
His mighty acts; praise Him-for his excellent greatness:" -Let us do that and
how we shall be lifted. Are you like tne. praising God for good health, protection, every need supplied and for-your many loved ones and friends? If not,
begin-to thank Him for things one by
one and see-how surprised you may be
in the many ways you have been bless-'
ed. If you have not come to know some
of real secrets to a happy life, come to
know the One who inspired the Bible.
and begin to search for (ruths which it
tells us will bring us eternal life

IIEARTLINEe.
Heartline is a service for senior
I could not write 48 letters so I wrote
citizens. Its purpose is to answer quesanother letter and had 50 copies made
tions and solve problems. If you have a
and sent to 46 of the 48 people who had
question or a problem not answered in
answered my first letter. One lovely
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
widow from Alabama and a nice
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, gentleman from Massachusettes I
Ohio 453141. You will receive a prompt
answered personally-.
reply, but you must include a self'To make a long story short, my wife
addressed, stamped envelope. The'
died last year and the Alabama widow
most useful-replies will be printed in
is now my wife and the gent in
this ridumn.
Massachusettes is still a good friend.
HEARTLINE: On the morning of
-Thanks--H.U.•
Oct. 28. 1974. my ;Ale of 30 years had a
ANSWER: Yours is only one of hunmassive stroke that left her totally
dreds of letters we have received for
paralyzed on her left side. I was in a
verY happy members of our Pen Pal
supervisory position at my job, but j
Club. Many-people are hesitant to join
stopped work to stay at home'and take'
this type of club, because of the bad opicaret(iny wife.
nions they live heard about them.
Sometime duringThe first year of takHowever, we have never had a member'
ing care of my wife, I thought that if
complain that our club was not what we
could corrospond with someone who
,said it was. This club is for persons over
was taking care of a stroke victim that
it would be a big help to me,as it was a
new experience. So I ordered two of
your Pen Pal Lists and wrote a letter
and had 50 copies made and sent it to a
cross-section of the people on the lists. I
thought that maybe 4 or 5 would answer
and possibly one or two would be what I
By GLE
"_ WAStanking Li_
- Associated Press. ritcr
,
Would you believe that 48 of the Till
WASHINGTON )AP) — Ronald
people answered offering me words of
Reagan's strategists face seme hard
encouragement,etc.
choices over the timing and scope of the
.11-+4-4

The Story Of

0

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
aiesseient 19711
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Flu
Ovi

OWED
The flu
About 113,000 pine tree seedlings have
Owenstx
been set on the farm of Arvin Mcthe age of 50 only'. It is net a mateofficials
Cuiston, according to Robert I.. Brown,
matching service, even though quite a
cent of-ti
local soil conservationist.
few of our meinbers have met and marabsent.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maude
ried through their membership. And we
Tuesdi
Thomas,74,and Davie Stewart,78.
must applaud our members for their
stood at
Long time employees at the Murray
concern and support for persons ill such
percent,
Hospital recognized recently for over 30
positions as you found yourself.
5,360 stui
years of service include Henry Erwin, (
Anyone wishing to receive full inforOwensbo
Marvin Page, Bess Thomas, Jennie
mation about our Pen Pal Club should • Key, Edith Barrett, Rosette Littleton,
had no pl
write to Heartline, American 60 Club,
"We'rt
Carman Horton, and Ailene Oliver, R.
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
and see
N., according to Bernard C. Harvey,
Ohio 45381.• .Please send a long, selfadministrator of the hospital.
addressed and stamped envelope.
The Rev. J. Max Sykes was devoHEARTLINE: I am on Medicare,
tional speaker at the meeting Ifif the
though I have never used it. I have a
Kirksey School Unit of the ParentBy ST
few questions I would like to ask iny•
Teacher Association. He was introducAssoc
Medicare carrier. Where can I get the
ed by Mrs. Joe Sledd, program chairMIAMI
address of my Medicare carrier! ICY.
man.
Florida
ANSWER: You can get this address
The marriage of Theresia Josefa
winter t
by phoning your local Social Security
Sailer and Airmail First Class Charles
frigid Ni
office.
Luther Tarry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
with the
Eugene Tarry of Murray, was solemyou need
,41
nized in Germany.
good."
Bobby Allen, Jimmy HayeiNanda
Now, e
Duncan, Denise Outland:. and Linda
have it so
Hale presented the program at the
A viciot
meeting of the Faxon Senior 4-H Club
had most
_odd atihe school Sharon _Walston is
_
States - president-elect -touted-tax cut& -No 'matter W.hich'waY they turnitIzejillak -Christraa
•
•
shine Stat
severe dangers aggravated by an
was the
economy even weaker than it was-Elec,
A
book
entitled
Goethe
On
Human
on record
tion Day.
Creativeness, edited by Dr. Rolf-E. P.
log Iron
Reagan has long advalated a 30 perKing, professor Of German at Murray'
Tallahass
cent tax mi. over three yearswith the
State College, was released Dec. 18.
with Mian
first stage to be retroactive to Jan. lf
The book contains a group of-essays by
Local
But going ahead with the plan now
the faniious German philogiber-iit3et
populated
could risk an even bigger budget deficit
Goethe.
.4
sunstarve
and thus higher interest rates and
Deaths reportedinclude Mrs. Nanney
ly deserte
worse inflation. President Carter's
Wilson Swann,W. W. Will) Doublin,75,
dressed j
economists,are predicting a deficit of
and Robert Turner Barett, 104.
hardly s
nearly 860 billion for fiscal 1981, even
Eighty-tyro) students from 12 Western
muffs a
without a tax Cut this year:
Kentucky and Tennessee High Schools
blankets
Some Reagan advisers suggest that
were guests of Murray State College on
get a tan.
the tax cut's first installment be
Jan.
6
the
High
School
Workshop.
at
At the
delayed — probably until mid-year. A
sponsored by the MSC Speech Departtainebleau
delay would tend to hold down the
ment, according to Prof. J. Albert
deck chair
deficit, but also could hinder- an
Tracy,department head.
"We t
economic recovery that must occur if
The Rev.George W. Bell is serving as
weather 'i
the budget is to be balanced during
minister of the First Methodist Church.
convince s
Reagan's admnistration.
In high school basketball games New
around,' b
Here, in question and answer form,is
Concord beat Lynn Grove and Almo
any repor
a look at the situation.
beat Smithland. High scorers were
number of
Q. Who supports a rapid personal tax
Rowland for New Concord, Howard for
bound flu
cut and why?
Lynn Grove, Phillips for Almo, and '
Ashlock,
' A. The most radical advisers — the
MatIvenyfor Smithland.
Eastern Ai
so-called supply-siders — are led by
The Arts and Crafts. Club held its
Temper;
David Stockman, Reagan's budget
Mrs.
C.
January
meeting
at
the
home
of
.pected to
director-designate, and Rep. Jack
H.
Redden.
mal for up •
Kemp. They argue that sweeping tax
potential c
cuts Would stimulate new production.
Today
No. 1 intim
While tpe deficit will widen immediatewriderwet
ly,This imbalance'would be only temBy The Associated Press
might hen
porary,they say. The ensuing economic
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 14, the 14th
boon would everhually generate enough
day of 1981. There are 351 days left,in
revenues to offset the tax loss.
the year.
- Q. Why oppose this thinking?
Today's highlight in history:
A. Other, more conservative advisers ,
On Jan: 14, 1784, the United States
fear that unbalancing the budget faratified a peace treaty with England,
ther now would drive up already high
formally ending the War of Ininterest rates and worsen inflation,thus
dependence.
deterring the,futufe economic growth
On this date:
Stockman expects: They would not risk
In 1809, England and Spain formed an
such drastic tax cuts until they can prealliance against Napoleon-Bonaparte. ye successful in reducing fedetal spenIn 1914, Henry Ford's first assembly
ding.
line went into operation, greatly reducQ. Who is right?
ing thetime it took to produce a car.
A. No one really-knows. because taxes
in 1942, American forces under Gen.
have never been done in so bold a way
Douglas MacArthur resisted Japanese
under similar circumstanoes.
attacks on Bataan, Philippines.
Q. If government cuts spending
In 1969, 25 crewmen were killed when
enough, won't tax cuts make sense?
the world's biggest warship, the U.S.
A. Quite possibly. But cutting spencarrier Enterprise, was ripped by an
ding fast enough is by no means a cerexplosion while on maneuvers off
tainty, economists argue. Stockman
Hawaii.
'
himself said this week: "It's clear now
Ten years ago: Nine people were killthat the budget is $60 billion in deficit"
ed and dozens more injured in afire at a for the year ending Sept. 30,"that spenretirement home in LowSville, Ky.
It'!
ding has increased $45 billion over what
Five years ago: The Spanish governreturn
was projected in June and that the proment drafted several thousand postal
t'dXeS I
blem of trying to control that is going to
workers in an effort to stem labor agitato thi
be even greater than we expected."
tion.
wit]
Q. Is delaying the tax cuts an
One year ago: Iran's foreign minister
repre:
answer?
warned the American hostages could
A. "A deficit $10 billion bigger
remain in captivity forever, and that .
• resulting from a quick tax cu0 or
their spy trials would begin as soon as
WE't
smaller I by delaying ) doesn't make
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini gave the
that much difference economically,"
word.
says a Congressional Budget Office
Today's birthdays: Actress. Faye
economist. "But psychologically, it
Dunaway is 40. Actor-writer Thomas
would help. People would like to see
Tryon is 55.
Washington make some progress. Not
Thought for today: Music is the
to attack the deficit, as pledged, would
universal language of mankind. — Poet
erode confidence." he"said. This could
Henry' Wadsworth Longfellow 1 1807aggravate inflation.
1682).
•

Woad
Good

Washington Today

Challenging the old order by a Panorama Shores graduating
valedictorian, Quentin Fannin, of Call9way County High School,
May 30, rang the bell when he addressed the class and, high school
patrons with a memorable speech. Custom necessitated the presentation of a valedictorian's address to be reviewed by governing
school authorities prior to speaking. Upon reading Fannin's prepared text officials turned thumbs down,. but just as quickly gave
Fannin the green light when cited with provisions of the federal
Civil, Rights Act guaranteeing his legal privilege to give the address.
. For the -sake of leaving a bit of icing on the take, a segment is
printed for history to nibble on: in too many instances, We 'were
not taught to think, but only to act as a'spong—soak up someone
else's thoughts and be squeezed dry to test how much we .had
supposed learned . . . This is an -impassioned plea to those of
osr ,prcaC..t thin n,.vuliilig loV ir• Lan, and 1i14.4b1 JO, %.•Itatever fs normsChristmas celeb-ration has lost much
sary to bring about sorely needed educational improvement here
of its Meaning With the'great commerat Calloway County High School." The writers of this book strongly
cilization at that time: but it should be a
defended this young man's right to speak, in addition to reprinting
time when we realize anew of the great
the address 'in full-in the county newspaper. At the same time,
price which was paid to redeem us from.
the: enemy, who caused ' 0.11t -- first
_coriverSely praising a counfrhigli school for its capacity to develop
parents to sin.'I needed tii. say enticed
the mentality of our youth to speak the truth with courage,'knowl'theta; forme all haste the power to overedge, justice and wisdom. What greater-- Socratic—commendation
come temptation by God's help. Leavcan be said to Calloway County High S,vhool teachers!
ing His glory up in heaven,'where He
On peacetime being subjected to rationing and ,fluctuating
helped in creation and all things was
not easy for Jesus, nor His Father who
energy rates are unexpected changes for a county accustomed
gave Him to be a sin offering to die for
to stable rates, however electric consumers of energy in the TVA,
us. :Praise the- Lord fqr such love as .
including Calloway County, were surprised. victims of
flexible
--this! -We can never repay Him for that
Month-to-month energy charge, attributed to the uncertainty of coal
great sacrifice He made for us to be
supplies and prices. Such an Arrangement would guarantee perpetual
free from guilt of sins.,
In beginning anew in 1981, let us purprofits for electric producers, as had become adopted in 44 states
•
pose to look up instead of around or
oof the Union. On SepteMber 2.5, county energy users were also
down and God will blesS!
warned of the probability of rationing current, a convincing ploy to
distract patrons from rate increase objections, but the clincher
Sincerely.
occurred November 13 ordering street lights reduced to one-half,
•
I litene Clayton
-.banning individual outdoor lighting,' and turning thermostats down
Box 382, DeSoto, III 62924
toCe cool 85 degrees. Folks were getting too cold ,to protest heatidly, thus the perpetual rite of escalating energylkates has been
-formidably welded.
Anxieties manifest in fast growing communities are compounded
with increasing industrial and population growths. To meet the
,.
cracked nerve crisis, the Comprehensive Health Center arranged a
Turn ye again now every one
24-hour answering service June 28 providing free consultation for
from his evil way.. and dwell in
those experiencing emotional erisis,-contemplating suicide, family
the land that the Lord hath conflicts, alcohol and drug abuse, and child abuse. Need for congiven unto you....Jeremiah
pltation had been here for years, however this was the first instance
25:5.
whereby a professional adviser would be available at a designated
telephone number. No question as tcr-its social value, a service
Selfishness is sin that brings
previously performed by a minister, friend, or a country editor
its own miseries. Prophets still
burning midnight oil in Calloway County.
call men and nations to new
goodness.
Tole Continued
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Board Still Wants To Pursue
Sexual Harassment Charges

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP -Although the matter has been
dropped by the state Justice
Department,the state Personnel Board wants a continued
investigation into allegations
of sexual harrassment in the
Department of Agriculture.
The Personnel Board voted
Tuesday to ask the Justice
•Department to resume the investiation and to allow a board
representative to participate
in the investigation. The board
wants the results and conclusions forwarded to it for possible action.
State Personnel Conumissioner Dick Robinsbn said
complaints of sexual harrassment received by his department last August have been
dropped at the Justice Department after an investigation.

However, Robinson told the a work situation in state
board that the complaints government that enables
"continue to give me employees to be
free from
reasonable cause to believe harassment and intimidathat a work place free from tion."
sexual harrassment was not
Following a lengthy closed
maintained in the Department session, the Personnel
Board
of Agriculture."
also adopted a strong stateRobinson said that he had ment against sexual harrassturnetrthe complaints over to ment in state government.
the Justice Department after
"The Personnel Board
they had been reviewed by his strongly disapproves and will
department's legal counsel not tolerate proven instances
and he determined alat the of sexual harrassment in any
federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 agency of state government,"
had been viofated.
the statement said.
The board also voted to ask.
Robinson noted the complaints have still not been the attorney general's office
withdrawn at the Personnel for an advisory opnion regarding its jurisdiction and enDepartment.
"I will not ignore the issue," forcement options in sexual
Robinson said. "Sexual har- harassment cases.
The request will also ask the
rassment, in any form, will
not be condoned in state attorney general's office to
government We must provide provide the Personnel Board
with a procedure for handling
sexual harrassment cases that
will protect the due process

Flu Strikes Schools In
Owensboro; Fifth Absent
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP)The flu bug has struck the
Owensboro school system and
officials say more than 20 percent of the students have been
absent.
Tuesday's absentee rate
stood at approximately 20.2
percent, with 1,084 of the city's
5,360 students home sig. Still,
Owensboro officials gaid the).
had no plans to cancel classes.
"We're just going to wait
and see how it goes," said a

State Office In Tokyo Is Financed

rights of both the accuser and
the accused.
Some of the allegations apparently involve Agriculture
Commissioner Alben Barkley

FRANKFORT, Ky. API The first six months of operation of Kentucky's development office in Tokyo will be

financed under a 6245,200
personal-service contract approved by a legislative subcommittee.
The contract is with Peter

Barkley said he has not been
given a copy of a report on the
investigation the Justice
Department forwarded to the
attorney general and has not
been told the names of his accusers.
Barkley issued a statement
last week denying any wrongdoing.
Forty-six of the 72 women
employees in the Agriculture
Department signed a petition
Friday expressing confidence
in Barkley, saying he had not
sexually harrassed any of
them.
Nita Burgener, who started
the petition, said she was
dissatisfied with press reports
of the accusations against
Barkley.

D. Miller of Woodside, Calif.,
who has been hired by the
state Commerce Department
to manage the office for a
salary of 655,000 annually plus
fringe benefits.
Commerce

officials

calculated the contract based
on an exchange rate of 220
Japanese yen to the dollar.
Miller, who has been a,
management consultant with
SRI International for the past
six years,is expected to arrive
in Kentucky next week to
begin six to eight weeks of
"intense indoctrination,•"
Commerce Commissioner
Jack Segell told the Personal
Service Contract Review Subcommittee.
The department hopes to

us
March. It will be the state's se-

open the office sometime
cond

overseas

development

tuennuun, which begins July

year of the biennium
But

Rep

Bob

Junes, 0-

office. A similar operation

Crestwood, the subcorruniUee

began in Brussels, Belgium,in
1976.
•
Segell told the committee
Tuesday that Miller came
highly recommended by his
employer and the clients he
had while working for SRI
The subcommittee approved the contract on a voice
vote. Reps. Bruce Blythe, RLouisville, and W
Harold
DeMarcu.s, R-Stanford, voted

The cumnuttee also approved a number of other con-

chairman, said he believes
such efforts are ''necessary to

tracts

against it.
"In these times of declining
lstate income, as 'important
as the venture is, I can't see

Spending more than half a
million dollars in a foreign
land," Blythe said in explaining his vote. The money should
be spent in Kentucky, he added.
The state's budget as approved by the 1980 General
Assembly includes a $300,000
appropriation for the office
during the second year of the

get

the

ment

is

The state is -getting ripped

economy going....1 off bad" in some right-of-way
think this is the type of thing
acquisition proceedings. said
the governor was elected on
Steve
Reeder, depaty
and I think we should support
secretary for legal affairs
him in this endeavor."
Kavanaugh's assignment
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynttuaria,
will be to -evaluate whether
questioned whether Miller is'
we're doing it right,- he addbeing'paid enough - a query
ed.
the comnuttee didn't take
In other action, the cumseriously at first.
mine voted to consider obtain•'I mean it," Ford said.
ing the names of board
"Fifty-five thousand dollars is
members and officers of the
not much in Japan."
companies proposed to do
In comparable dollars,
business with the state under
Miller will be making less in
personal-service contracts.
Tokyo than his current salary
On a motion by DeMarcus,
at SRI, Segell said. And he
the panel asked for a staff
originally asked for $65,000 to report detailing
how difficult
$70,000.
such a process would be.
But Miller also wants to
, DeMarcus said he was not
"round out his resume," and
"pointing the finger at
will make a financial sacrifice
anybody" in making the refor the opportunity. Segell
quest. -I Just want to know
said, adding that the departwho we're doing business
committed

to

the

with."
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spokeswoman in
the
superintendent's office, who
was nursing an ear ache
herself.
School officials in HenderEPEAT A$ELL OUT/
son, meanwhile, were hoping
the situation in Owensboro
was not a sign of things to
1:1041.C55ERS00
come.
Tuesday's absentee figures
showed no change from Mon•-•••
day's in Henderson, according
to pupil personnel director
Obie Todd. He said 578 of the
county's 7,370 students were
out sick.
"There has been a little
shift," Todd noted. Some of
By STEPHEN C.SMITH
the ones who were down
Associated Press Writer
yesterday are back up today,
MIAMI AP)-For month.
and some of the ones who were
Florida has been enticing up yesterday are down today.
winter travelers from the But it all totals out the same."
frigid North to "come south
With a, countywide attenwith the promise that "When dance rate of 92 percent, Todd
you need it bad, we've got it said, officials were not
congood."
sidering cancelling classes.
Now, even Floridians don't "We really don't start thinkhave it so good.
ing about that until it gets,
A vicious cold wave that has down below 90 percent," he
•
had most Of the eastern United said.
• States shivering since
At
Owensboro.
Daviess
--Christmas roiled-into the Sun, -County Hospital, emergency:
shine State this week. Tuesday
room personnel were busy
was the coldest January day treating an average of 20 flu
COPMfdsr'to.
ALL 'TEAS
on record in many cities, rangvictlms every eight hours, a
E.coatzr;
sult3scr
ing from 8 degrees ,at spokesman said..'
ro
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January White Sale
St. Marys
Bath
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On Sale
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Sale

Comtrex

I

COMTREX

Multi.Symptom
Cold Reliever
24 Tablet

TABLETS

Rose Milk

'Rose

Night 8. Dry Moisturizing
Face Lotion

Face
Lotion

/ .3.75 Oz.

16 Capsule

$1 38

Sole Your Choice

L'Oreal
Preference
Hair Color

hJ
111

69

Bath Rugs
$379

Sale

i!;
ion!!
Oral B Tooth Brush
784
Oroli3

Reg. $4.99 Sole

25%

1

B-60, 840, 835, B32, 830, 820

$239

Bath Towels, Hand Towels, and
Wash Clothes

Sale Your Choice

Reg. $8.99 Sole $679

Lid Covers Reg. $2.99 Sale $2.1 9

Off

Tank Sets Reg. $8.99
Your Choice of 8 Colors Sale $6.79

Sale

Vicks Formula
44D

Hi-Dri

Towels
Jumbo Roll

49C

I•

Cannon Sheets

Formula
144D

Decongestant Cough Mixture

$1 38

Sole

3 Oz. Bottle

Sale

Vick's

NyQuil
Night Time Cold
Medicine

6 Oz Bottre

Att,

Crest
Toothpaste

CreSt
Crest-40

Sole

5 Oz Tube

8

Sale

Full Size Flat or Fitted Reg. $6.99

Sole

$c49

4

PloYtex
17
%

Robes,
Pajamas,
& Gowns

30%

Off

Playtex
Bathroom

Men's

Tissue

Flannel

Economy Pack, 80-8 Oz, Bottles

Boutique Tissues

Pajamas
& Robes

id di ..e.—Hind

Rave
Soft
Hair
Spray

5.1.1% Ma..•
IC.MIT *0011i•

Regular or
Extra Hold
7 Oz. Aerosol Can

Sale

894

Sale

4 Rolls

Barnes-Hind
Wetting
Solution

Solutort
nard
contJ.-t lc!

For Contact Lenses
2 Oz

96'

Sale

C

$3
98

RIGHT
GUARD

25%

Elan Pain
Relief
Contains No
Aspirin

Special Style
No. 626
1000
.Water Proof
Full Zipper

Sale Price

$1088

Ladies

Velour
Tops,
Blouses
& Sweaters

Top Or Full
Lace
Only $3299
Save $4.00

$1 46

Dristan
Capsules

Capsules

for Relief Of Colds and`

100 Capsules

16 Capsules

Sinus Congestion

sae $33
9
$1

19

Mens
Felt Lined

Pacs
Save

$500
On Any Style

Mens

Hiking
Boot
Jaquar & Tuff Tred

25 */0

.
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Save $4.11

Northern
Pacs On
Sale

New

Sale

Slush
Boot

Special
Selection
Exquisite
Form Bras

Regular, Unscented,
Powder Dry 401, Can

Tylenol

V

Off

5 Oz. Bronze Can
Right Guard Anti Perspirant

Extra
Strength

$Q99

$688

Right Guard
Deodorant

Sole Your Choice

Sale

/
1 3 Off

$1 96

Sale

Pillow Cases Reg. $4.99

$799

By Landmark
Reg. $8.99

Gillette

Allbee With C
B Complex With
Vitamin C
100 Capsules

Sole

Mens
Flannel

Disposable
Bottles
Sale

sir

Queen Size Flat or Fitted
Reg. $9.99

Women's

Ladies
Flannel

Regular o; Mint Flavored

$1 78

$299

Twin Size Flat Or Fitted Reg. $4.99

Off
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.1 SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT.*
.
NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHEC"

Insulated

Coveralls

All

Shoes
&
Boots

30 /0

7I 11

„.
edi

Off Reg. Price

Camouflauge, Brown, Green, Blue

50%

Optronics
Long Range

Gun
Cases

Off

20%

Adidas,
Nike,
Wood N Stream

:
11

Spotlight
2,000 Candle Power

.
1111

Sale $1 497
Plugs into your
cigarette lighter

Off

:
e

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT. mem
11:
Heet
All Advertised Items
me
Gas Line
All Sizes
Short & Long

20%

Anti-Freeze
Buy Now and
Save

Prestone
De-Icer

an

For That Hard
To Get Off
Ice
Spray Can

•

Prestoni
DE-ICER
e•
•••
O..**
1
7.
1
:
7
,1=
00

Starting Fluid
For Your Car or Truck

•

Cold Weather
Is Upon Us
Don't Let Your
Water Line Freeze.
Keep HEAT TAPE
or PIPE WRAP in stock

Off

Cords

Of Our Already Low Discount Prices

At The Lowest Prices.

Uncle Jeff's has a complete supply of
Plumbing Needs

Propane Tanks

Copper finings, PVC pipe fittings, 8,
CPVC pipe 8, fittings

demai.

Stove Pipe

Wedges

8"x36"

For These Cold
Mornings
Get Some

.
11
.

Extension

,

Cheap!!
Snow's here and
more snow is coming

Be ready
and have a
Snow Shovel
On Hand

Low, Low Prices

For Splitting Wood
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From Uncle Jeff's
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
it Will Not Be
Undersold!!

1004e=41484==21•1=11

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

111===le

Limit Rights
Reserved

Home Owned
Operated

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

Prices Good
Wed. Jon. 14th
Thru
Tues. Jan. 20th
adMINIMIMMINNIMINik

SAVE $1.00

BLUE BARN

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

COKE, SPRITE, TAB

MILK

29
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO k.DAIRY PRODUCTS

REG. 51.99
PLUS
DEPOSIT

GAL..
25 LB. BAG

BETTY CROCKER
READ TO SPREAD

FLAV 0 RICH

BUTTERM ILK

FROSTING
16 OZ.

389

99'

/
1 2 GAL.

I CHILI Biiiii3ESBEANS

COTTAGE CHEESE

3/$1

$1 29

$1 °9

24 OZ.

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

afillIKaa I- a.,

SAVE 69` ON TWO
BETTY CROCKER
SUPER MOIST

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE 'A' EXTRA LARGE

TOTINO'S
FROZEN

EGGS

PIZZA'S

CAKE MIXES

109

69
DOZ.

13 OZ.

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

MIST KIST

SCOT LAD

REXFORD

REXFORD

CRANBERRY JUICE

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

KIDNEY BEANS

BLACKEYE PEAS

320Z.

2 LB.

$

19

AMERICAN BEAUTY

HONEY HILL

MIXED VEGETABLES

SWEET PEAS

300 SIZE

2/79"
4••

11

303 SIZE

CISITFOI

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Hunt's

Snowy
Bleach

Tomato Sauce

$1 39
4—

is.. 2/69'

26 OZ.
Good Only Al Storey's
Lop 1 20 81

Good Only At Slorey s
Lop 1 20 81

COUPON 095664
limit

COUPON 09566.

One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Hamburger
Helper

Bisquick
Biscuit Mix

Good Only At Storey s
Lop 1-2081

Immo

$ 29

_L
)01

40.1
Gad Only AI Slaty s
Exa 1 20 81

1 °9

r—

SHAMPOO

COUPON

COUPON

Liquid Vanish
Bowl Cleaner

i.5.,r.4

Limit One Per Family
Betty Crocker

Angel Food Cake Mix

PAPER TOWELS

1501.

LOTION

59

COUPON 095661
Limit One Per Family
Betty Crocker

Super Moist Cake Mixes

COUPON 0956,,4

TOOTHPASTE

TISSUE
401. $399
$116
•

99,

$ 1 99
1207.

Good Only Al Storer

:
E y_ )221j.

TRASH BAGS
KNEE HI'S

10414
11W--111C=3410414==1

'

CRISCO

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

20 PACE
KRAFT

26 GAL.

$176

SPECIAL ORLON

Good Only El Dort,
Exy 120.81

4 ROLL

CHICKEN Of THE SEA

SHORTENING

Limit One Per Family

Betty Crocker
Ready To Spread
Frosting

891
$1 1 7

TUNA
4.6 OZ.

MTI.ANTA

LIQUID

JUMBO ROLL

CNARMIN BATHROOM

OIL OF OLAY

AQUA FRESH
17 or
Reg. or Confetti
Good Only At WIRY'S
Exp. 1.20.81

I 60,
Good Only Al Slorefs
op 1 20 81

1ffit1041=141=14

BOUNTY

FABERGE ORGANIC

Limit One Per Family

is., 2/

99'

Health & Beauty Aid Specials Shop These Everyday
Low Shelf Prices

$ 09

2/$1 49

3/

COFFEE CREAMER
1601.

--

Ltrrsit One Per Family

PLAIN LABEL

JUNE PEAS

'SRL
r--

3005111 3/19'

REEDSBURG VALLEY EARLY

3/$1

SIZE
•••

3/89'

300 SIZE

VELVETTA

2 LB.

$279

FOLGERS

991
1041=

COFFEE
1=4101

I LB. CAN

$278
P=*=4M

•
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with these values I
*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Choice Meats ,
*Fresh Produce

•
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MORRELL GOLDEN SMOKED

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

4.4414‘.

NO'

BONELESS

HAM

0

69

69
LB

—

LB.

44.4•dikvo.,

;cat., ..•eaa

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

BOSTON BUTT

PORK ROAST N.

SWISS STEAK
199
,

LB.

LB.
FAMILY PACK

7••••.•,
"'

GROUND BEEF

SLICED SLAB
/

BACON

49

19

1

4
LB.

LB.
al.Wrirer, .!tne: Art+-Vi

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SMOKED

STEW MEAT
4

LB. $1 99

CHICKASAW

PICNIC
STEAKS

LB

CATFISH

LOIN

$1 49

PORK CHOPS

LB.

LB

99c
$1

BACON

PORK CUTLETS

$1 59
LB.

PATTIES

$ 1 59
LB.

$
1401.

FRESH PORK LINK

EDWARDS PORK

SAUSAGE

SAUSAGE

LB. $1 69

19

REELFOOT OLD FASHION

29

KINGSFORD FROZEN

FRESH

$
LB

!
Fl )
t
D P FOC
tIE91
1
1 A

129

WIENERS

1201. $

19

METZGER
$1 59

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

LB

J'a ."0.•

LB 79

glist
,
‘Co`

. •
15 LB. RED

318. BAG

POTATOES

Giant Produce Savil
,1 ies

APPLES
JONATHAN
RED DEL.
GOLDEN
ILLINOIS

CABBAGE

4 LBS.

BROCCOLI
BANANAS
RED GRAPEFRUIT

EACH

3 LBS.
5

$1 00

994
$100

"
-TANGERINES TANGELOS
MIX JUICE ORANGES
t
OR
4A,MATCH

LM94

$ 1 00

1 LB. CARROTS 1 LB. RADISHES
CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS
BELL PEPPERS MIX OR MATCH

1 00

BAKERY SAVINGS

CASH POT

\I

1

THIS WEEK WIN

DELI SAVINGS

CINNAMON

IN STORE MADE

ROLLS

POTATO SALAD

LB 99'

$1 00000
RESTORE BAKED

WHITE BREAD

CHICKEN SALAD

GLAZED

HUTCHENS

YUM YUMS

B.B.Q. SANDWICH

LAST WEEK'S NAME
CHARLES AXSON
aa

MURRAY
WINNER $300.00

1041004

421
.--4111G:===01101104

-

COLORED

PRINT

LB

EA

$1 09
V

99'

1.0411=414=41
1
0=01

.141$

I'.4

G

Sports
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Sedalia Pulls Out 60-57 Win With Six Straight Points

$17":"' •

Lakers Lose Three-Point Lead, Game In Last 1:34
By STEVE BECKER
Spurts Writer
SEDAI1A, K — Calloway
County frittered away a threepoint lead in the final 1 34 of
its game against Sedalia last
night, watching the lions reel
off-the final six points of the
contest to win,60-57
With Calloway trailing 54-53
and 2:31 remaining, forward
•

Jeff Garrison tipped in a missed shot and hit both ends of a
one-and-one to put the Lakers
over the hump at 57-54
The Lakers then attempted
to put the ball in the deep
freeze, but the strategy
backfired.
After trimming 31 seconds
off the clock. Laker guard Dan
Key was tied up for a jump

ball. The call brought the
Calloway coaches off the
bench in unison, pleading for a
holding foul.
Sedalia won the tip, with
guard Keith Mason immediately drawing a Laker
foul. Mason hit both ends of
the bonus to edge the Lions to
within 57-56 at the :59 mark.
The next Calloway pass was

SETTING HIS SIGHTS — Calloway County guard Craig Darnell (15) gets past a Sedalia
player to retrieve a loose ball in the takers'60-57 loss in the final minutes last night.
Pholos By Steve Becker

the turning point m the contest. Guard Craig Darnell's inbounds pass went over the
head of forward Keith Lovett
and sailed out of bounds at the
other end of the court.
The Lions' Doug McClure
wasted no time in putting
Sedalia ahead to stay, rambling down the lane for the goahead layup.
Following a Calloway
timegut, the Lakers worked
the ball inside to Lovett, who
was hammered as he attempted a four-foot turnaround
with 17 seconds left.
With the ball glancing off of
the front of the rim, Sedalia
grabbed the rebound and the
game.
Mason hit two more free
throws with 11 seconds left to
finish Calloway.
"I am very disappointed
with the loss," Laker head
coach Chic Note said, "but I
was pleased with our effort. It
was the best one that we have
had in a while. Our kids have
got their minds made up now.
We are going to get there.
"We played well enough to
win. They were just ahead
when the buzzer went off."
Both squads had scoring
problems early, with Brad
Miller finally hitting the first
basket with 2:03 gone. The
hosts quickly found the range,
earning a 15-12 lead at the end
of the first quarter. .
Sedalia poured in the first
six points of the second
quarter to extend its lead to 2112.
Jeff Butterworth came off
the beneh to offer some sorely
needed offensive punch. The
sophomore guard popped in
five consecutive points for
Calloway to pull the Lakers
back to with four.
The Lakers edged to within
one, 29-28, on two Miller free
throws with 54 seconds left in
the half.
Sedalia's Richard Rose nail-

ed four straight free throws to
close the half for the i.l0f1S ins
33-28 lead.
Calloway went to a 3-2 halfcourt zone in the second half, a
tactic which rattled Sedalia.
The pressure generated by the
Laker
defense
enabled
Calloway to deadlock the
score at 43-43 late in the third
period.
Rose and Steve Lamb each
hit a basket for the Lions to
nudge into a 47-43 lead at the
end of the third quart T.
"We went to the 3-2 in the second half and it paid off for
us," Nute said. "We forced
some turnovers and got back
into the gaiae.
"Sedalia has got a much better team than their record indicates. It is tough to beat
them over here."
The two squads exchanged
the lead six times in the hectic
final period. Ricky Houston's
two key baskets kept the
Calloway fire fueled during
the stretch drive.
Garrison led all scorers with
16 points. Key added 13 points
and Lovett chipped in with 11
as the Lake:- inside game was
clicking.
The loss dropped Calloway
to 1-8 on the season. The
Lakers entertain Lowes
Thursday night.
Calloway Ccunty (571 — Dan Key 6 1-3
13: Keith Lovett 5 1-2 11: Jell Garrison 4
0-8 16. Brad Miller 12-2 4: Criug Darnell
1 2-34. Ricky Houston 2 0-0 4; Jeff Butterworth 2 1-1 5; Bryan Tebbetts 0 0-0 0:
Marty McCiuston 0 0-0 0. 21 15-1957
Sedalia (681 — Joe Ben Pritchard 6 3-5
IS. Steve iamb 6 2-3 14; Kenny Davidson
1 0-0 2. Richard Rdse 2 6-6 10; Keith
Mason 6-68. Danny McClure 4 3-4 11.5)
20-24 60
Calloway
. 12 16 15 14 — 57
Sedalia
. 15 18 14 13 -60

Mux
the
ing
Alei

Bryan Tebbetts poured in 24
points, including 10 of 10 free
thorow attempts, to lead the
Calloway County junior varsity team to a 58-42 win over
Sedalia.
The Lakers took a 36-27
halftime advantage before
blowing the game open with
their ball control strategy in
the third quarter.
Calloway worked most of
the time off the clock in the
third period by passing the
ball around the perimeter.
More importantly, the
Lakers' tactic kept the ball
away from Sedalia. The lions
could manage just one basket
in the period. Calloway hit ten
third quarter points.
Jeff Butterworth, hitting
consistently from the outside,
contributed 18 points for the
Lakers. The win raised the
Calloway ledger to 4-5.
Calloway 158i —Jeff Butterworth 6 6-6
18, Monty Ray 1 0-1 2; Bryan Tebbetts;
10-10 24, Don Hargrove 2 2-6 6; Darnell
Tharpe 1 2-2 4; Bob Anderson 00-i 0,
Todd Albritton°
4 17 24-30 58.
Sedalia 1421 — Motheral 8 1-2 17
Iamb 7 2-2 16; Roger 1 0-0 2; Todd 20-0 4;
Rhckman 1 5-02, Jackson 0 1-2 1 19 4-7 42
Calloway .
.
16 20 10 12 —58
Sedalia
....
. 12 15 2 i3--42

SC01

FINDING IT ROUGH INSIDE — Calloway County center
Keith Lovett (45) goes up for two of his 11 points in the
Lakers'60-57 defeat.

Sunday Racing Decision Due Feb. 17
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A decision is expected by Feb.
17 by the Kentucky State Racing Commission on whether to
allow Sunday racing dates at
Churchill Downs and 'other
thoroughbred tracks.
Commissioners are to be
polled that day by telephone
after reviewing receipt
figures from Latonia Race
Track in Florence.

The commission granted Sunday racing has helped the
Sunday dates on a trial basis Florence track and recomfor Latonia's current meeting. mended it be granted to all
Churchill Downs has re- other Kentucky tracks, if recluested Sunday dates for its quested.
spring meeting.
But Commissioner Anita
Sunday racing is permitted Madden of Lexington objected under Kentucky -law, but the to any inunediate action, saycommission had never before, ing opponents of Sunday racawarded Sunday dates.
ing should have a chance to
Commissioner Mac DeHart appear before the commisof Louisville said Tuesday that sion.

Final Score Could Be In 40's Again

Rebels Will Try To Kilt UK With Patience
•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — score might end up in the 40s,
Mississippi brings a
Ole Miss forward Elston but that's OK. You've got to lackluster 6-6 record, inTurner says the Rebels will make Kentucky play defense, cluding 1-3 in SEC play, into
try to kill Kentucky with pa- to see how long they an play
tonight's game. Third-ranked
tience when the Southeastern defense."
Kentucky is 10-1 and 3-0 and
Conference rivals clash
Tennessee tried that gambit will be heavily favored.
tonight in Rupp Arena.
-You have to be patient, like Saturday and nearly succeedBut 'turner said he believed
Tennessee," said Turner, ed. Fred Cowan's basket with
the Rebels had a shot at a
pointing to the Vols' slim seven seconds remaining gave monumental upset because "I
defeat here last week. -The Kentucky a 48-47 victory.
don't think they I the Wildcats1

BIG JOHN PRESENTS

200 FREE
LABELS
FOR SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THE
LABELS-FOR-EDUCATION PROGRAM

STORE NO.

200 Free labels From Big John
Program Director: All out this form
and take if to your nearest Big John
supermarket along with proof af

participation in the labels For
Education program

NAME OF SCHOOL'
STREET ADDRESS:
CITY:

ZIP:

PHONE:

DATE:

DIRECTOR'S NAME:
PRINCIPAL'S SIGNATURE:
OFFER EXPIRES

Feb 21,1981

RIGHT NOW. SCHOOL KIDS FROM KINDERGARTEN
THROUGH THE EIGHTH GRADE ARE COLLECTING LABELS
FROM
CAMPBELL'S
AND
FRANCO-AMERICAN
PRODUCTS THESE LABELS WILL BE REDEEMED BY
CAMPBELL'S FOR FREE AUDIO-VISUAL AND ATHLETIC
EQUIPMENT FOR THEIR SCHOOLS
BIG JOHN WANTS TO COMMEND CAMPBELL'S AND THE
TEACHERS, MOMS. DADS. GRANDPARENTS. AUNTS.
UNCLES, NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS WHO ARE HELPING
THE KIDS THE LABELS FOR EDUCATION PROGRAM IS
CERTAINLY WORTHWHILE THERE'S STK.L TIME FOR THE
KIDS TO ()Fr LOTS MORE LABELS. THE COtLECT10111
PERIOD CONTINUES imniouom yith 21,1981
WE'RE AWING EVERYONE WHO HASN'T HEARD ABOUT
THIS PROGRAM TO CHECK WITH THE YOUNGSTERS THEY
KNOW AND OFFER TO GIVE THEM LABELS FROM THE
PANTRY IF THE KIDS ATTEND A PARTICIPATING SCHOOL
LET'S ALL BOOST THIS 'moon AIM TOWARD THE
SUCCESS IT SO RICHLY DESERVES

are playing as well as they
should be playing."
"They're playing harder
than they did last year,"
Turner said, "but losing
Chuck Verderber Ito an appendectomy I and Kyle Macy
(to graduation A has been a big
blow. I don't think this team's
as good as last year's. Not yet,
anyway."
The same must be said of
Ole Miss, which lost super
scorer John Stroud to the National Basketball Association.
"Without John, people expect me to carry the load,"
said Turner. "I find myself
having to do things to generate
the offense and trying to be the
stopper on defense, too. It's
hard to play full time both
ways." Turner was noted mainly for
his defense when the Rebels
were relying on Stroud for
their points. Stroud led the
SEC in scoring each of the last
two seasons and finished as
the league's No. 2 career
scorer.
But Turner, a Knoxville,
Tenn., native, has done well at
both ends of the court this
year. He has averaged 21
points per game while taking
nothing from his defensive
game.
Turner said he has been
"consistent as far as playing
hard, but my shooting has
been kind of up and down."
"I've mostly been shooting
outside jumpers, from 12 to 25
feet," he said. "Those aren't
really high-percentage shots.
I've been hitting like 12 of 20,
10 of 22."
Turner is now Ole Miss'
leader, setting the example
for his younger teammates by
"showing what to do on the
floor, by rebounding, by playing offense and defense, by doing everything."
He likely will have to do a
great deal Wednesday night if
Ole Miss is to have any chance
against heavily favored Kentucky.
"It will be real tough,"
Turner conceded. "Kentucky
has a good team every year,
but we're going to try to get
our enthusiasm up, to get our
younger players to think they
can win this game."

15% OFF REGULAR PRICE ON ANY PURCHASE
OF MERCHANDISE IN OUR STORE
WITH THIS COUPON.

MasterCard

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
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Greene, Jackson Team Up In Spurt

Nitnttly Bench-Makes Up
For Alexander's Absence
By DAVID HIBBITTS
"That was the best game ( 17
Before turning louse in the
The Tiger junior varsit
Spurts Editor •
points and seven rebounds, varsity game, Murray center team is now 4-0.
For a quarter last rught, the four on the offensive boards) Monica Greene took out her
Federal Tilignmas OSi — Dyer 2 3-0
Bell 5 2-5 12. Mereckth 6 0-1 12
Murray girls could not hide she has ever played.
aggressiveness on the 7McDonald
i 150.27 Jones 5 1-2 Ii, Mason o
the fact that they were missThat was the first time I Paducah Tilghman junior var- 0-10, Patterson
600; York 0040; Ter
ing a healthy forward Tanya had ever seen Candy come off sity as the Lady Tigers rolled rail 3606
Murray
Alexander, the team's leading the bench and establish
16 15 10 5-69
to a 49-22 win.
0 7 7—fl
scorer, as they struggled herself. She can be as good as
Murray 14111 — Lynette Thompson 02-4
Greene
scored
of
her
10
12
against a smaller, but quick she wants lobe.
2. Monica Greene 6 041 12, Jodi Martin 7
points and forward Jodi Mar- 0-2 14, Kim 'Marne 4 1-2 S. Laurie
Paducah Tilghman team.
She does not like to be setin tallied 12 of her 14 in the Morgan 2 60 4; Raysha Roberts 2 0-0 4
Tiger coach Rick Fisher cond best and she has the
Kefly 1 0-1 2. Connie Spann I 0-22
first half, in which Murray Mel
Padirak Tilghman 22, — Mason 11.3
needed a cure in a hurry,so he ability to dominate. When she
built a 31-8 lead, incliteling a 3. Mirray 0 1-2 I , Terrell 2 0-3 4, Patterturned in the second quarter to came in, she really made
second quarter blitz of 15-0 son I 0-1 2. Tebb 00-20. Cavitt 1 0-62
York 3 2-2 8. Taylor 1 60 2. Maxwell 061
backup center Monica Greene some fine passes."
over•Tilghrnan.
0, Copeland 00-0 0. Boyd 00-0 0
and to guard Candy Jackson,
Tilgtunan's rash of turwho was not in her more ac- novers and Murray's seige of
substitions were more than
customed starting position.
The results were virtually enough to offset a thirdspectacular Tilghna
as
victorl
M rray broke quarter Tilghman flourish,
away from
n on the which chopped the Tigers'
lead from 51-24 to 53-39, behind
way to a 84-50
'_
Before Tilghman could get some reawakened outside
straightened out, Murray had shooting and its own pesky
'gone from idle into overdrive press.
But Murray answered that
and had shaken out of a 10-7
deficit into a lead that grew to brief rally behind the hustle of
reserves Kim Tharpe, Lynette
CUTTING OFF TILGHMAN WITH A SECOND QUARTER
39-20 just before the half.
PRESS — Murra* guards Cand* Jackson (left) and Natalie
Forward Donna Rousse took Thompson and Jodi Martin to
most of the pressure off Alex- push the lead back to 59-39 by
ander in the first quarter as the end of the third quarter.
"Our kids who came off the
she scorpd four of her 10 points
and stayed on the offensive bench really got after them,"
boards on the way to seven re- Fisher said. "One thing we
Mike Dickens. a familiar
had talked about was our in"Mike Dickens will be a
bounds for the game.
name in Murray State football valuable part of our coaching
With Jackson applying the consistency.
as a player and coach over the staff," Reamer said. "He has
"I have said all along that
pressure on a changing zone
past six years, has been nam- demonstrated his versatility
press and finding Greene, who we are only as strong as our
ed by head coach Frank the last two seasons to coach
used her height to get open for bench.
.Beamer to fill the fifth vacan- effectively.:,pn either side of the
"Kim Tharpe also showed a
the assists and muscle in 11 secy on the Racer coaching ball. He has earned a great
cond quarter points, the lot of aggressiveness and
staff.
deal of respect within the proTigers scored 10 points in the more spirit when she came in.
gram and throughout the comfirst 2:47 of the second quarter Lynette really came on at the
Dickens, a 25-year-old munity."
to go from a 12-12 deadlock to end.
native of Evansville, Ind.,
"Our hustle was the best
Although
his specific
a 22-16 lead.
coached the wide receivers as coaching responsibility
will be
"Our kids knew Tonya part. Our kids kept coming
a
graduate
assistant
in
1979.
and
coming
even though we
assigned at a later date,
would have a difficult time,"
and
Cas
elevated
to
fulltime
did
not press the whole second
Bearner did announce 'that
Fisher said. -Their mental atstatus last season with respon- Dickens • will serve,
as
titude was a big factor. They half.
sibility
of
the
defensive
"We played good defense
academic advisor for the
came ready to play tonight.
guards.
Racer football program.'
"When we switched presses, and wei-e getting out and runnthe second one turned the ing. I would rather take layups
game around. It changed the than outside shots any night."
By beating Tilghman on the
tempo in the second quarter."
After guards Natalie Gar- fast 9ireak and following its
By ALEX SAC/LABE
scored four clutch baskets in
field, Velvet Jones and missed shots inside, Murray
AP Sports Writer
the fourth quaker as Los
Jackson cut off the Tilghman was able to hits blistering 67.9
percent
from
the
field
while
guards after the inbounds
Sometimes the Los Angeles Angeles rallied to beat the
outrebounding
the
visitors,
43pass, Greene provided the
takers need a little extra 'In- Cleveland Cavaliers 108-104
final, most intimidating, 20.
centive. Falling behind by 11 Tuesday night. I"Maybe we
Murray .
.. 12 27 20 25 — 84
obstacle just before Tilghman Tilghman
lug gear u,pa little.bit extra."
points-is just the ticket.
12 12 15 11 — 50
could get past the 10-second
Mirray 480—Candy Jackson 6 0012.
Velvet Jones 2 0-0 4; Tonya Alexander 4
"As a team we play a little
The Lakers: trailed 69-58
line.
5-08. Glenda Fox 3 2-2_8; Donna Rousse 4
better when we know we're in midway through the third
"Monica got her hands up 2-6 16 Natalie Garfield 3 0-0 6, Monica
KEEPING MURRAY ALIVE EARLY — Forward Donna
the most crucial part of a= quarter. before guard Norm
and it was hard for them to Greene 7 3-3 17; Lynette Thompson 40-0
Rousse fires one of her baseline shots on the way to a
8; Kim
3 0.06, Jodi Martin 1 0-0
game," said Lakers center Nixon got them 'untracked,
throw over her," Fisher said. 2, La or ieTharpe
Morgan 1 1'23
total of 10 points in the Tigers'84-50 win.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, who scoring 15 points in a 412

.. •
Garfield (12) apply the fullcourt pressure that led to a
flurry of 10-second violations b* the visitors.

Dickens Fills Fifth Vacancy On MSU Staff

mter
the

Id the
ecomto all
if re-

Anita
lected
, say; racice to
nmis-

As defensive guard coach in 2,677 yards and 16 touchdowns
1980, Dickens contributed to a passing as a starting quarterdefensive unit that ranked back for three seasons. He
first in overall conference completed 227 of 485 passing
team statistics and first na- attempts during his career.
tionally in scoring defense.
His best season came in 1978
The Murray State defense also when he completed 93 of 190
was second in Division I-AA attempts for 1,190 yards and
team statistics and seventh in seven touchdowns. The total
rushing defense.
offense leader in 1978, Dickens
Dickens coached the wide was the co-winner of the most
receivers in 1979 as the Racer valuable player award in footoffense averaged 23.9 points ball as a senior.
an outing.
He joins Mike O'Cain, Mike
Dickens was.on the Murray Clark, Ralph Fnedgen and
State roster from 1974 through Mike Mahoney on the Marray
the 1978 season,accounting for State staff.

11-Point Deficit Is Ticket For Lakers' Fuel

Stall Pholro, By Divan! 1-fibbitts

Super Warehouse
Reduction Sale!
6 Days Only
Jan. 5th thru Jan. 10th
The Best Cure We Have
Found For The Common Cold

FREE
GAS
GRILL
($169.00 Value)
With The Purchase
of an...

Amber II Insert
Or Free Standing Stove!
At Our Regular Discount Price
—Limited Supply—
Special Good At All 3 Locations
•Muiray, Ky.
Olympic Plaza

•Poducah, Ky.
Farmers Market Annex
•Warehouse-Next To Ballard Memorial
High School, La Center
Sale Good Jan. 9 & 10 Only At LaCenter

90 Day Interest Free Loan
With Approved Credit

fiREPLACE
S H.0 P P E
Note: Disregard This Ad If
I Tear Heating liii Low

Tennis Masters
Mix Checkbooks
Personalities •
By WILL GRIMSLEY
American attacker — are on a
AP Special Correspondent
plateau by themselves. All
NEW YORK i AP) — The other players ar'e in the contennis players are back in solation bracket.
towri — a mixture of
"Borg is No.1 and I am
temperaments and per- No.2," admits McEnroe, who.
sonalities, their pockets bulg- has lost to the Swede in three
ing with greenbacks, ar- of their last four matches."He
rogantly independent, the is better on grass and clay
,'lobe-girdling jet setters of where he can slide into his
the-pro sports world.
shots. I am usually betterzun
Any time you get Bjorn the hard court and indoor surBorg, John MeEnroe and Jim- faces like we have here." • •
The Masters is played on a
my Connors in the same room,
carpet stretched over a hardyou knoW it's big staff. It is
the $400,000 Volvo Grand Prix wood floor. The bounce is sure
but moderately fast. Borg won
Masters, a round robin free-'
for-all climaxing with the final last year, McEnroe in 1979 and
Sunday at Mackon Square Connors in 1978.
After McEnroe picked up
(;arden.
openers, young his $309,000 bonus, the others
For
McEnroe picked up a $300.000 lined up for their booty, rangcheck before the first ball was ing from $40,000 for Argenhit. It was just a little cream tina's Jose-Luis Clerc for
off the top of the worldwide 92- eighth place to $200,000, which
Ivan Lendl. the 20-year-old
tournament tour.
Czech, got for second. Connor"Thanks — it's nice," said
•• was third with $150,000 and
the U.S. Open champion,
Borg, who took a bride and,
pocketing.it as casually as a
played a skeleton schedule in
waiter might a $5 tip in a
1980, was fourth with $100,000.
restaurant.
Other bonuses were proporMcEnroe, whom everybody Donate.
still looks upon as a precocious
Pro tennis players live a
teenager, will be 21 Friday, glamorous life, crossing
the day after his opening oceans and continents and
match against Borg. The two building vast fortunes by doare favored to meet again Sun- ing what most of us pay dean*
day for the $100,000 champion- to do for fun. The top ones arc
ship.
millionaires.
Connors once was tennis
They play in the most exotic
kingpin — back In the mid- capitals and at the swankiest
1970s when he was winning clubs. They are fawned over
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open. like movie stars. They play.
He hasn't won a major title in where they wish, when they:
five years.
wish and how they wish. They
What used to be the "Hit, are independent craftsmen
Me" — Connors
with negligible administrative
into the "Big Three" — Borg, restraints. Almost anything
McEnroe and Connors — and goes.
finally contracted to the "Big
But when the big ones fall into the same pile - as here and
Two" — Borg and McEnroe.
These titans — the stoical at Wimbledon and Flushing
Swede with the steel resolve Meadow -- it's great enterand the flashy, lightning-quick tainment. Rims'em all.

-,developed

minute span as Los Angeles
pulled in front by as many as
10 points. Then Abdul-Jabbar
took over, hitting four shots in
the last four minutes to turn
back a Cleveland comeback:
In other NBA games, the
Dallas Mavericks beat the
Chicago Bulls 112-106, the
Phoenix Suns defeated the
Seattle SuperSonics 104-99. the

Boston Celtics edged the New
York Knicks 93-89. the
Milwaukee Bucks outscored
the Detroit Pistons 119-96 and
the Denver Nuggets nipped
the Atlanta Hawks 135-132.
Abdul-Jabbar led the
Lakars with 29 points and Nixon scored 25. Nixon, who
sprained his right ankle Sunday in Detroit, didn't test it until the pregame warmup.

How does a hungry_soccer team
get its kicks?

Introducing
New Large Pan Pizza.
12 SLICES BIG!
Expires 1'2980

1
;0
Or $2.00 OFF
the next smallersize Pan Pizza.

I
!

Pizza from your home
town Pizza Hut •
restaurant Made fresh
and piled high with your
choice of toppings
i-Jobb that homemade tastel

I
L

00
ill4
7 0
he
V ANLI
Cktt

large
Pan
Pizza
12th S. Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-4646
One coupon per party per visit at
participating Pizza Hut' restaurants
Otter good only on regular menu
prices through 1/29/81
limos
1900 Pizza Hut
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief

NBA Standings
ay no Amag•Viktil Print
EasierallnIsreaer
Mamie Ohline
9.
L
Pet GB
PlulatteMine
3
7
614
*doh
15
9
2115
!Sim York
87 17
614 141'
Washingion
17 27
ai3.
Nett JOIN*
12 34
Al iv
Central DM-Sirs
M insulter
33 12
71.1
Miami
5
. 18
LOU
ii
tat-ago •.
21 14
467 17
Atlanta
Ill 27
all la
ck,viand
le 5
156 1.
Delon
II 34
244 72
Sealers Osieressv
Midwest Dhows
San Vitona,
674
11
b
6tiiot'tt11 5
40. 10
Howson
19 5
482 11
314.
19 36
4=
I lenvis
16
.
3)4 14
7 49
149 14',
Pacific Divans
i'hiss
ItO
1. II
301tek5
P3 81.
617
t.ultila State
24 11
545 10,
Portland
72 34
478 1.1,
3) .5
445 la
San 310.6-.
19 3.
4122 16
Tuesday's Gunn
Poston ...417- Neu York 110
Ls Angeles 106, Ckvelarel -104
Mauauker i In. laetnot 9.
kakis 117. Cha-ag.- 381
tanner 1.35. AthriLi ;12
Menu IOC keatt.k 0*
Wedoesday.'s (11111n
!14itt Jane) at Ptinadelphia
Cks.eland At kkeston
Detroit it
Ii. Angel., at Washowtoo
New York at SOP .knlanto
Portland at Kansas etty ,
lutogo at 44o1 -Son
Dwyer at Phocrux •
%Gaga at San 1 keg°
llah at Gokko State
Thursday's Games
4,bi664p4ua A Mittankee
o.nut,,,tan At Diann

Transactions
By The Associated Press BASEBALL
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE -Named
Herace J Gibbs director of security
American League
CLEVF:LAND I NDI ANS --Extended
'he contract of Bert Blyleven • pitcher.
throughlhe 1986 season
FOOTBALL
.
• NatWest Football League
ihi.ASHI NG TON REDSKINS--Named
tieisbits new coach Retained' Richt.
Pentium as defensive coach COLLEGE
BOWIES:GREEN -Named Tim SIC
,
t'mired. an assistant football coach.
•
TENNESSEE TEMPLE-Named Deey
'Lefty Gla-scock, head baseball

NHL Standings

By The Asibuciated /Y,-s.
11 t. pe,
NEW 1•041.1. 41I racy
Chns bier' hI d
Austin by two Gites or Its. Associated
Press Virothain Athlete it the 1 ear
I10.1
RV vote-al, 100 by Amain
it was Its. t.itirth time ilklOti WO. been
I 611Mati Ito a Lnorr
K x\SAS t I IA SAf't Cnseeds.d
Inset ninth-seeded
6-1 5-0 LOU ,ectiiiiti-toOnti
lit Ito 9714) uhf) At .11 Wott-fls
triujis Chatiltiiixtatlipo Kallaata Ott
hi 1,bl-round inoti hen. Worth-seeded
Virginia Baal, ot Romania defeated
1. 6-1.
igt.Seetietl Barbara Jordan
Yugoslav ia's Mona Jausovev topped
Romania
6-3,
6-I
Lucia ROM11110‘ ii
Kate !silvan defeated Ann Kiyoniura bL'aroline
Mascartn
beat
4.46. 7-5; Susan
Stoll 0-3.6-0. Sherry Acker turned back
Wendy White 6-4, 34, 62. and Kathleen
Ciandungs knocked oil I aur a DuPont 61. 6-3
GOLF
PA1,M SPRINt:S. Calif AP. - Jerry
Pate fired a laurnanient and Ct11/1-Se
record 63 to capture the 10th annual
Howard Cosell Day with the All.
Anwricans tournament
Bob Clampett finished seednd with a
66, followed by Gay Brewer at 67
,
1 0111TBA1.1
Brian Sipe of the
NEW YORK • API

'level:mil Hi owns. who, had the top
utiaitertiasii ranking Ill the %Ft . this
OUtING
Muhammad
Flust111.11.1.' AP Ails hopes to launch a L'ainpaign here iii
April to win the world busing chansionship for a (mirth tmie lay shattered when
the 14.uwao Bsauiiil Continwsion deferred
Action on his request tor a boxing
license
Ktg ft aide to the veteran boxer sane
All still would light European
heavy weight t-hanipson John Lieer Cr
is some other local/use Mulctally in
as planned
413.1-EGE
The NatMI AM I ISF.ACH. Fla AP i
maul I olleitiale Athletat ttatioiltition
atiopteli a controversial paCitat!, t4
JittrOtilibent, to bring women into the
governing structure of the formerly all.
thrie oft:sanitation
The proposal prottded that SOMOD
sill la' represented on the NCAA 'wined
and f:xt,utiv e Coliksiatttie and all other
key bodies
The 4.ot-tattoo of Mien ollegiatt.
Athlehes Ku Women. as well as many
leader-, of the women's right
II cal ements fought the NCAA-s entry into wall/K.11'S dthlOtICS. tillIrtitra; the
atisociattion would aril) swallow them
Essentially • tht• proposals do not make
Inv olv t•Illellt with the NC AA mandatory
Rather each irwinber sctiool will have
the option spot either program

High School Basketball Scores
!uses 74,Synisoma 67
It, The .kv.ociated Press
Indio* 66, Bellevue 67
,
B4F,
VItt'reary Central 71. Rossi.
Ashland 79. G reen up 1s' 53
McIlowell 56, Prestonsburg :al
Bardstown Bethlehem 63, Bullitt CetiMarion Co. 47. Adair t'o. 45
)164.
.
162
Marshall Cu.'62, l'adis•ah St Mar'. Barren So 67. F:timonsun Cu 60
71
Beechwood 84. Campbell Co 3
Mason Co.63. Paris 53
41
. Bell Co 67. Corbin Si
May-field 57. BallardNernonal 51:
Btvlsy I aynt- 00, Pikeville 64
Middlesboro 67, Harlan il
Bowling Green 76, Warren Ce i it ra I 6.1
Vliiiitgoiliery Cu. 59 Rowan C. 48
Flreathitt 1.'s 85, Powell t'o. 49
MI ()Met Deming 59. Aug nsta 47
Burnside It. Shopville 42
- Mullins 75, Dorton 56
Carlisle Co. 72. lone Oak Lt
Newport 49. Fort Thomas Highlands 43
Carroll Co 61. Trimble t 0.60
'North Build(69, Nelson C.. 65
t'asey Co $4, Catimbellsv ilk 55
Oneida
Baptist 91. Nancy 69
Chn-liap, Co. 86, Trigg Co. 81-,
Patrits6314.414,11aaelGras-3-1
'
tlbritt'n.Fr
.„-E-shfrICee 40
Pulaski Co. 82.Somerset 79
flay Co 75. Lynn Camp 42
Reidland 39, Heath 38
tlinton CO. 93, Metcalfe Co, 73
li
ipley. Ohio 80, Mat'SVIlle St. Patritii
Conner 67. Walton-Verona 63
711
Coy. Catholic- 88, Coy. Holmes 80
foal,Jackstm Co. 49
Rockcastle
Grove
59
Cow Holy Cross 74. Silver
Shelby Co. 66, Lou. Waggener 51
Danville 50. Bolle Co 49 _
N
Kenton
70.-Boone Co 67
Sinion
"Diiyaon 65, Williamstown 40
- - „Spencer Co. 59,1.er Sayre 53
Dour Heights 50 Cov Scott 46
Todd Co. Central 42. Rossellville 39
.
Drakesboro 80. tilinstead 49
.Websler Co. 92. Providen 55'
Elizabethtown 81, East Hardin 70
Washington Cu. $3, Bardstown 71
Fleming Co 45, Braiken Co. 39
Websle:Cu 92. Providence 55
Fort Knox 80. Bullitt Fast 55
Wheelwright 60. Allen Central 54
Frankfort 01, Eminence 58
Whitesvitle Trinity'85. Fordsville 79
Franklin Co 56. Scutt Co 48
WIthaMsburg 63, Barbourville 48 .
tfray>on Co. 55, McLean l'o. 50
.
•
Green Co. 70, Caverna 67
.
.
Hancock Co. 63. Cloverport 43 '.
Girls.
•
Harrison Co. 59., Grant Co.15
Barren t'il 65. Eddionson Co. 33
.
Henderson Co'79, Owensboro iiti
•
Bourbon Co. 48, Bath Co 46
Hopkinsville 83, West Holdalls 66
Breathitt.Co 49, Powell Cr... 34
Jeftersontown 57, Lou. Eastern 40
Casey Co. 411. Campbel Lsville 37
Jessamine Co 75, Mercer Co, 60
Chandlers 45, Adairv-ille 28
Ky Country Day 66. Lou. Evangel 40
Christian Co. 33. Trigg Co.12
lux. Henry Clay 60, Lex. Catholic 52
..
Fort Knox 60. Rant East 42
lux. leafayette 72, Frimktort W,Hills
.1f1Slial/13
I usisburg 44. Potter(1
56
IOU. Butler 66. Lou S000Cil 42
lancoloCo'14. Madison Central 72
I am Eairdale 6.1. I ou Presentatum .V3
lone J ack 72. Cawood 70
On. Holy liosary 50,13m Atherton .ili
lots. Butler 81. Lou. Seneca i 2
Lou Sacred Heart 72. 1 oil lams 52
tots. Fern Creek 6113, Lou, Southern 5'2
LOU. Shawnee 52.1,U. liatiarti 46
Lou. Manual 49. lou. Central 48
• Lou. Thomas Jefferson 67, I...o. DorLou. Moore 84, Clarksville Ind Pro. -•• - .
rett 37
vidence 55
cbseasbury.9.1 Itxudersziu co: 10
Lou. Shawnee 66. IOU. Iroquois58
•-Prestombur g 40 Nit-Larsen 35 '
Los Stuart 59. Beth Haven 52
Spencer l'o 39. tots Sayre 33 •
lass. Thomas Jefferson 74, I ou. OurWarren L'entral 54. BON:mg I Ircen 34
rett 63
Webster Co. 61, Providence XI
LOU. Valley 77, Lou Western 51
Whitley 'i.i. 75. Pineville 31

',mama (hobo, League
dime
13
Os Ihe Associated Pres
ampbeil (*inference
Patrick Ilinamon
L T GF GA Pis
It 10 8 336 144 64
Y Lvianders
5 11 7 11:0 13) 57
?Usk-L*1a
19 15 9 157 157 47
a14tari.
14 18 11 l&
39
Washington
14 21 8 153 172 36
N Y Rangers
Smythe Whin
27 9 7 191 146 61
Fk lotus
. 18 12 14 172 148 50
%,ncuitver
16 22 6 160 186 36
Istago
15 12 7 151 131 37
Colorado
12 = 7 150 171
F:rtmonton
4 30 9 185 3:6 17
Worapee
Wailes Cardererne
Norris Division
,
ss, MIDWEST
By The Associated Press
se
36 11 6 187
lan Angeles
DePaul 93, St.Louis 67
-EAST
5 13 5 185 133 55
Mararsil
Illinois St 81, I oyola Pl. 73
Arnentan U 84, WaSbillgtOrl COil 61
14 19 9'161 Ye 37
Hartford
Army 77, 5'ale 62
Marquette 86, MeMphIS St . 67
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DePaul Back On Track With 93-67 Win Over St. Louis
By KEN KAPPOPOIK I
AP Spurts Writer
Derailed over the weekend,
DePaul IS back on the track
now.
--We learned more from the
lass to Old Donunion than
from an other game in the
last to years,- said DePaul
Coach Ray Meyer Tuesday
night after a 93-67 decision
over St. Louis University.
"While we were Not, we
played not to lixce. Now that
we are fourth, we have
something to shoot at
Tlw Blue Demons were
ranked No 1 most of the college basketball season until
Saturday night, when they
were upset at home 63-62•by an
unheralded Old Dominion
team. As a result of that
shocker, they were dropped to
No. 411)the natislifil polls.
But it didn't necessarily
bother Meyer's players.
"Being on top is only important at the end of the season:*
said DePaul forward Mark
Aguirre. -At this point, it

a MIN;
44e were able to du almost
anything w e wanted. And
when 046! Cultic to play, we
kiwi* we can do our thing '
....can

or
Aguirre did his
one, scoring 36 points as the
ukelrons outclassed the
Br
B!
"There is no Way we could
compete with them on a manfor-man basis," said St. Ipuis
Coach Ron Ekker. "I don't
think our kids were in awe of
them, but we were up against
the best."
In other gann.s involving the
nation's ranked teams. No. 13
South Alabama defeated
North Carolina-Chartotte 80-63
and San Fiineisco upset No. 7
Notre Dame 66-63 in overtime.
DePaul. 14-1, grabbed a 46-29 halftinw lead as Aguirre
scored 19 points and reserve Bernard Randolph added 10.
During one stretch. the Blue
Demons scored 20 Araight
points, and 111 a seven-minute
to
liii5rry outsoired the Billikens

f

I, has now amassed
iorward
A lay up L.,2,
1,877 posies and is within 19o1 Orlando Woulridge had given
the all-time record held by Notre Dame a 63-62 lead with
former DePaul center Dave 1.05 to go. The Dons then callComae. Only a junior, he has ed time to set up a final play.
long surpassed one of the McAlister was fouled by forgreatest players in DePaul ward Bill Varner and made
history in George Mikan.
both ends of a one-and-one
St. 1 AOUIS was led by situation for the lead.
freshman Willie Becton's 24
After Notre Dame's Kelly
points.
Tripucka missed a final shot.
South Alabama's Ed Haim
U's Quintin Dailey was
scored 31 points to lead the
fouled by Woolridge and made
Jaguars over North Carolinaboth free throws with two
Charlotte, their 13th conseconds left, concluding the
secutive victory. Rains hit 14 scoring.
of 19 field goal shots and three
Elsewhere in college basketof five from the foul line as
South Alabama improved its ball, Gary Springer scored 35
points, including a Jump shot
record to 14-1.
Phil Ward had 16 points and at the final buzzer over overTyrone Stephens 10 for UNCC. time, to lead Iona to ail 82-80
Junior guard Ken McAlister victory over Wagner; T.erry
made two free throws with 14 Teagle had 24 points and
seconds remaining in over- Baylor broke away from
o time, lifting San Francisco Rice's rugged manto-maii
ov6r Notre Dame. The victory defense for a 72-61 decision
improved the Dons' record to over the Owls; Bob Brown
12-2, while the Irish lost their scored 19 of his game-high 29
second straight game for the points in the second half to
first time in a year and drop- lead Army over Yale 77412;
ped to 8-3.

Pitchers Are Top Priority
In 16th Free Agent Draft
By RA L BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK i API Baseball people are fond of
saying you can never have too
much pitching and they
followed that formula 'hi the
16th annual winter free-agent
draft of amateur players.
Pitcher's were the top priority in the both the regular and
secondary phases of . Tuesday's draft and half of the 52
first round selections in the
two sections were hurlers.
Included in that group was
•the No.1 regular phase pick,
left-hander Jim Rooney- of
Stony Point, N.Y., who was
selected by the Chicago Cubs.
Rooney, who was 20 on New
Year's Day, will graduate in
June from Morris Community
College in Dover, N.J.
St. Louis, with the top choice'
in the secondary phase for
players previously drafted but
unsigned, picked catcher
Harry - -MeCulla, another -20year-old, from Houma, La.
and Delgado Junior College in
New. Orleans. Within minutes
after theyhad picked him. the
Cards announced the signing
of McCulla, who had been
drafted by Atlanta last .Iune.
Eleven pitchers were picked
in • the first round of the
regular draft and 15 more
went in the opening round of
the secondary draft with
(;$1ifornians dominating the
, selection process. ...After
Rooney was drafted No.l. the
next 10 players taken in the
regular first round were all
from California.
Midw ay through the first
round of the regular phase, a
pair of batterymates were •
selected from Long Beach City College. They are catcher
Terry Cormack, chosen by
Atlanta, and right-handed pitcher Brian Reams, taken by
Pittsburgh. Those two picks
were separated only by Min-

T:ci,ets

On Sale Daily At Steward Stadium

Cosh & Food Stamps
Accepted -Sorry No Checks

Scot Lad
24 Slices

Wieners

Wrap Individually

Cheese

, $1 39

$1 89

lb

450

Dry Yeast

19'
51 49
51 55
3/sl oo
28'
- 51'

Mac, & Cheese
Vegetable Oil

no
95

Biscuit Mix
Imitation Vanilla
Leaf Spinach
Bush White Hominy

29'
36'
4/93°

Prunes
Lima Beans
Blackeyed Peas
Peaches

Tamale s
Cheeze Its
Chicksaw Bacon

Call 762-6184 for Information
Wad Dressing

Mushroom
Pieces & Stems

40l49

Sweet Peas

89'
isn 594
Its., 25'

Green Beans

is.. 254

Chunk Lite Tuna

Pineapple

Apple

Juice

with beans

43'
59'
89'
S1 19

87'

Beef Stew

55'
556

Baking Soda

Chili
$1 89

6...

Mackerel

Swifts

194

Vienna Sausage
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DISCOUNT
FOODS

Field

Hershey Cocoa

DonaU

One(
In At
As M

Has N.O.W.
Checking Accounts
That Pay
Interest

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

26 or

Mc

'11
,1

'T-Mart

Salt

WHEN THE RACERS WIN, YOU WIN!
McDonald's of Murray has lamed MSU in a special free soft drink promotion Here's how It viriorks. With the purchase of any sandwich,
McDonald's is offering MSU basketball funs a free regular site soft
drink any time the Racers win at home during the 1981 season, Bring
your game ticket stub or MSU student ID cord by McDopald's within 24
hours of any Racer victory, purchase any sandwich and receive a
repular soft drink free.

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Phone: 759-1234

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

Plain & Iodized

Ticking $4 and $3

WASF
More th
bills the
John Je
in Jenri
were p
bribery

basketball game at home
against Henry County has
been changed to 6 p.m., according to Murray Assistant
Superintendent Eli Alexander.

Butter Beans

MURRAY STATE RACERS I WESTERN KEW UCKY NtltiqPPf!'
MURSDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
LADY RACERS/LADY TOPPERS/S:15 P.te
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nesota's selection of right- phase, and Los Angeles
handed pitcher Peter Kut- selected White.
sukos of Seminole Junior ColFullerton Junior College
lege-in Sanford, Fla,
produced three choices, rightMesa, Ariz. Community Col- handed piteners Mel White
lege supplied a paic of out- and Thor Edgell, and shortfielders for the first round of stop Steve Kierer.
White was picked by San
the regular phase with the
New York Mets picking Randy Francisco and Oakland went
Milligan and Kansas City tak- for. Kiefer .in the regular
phase. In the secondary
ing teammate Richard Rizzo,
Kevin- Price - and Kevin 'phase.Seattle selected Edgell.
The draft continues today
White, a pair of right-handed
.pitchers, were- picked from but no more -names will be
Cosurimes River College in made public. Players selected
Sacramento, Calif. California must be. contacted by, the
within 15 days to begin
took Price, making him the
fourth choice in the regular negotiations

In a game originally
scheduled for 6:30 p.m., the

Ju

John Carrabino and Doti
Fleming scored 12 points
apiece to help Harvard beat
St. Anselm's 69-49 and Terrell
&bland{ scored 18 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds while
freshman Glenn Rivers scored
all his 15 points in the second
half to lead Marquette to no
86-67 victory over Memphis
,
State.
Also, Dwayne 1') us drilled
in 10 points in the final 90
seconds as Illinois State held
off Loyola of Chicago 81-73:
Pete Taylor hit 27 points to
lead Florida A&M to an 86--.3
victory over Jackson State;
Paul 'I nompson had 13 points
and 11 rebounds to lead Tulane
over Mercer 67-57; loin Horn
scored 20 points and Phil
Schaefer added 18 to pace Northeastern Illinois to an 84-76
victory over St. •Francis and
Bubba Jennings and Clarence
Swannegan led a second hall
Texas Tech rally as the Red
Raiders overcame a sevenpoint halftime deficit and
hung on to beat Tcu 57-54.

69

3 2 oz

Spaghetti Sauce
Add A Hamburger
Med. Rice
Tomato Soup
Applesauce
Margarine

896
691
. 356
23'
2/69'
,9 494

Kroft French

Dressing

89
994

Peres Det,
Bath Tissue
Napkins
Pine liquid Cleaner
Cleanser
Puffed Wheat

79'
376
410

Both Tissue

654
4

"":7-•••••.••••••••,--

_
CDC

.r "isriv
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Judge Probates Dohrn's Sentence

4

By BRENDA INGERSOLL
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO API — A judge
who said that Bernardine
Dohrn's 11-year separation
from friends and family. was
punishment efough has
sentenced the former fugitive
radical to three years probation and a $1,500 fine.
Ms. Dohrn, 38, was sentenced Tuesday on her guilty pleas
to two counts of agrravated
battery and two counts of bailjumping The charges were
filed in connection with her
participation in a 1969 antiwar protest in Chicago known
as the' Days of Rage. A
number of policeman were
hurt in the protest.
Ms. Dohrn, a former leader
of the militant Weather
Underground, went into hiding
after the protest. She surrendered to authorities_ in
December and had faced a
maximum of eight years in
prison if convicted of all the
charges filed against her.
Meanwhile, in another case
involving a member of the
Underground,
Weather
Cathlyn Platt,Wilkerson asked
a judge in New York to reduce

Is

I
11

.s

Ic

ii

rt.

It

a three-year prison sentence
imposed for her role in a fatal
1970 explosion at a radical
-bomb factory" in Greenwich
Village.
She said her attorneys
would argue for the reduction
at a hearing today. She was to
surrender Thursday to begin
her sentence.
In a negotiated agreement
reached Tuesday, Ms. Dohrn
withdrew her earlier plea of
innocent to all charges —
which had also included mob
action and soliciting mob action — and pleaded guilty to
Jumping bond sod aggravated
battery in attacks on police officers. The other charges were
dropped.
Although the court agreement stipulated that Ms.
Dohrn struck a police officer
with a club during the disturbances, Michael Kennedy, her
attorney, told the judge his
client's only weapon that day
"was her tongue, making
speeches." •
Circuit Court Judge Fred
Suria denied a prosecution request to sentence Ms. Dohrn to
30 days in jail in addition to the
probation. He told Ms. Dolly'

Some Of $100 Bills Were
Part Of Abscam Money

tits. Dohrn smiled, then
replied: "You and I have different views of the world. I
understand what you said and
I understand what happened
that day."
Suns lectured Ms. Dohrn on
Ms. Wilkerson, 35, who
non-violent methods of achievspent 10 years as a fugitive,
ing changes in society.
told state Supreme Court
"We do have freedom of
Justice Harold Rothwax in
speech, but it is conditioned
court papers that the sentence
upon mutual respect and
would have "grossly harmful
mutual understanding," he
psychological effect" on her 3said.
year-old daughter.
Rothwax imposed the
"If you wish to change the
system, you don't have to take sentence in October after Ms.
to the streets," he said. "Are Wilkerson pleaded guilty to
you ready to join us, possession of dynamite. She
regardless of our political per- would be eligible for parole
suasion, race, creed, color or after one year.
She surrendered in July.
nationality?"
that she had already "paid a
penalty by giving up contact
with your friends and relations
while
being
underground."

Sen. John Berry Says He
Won't Seek Re-Election
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. API —
State Sen. John M. Berry, the
Democratic majority leader
in the last legislative session,
has announced he will not seek
re-election this year.
-I've got too much to do,"
explained Berry, an attorney.
"I've neglected a lot of things
for eight years...
"I'm going to miss being in
the Legislature. I really loved
it, but I just can't do it. I've got
to stop something."
Berry, a Turners Station
resident . whose district includes a bit of Jefferson County, said he assumes that the
so-called "Black Sheep
Squadron" will continue to
direct the Senate without him.
The name was gien to a
group of maverick senators
who gained control of the
Democratic leadership last
year.
Berry said he hasn't talked
with any of his colleagues

Larolina Democrat was convicted of accepting, The
Washington Post today quoted
sources as saying.
Jenrette, who has denied
taking money from FBI
undercover agents, could not
be reached for coirupeot on
the Post report. But he told the
Post on Monday,"I can assure
you if the money came from
Abscam I'll walk into jail right
now.,,
Jenrette said the $25,000
ATLANTA AP -- One of found by his wife, Rita, was
the two small skeletons found from a variety of sources, OF
last week in southwest Atlanta .cluding his law office, legal
has been identified as 11-year- funds donated by friends and
old Christopher Richardson — "money my mother gave me
one of 16 black children slain before she died." Rita
or missing in the past 18 mon- Jenrette has said she is seekths, Public Safety Commis- ing a divorce from the exsioner. Lee Brown said Tues- congressman.
. day.
NEW YORK (API — The
The Post quoted its sources
A second small skeleton as saying that a complete government of Iran filed suit
found 75 yards away from check of the $100 bills by FBI in federal court late Tuesday
Richardson's remainsstill has... -agents on Tuesday showed in an effort to trace the wealth
not been identified, Brown some serial numbers matched of the late shah of Iran,
said at a hastily called news those of money used in the estimated at $35 billion, Iran's
conference.
Abscam investigation. A spot U.S. law Xer said.
Brown said the cause of the check on Monday had not
The attorney, Paul
Richardson boy's death has found any matches.
O'Dwyer, said the suit also
not been determined. The
One JuStice Department of- sought punitive damages of
child disappeared June 9 from ficial, noting that only part of $36 billion and whatever else
his home in Decatur, an the money found in Jenrette's the courts deemed apeastern suburb of Atlanta.
closet was from the Abscam propriate.
Richardson's identification investigation, said the departThe suit named 65 persons,
brings to 12 the number of ment is interested in finding Iranian and American, inblack children between the out the source of the rest of the cluding the wife of Shah
ages of 7 and 15 who-have been cash, the Post said.
- -- (Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, his
killed in Atlanta idthe past 1',
"We're always interested in sister Ashraf Pahlavi, other,
other
black
years. Four
the source of $25,000 in cash in relatives and the estate of the,
children still are missing, and a congressman's closet," he monarch who was overthrown
police have no suspects.
in early 1979.
said.
API —
WASHINGTON
More than a dozen of the $100
bills the wife of former Rep.
John Jenrette said she found
in Jenrette's closet last week
were part of the Abscam
bribery money the Sooth

One Of Skeletons
In Atlanta Identified
As Missing Child

about who might succeed him
as majority leader.
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, said later that he
would be interested in Berry's
post although he did not who
else might be inclined to seek
the post. Karem was
Democratic caucus chairman
in the last session and a close
ally of Berry.
Berry said he assumes.that
someone else will take up the
crusade for a "bottle bill"
next year in his absence.
Session after session, Berry
waged a losing battle as the
sponsor of a bill that would require deposits and returns on
disposal containers in Kentucky. The idea was to induce
users to return the empties,
thus keeping so many from
winding up as trash along
Kentucky's roadsides.
"It always was a popular
bill, with many strong supporters. There just weren't
enough of them," Berry said.

Iran Government Files
Suit To Trace Wealth

Need Cash For Christmas Bills?
We pay cash for:
WHITE OR
YELLOW

U.S. SILVER COINS
THRU
1964

Gold

Silver

10KT, 14KT, 181C11 or 22K1
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS,PINS
WRIST WATCHES
WEDDING BANDS,
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY MARKET PRICE
Hwy.641
753-2682

OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING-, 925 or 999
WE ALSO BUY MOST
BUYING
COSTUME JEWELRY DIAMONDS
10 POINTS
(GOOD
it OVER
CONDITION)
HALVES 65 THRU 69
CANADIAN
DIMES,
QUARTERS V
art
,IP
ft HALVES
THRU 1966

•

MURRAY PLAZA COURT 9.5 Dail y
Except Sundays
Room 10

O'Dwyer said it was alleged
that those persons named
were responsible for "taking
the moneY from the Iranian
government and using it for
themselves
and
their
families.- He said the suit was filed in
U.S. District Court in Manhattan Tuesday afternoon just
before the court clirsed for the
day and declined to discuss
details. It was not clear what
the role the suit could play in
U.S. efforts to obtain the
release of the 52 American
hostages.

Volume, Average
Down On Kentucky's
Burley Markets
LOUISVILLE, Ky, API
Volume and average are both
down on Kentucky's burley
tobacco markets, with the
average price slipping 11
cents and volume declining
almost 7,000,000 pounds.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said 2,798,363
pounds of burley brought
growers $4.644,094 Tuesday
for an average price of $165.96
per hundred pounds. 'Danville had the day's best
average, $166.63 on sales of
40,502 pounds while Cy-nthiana
had an average of $166.45 on
228,190 pounds. Lexington, the
world's largest tobacco
marketing center, moved
477,747 pounds for an average
of $165.85.
Sales for the season total
387,093,733 pounds for
$642,486,739, an average of
$165.98.

State DOT Dismisses 28,Year
Veteran Of Licensing Division
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Willer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API(
—
The state Department of
Transportation has dismissed
a 28-year -veteran, Gene
Hodges, as director of the
drivers' licensing division.
James Runke,commissoner
of the Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation, told a legislative
subcomnuttee Tuesday that
he had asked Hodges to resign
"as a management decision."
hie declined to give details.
Later, a spokesman for
Transportation Secretary
Frank Melts said Metts back-„
ed the decision.
Hodges, who has been with
the state for 28 years, was at
his office Tuesday.
"It's perfectly in their right
to make this decision," he
said. 'I hold no animosity
toward anyone in the departent
Hodges said he does hope he
can stay with state government in some capacity- for
another two years to qualify
for full retirement benefits.
Hodges is a native of Laurel
2ounty. He started state
employment as a radio dispatcher for the state police and
also wag a trooper. • The
drivers' licensing division used to be under state police.
Rep. David Van Horn. I)Lexington, the subcommittee

chairman, asked titmice if
Hodges,was asked to resign
because'* was too serviceoriented." 7
unke said that remark was
taken out of rtext, and that
he preferred not to elaborate.
Van Horn said it also is his
understanding that another
reason for the dismissal was
Hodges' friendliness with the
legislature.
Runke again declined to explain and said he is standing
by his decision.
But he said transportation
officials "want to cooperate
with all legislators — that's no
problem."
He said he asked Hodges to
resign Monday, that Hodges
wanted time to think it over
and that he asked for a
response from Hodges by
Thursday.'
No successor has been named, Rfinke said, and he indicated no decision has been
made on whether to keep
Hodges on the payroll in
another post.
Van Horn commented that
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., in
ordering recent employee
layoffs for economic reasons.
had expressed the hope that
workers with more• than 20
years of experience could be
placed in other jobs.
Rep. Elmer Patrick, RWilliamsburg,said Hodges ob-

I on the job land forget it."
A spokesman at the Department of Transportation said
the resignation was requested
in part because of a difference
in management philosophy
and to obtain fresh imput into
policies

viously had good rapport with
circuit clerks around Kentucky because some expressed concern to him about the
forced resignation.
"I've only heard good about
the man," Patrick said.
"...Then it's bang. 28 years

Resources Workers Meet
With Secretary Stumbo

r

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A group of state Departinent
of Human Resources workers
have met with Secretary
Grady Stumbo to express their
concerns over matters ranging from purported additional
layoffs to reduced medical
benefits.
The organization calls itself
Commonwealth
United
Employees for Reform, and
spokesman Bill Stevens, a
senior employment interviewer, said Tuesday it would
meet at Covington today to
launch a membership drive.
Stevens in a release said
among changes sought are
-more humanistic services,"
a guarantee of employee
rights, respect for wage and
job security and more
employee imput into management.
Stumbo, before holding the
closed meeting, said he is
familiar with some of the sub-

jects under discussion and is
sympathetic to employee complaints about poor pay and
heavy field caseloads.
"I do not officiallx recognize
the concept of a union," he
told a reporter."Lam meeting
with them, whatever they.
want to call themselves."
Stumbo said he has no
knowledge of one allegation by
the group — that thousands of
additional state jobs will be
cut.
As for input, the secretary.
said that an advisory council
is being formed which will
have direct access to him. to
voice employee concerns.
He said his ultimate goal in
these hard fiscal times is to
shift money out of routine
management into salaries,
and said he believes Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. will carry out his
pledge to make state
employee salaries a priority in
the next legislative session.
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TIEMPO RADIAL
Th
SALE
3DAYS
ONLY!
Sale Ends Saturday
Night

Eliminate Winter Tire Changeover!

SAVE
SAVE

The Extra Cost of Snow 11res No
money tied up in tires used only 3
or 4 months a year.
Time'- No More Wierting in Line
Forget about snow tire changeover!
With Tiempo radials, you're ready
for winter whenever it arrives.

Tiempo Sale Ends Saturday Night!

SAVE
SAVE

The Cost ofSpring & Fail Changeover Save expense in the fall.
another expense again each spring
—just changing tires.
venj
Drive rres of
radial
ial
Econstruicetio
Yn
ouroll easie
T
Tiempo radials save you gas
compared with non-radial tires.
Also
Fits

Size

PRICE Insnyt
i aa•
l

P195 75R14 blackwall ER78-14 $63.00 $2.29
18513 $58.00 $2.00

P185,80R13 whitewall

P155/80R13
blackwall.

P185 75R14 whitewall 0R78-14 $62.00 $2.11•

plus $1.54 FET.
No trade needed

P205/751414 whitewall FR78-14 $70.00 $2.40
P225,15R 14 whitewall HP78-14 -$75.00' $2.49
P195-'75R15 whitewall FR78-I5 $67.00 $2.37
P215/75R15 whitewall GR78-15 $74.00 $2.69

RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will issue you a
rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price
PROLONG TIRE UFE, BOOST MPG

Front-End Alignment

Parts and additional
services cocoa
if needed
Chetenes extra

• Inspect all four tires Setcaster
camber, and toe to proper—Agn
ment • Inspect suspension and
steering systems Most US can
including front wheel drive Mant
imports

P235/75R15 whitewall LR78-15 $81.00 $3.02

On Traction
For Pickups,
Vans, RV's
Here's Deep Lug
Traction For Mud.
Snout and Sand!

VIE

$5550

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCT

Brake Service—Your Choice

1981 Bride & Groom Review(Jan. 24)
Come and Plan 1 our If ethling For 1981
Slims, al 2:004:00-7:1)0
Bride and
Booth!, Orli fr•,in 1:00-8:00

16 Prizes To Be Given Away
16 Bridal Merchants Included
Place: JaN rye Ci% le Center
jle111011,

Jan. 24

$80

AllAwwwfPAISAWWww

AlW

At/A II Acior

Additional parts
and services
extra II needed

41.WHELL ['RUN Insiaii
new brake linerict all 4 wheels
Install new front brake pads
• New front grease seal,
and grease seals -4ktourfalve
• Resort.c drums Repa, k
front ttttt
• Repack front
front heaving. • Inspes t hy
wheel bearings • Inspect
alipers and hydraulic sys- "^ draulit system • Add fluid
and n•wel test car • MCA4I
tem • Add fluid and road
(IS cars. some )atstin
test car (Does not inc lode
1C1Salla. VW
rear wheels)

678-15
blackwall
Tubeless load
Range( plus
13 3111 T Ni
trade needed.

Just Say 'Charge It'
1711211=0
-1 Goodyear
111.1.111:1 .1.1

Revolving
Charge Account

lite enure Meer 5 other ways in him(redit Plan
OurlDien(°atom.
MasterCard • Visa 'American
Fig:errs* Card CM',. Blanche

$725°
8 75-16 5

blackwalt
Tubeless load
Range
plus
Si 10 11 T
trade needed

Tracker XG

2-WiiFEL FRONT DISC

• Aggressive, go-anywhere
tread design
• Extra grip, on or off the road
• Rides quieter than many
other traction tires

Thursday, Friday, &:
Saturday Only!

GOODAEAR

SEE TOUR INDEPENDENT MALE. TOP WS WITCE WAD Cason,TENNIS PONCES •140 CREDIT TERNS AS SHOWN AT GOODYEAR SEIRWCE STONES ON Alt CONINUNKTIE I
ONS
ST THAs NEWSINLOWN SEPPIcir sr.OT AMU( AOC F AT STAIR•FD I OCPT,

Goodyear Service Store
S. 126

4.

needed

P165 80R14 blackwall BR78-14 $51.00 $1.8 1

Mr. 7:30 e..4:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

r Auk. 1.4-.4 tHr.611141tAt , ity Lk-IAA-ft e i

oratIrmuo. Jauuati it, toe
PAG

After Farewell, Reagan Goes
East To Await Inauguration
A

P77'

J AMES GERSTE NZAN G
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES API After bidding a fond farewell
to California as a private
citizen, Ronald Reagan is
heading -east to wait out the
final days before the extra
word gets lopped off his title
as president-elect •
During a da) of official
goodbyes Tuesda) in his
adopted hometown. Reagan
vowed to keep politics out of
the Oval Office and pledged
anew to start returning
authority to local government
once he is sworn in as presi-...,
dent on Jan. 20.
And he promised to come
west frequently during his
presidency,
adding:
"Sometimes I won't even pretend it's on business All just
come here."
"I've had a love affair with
California for a great many
years," Reagan said.
Reagan. who came west
nearly half a century ago to
carve out a career as a movie
actor, was making the flight to
Washington todii aboard the

large Air Force jet conunonly
called Air Force One.
President Carter dispatched
the plane - known officiall)
by its tail number except when
the president on board - to
ferry Reagan on his triumphal
coast-to-coast flight to assume
the reins of government.
School children on Reagan's
street in Pacific Palisades
were given the day off today to
see him off and the presidentelect's neighbors planned a
more personal sendoff than
the formal activities of Tuesday.
The president-elect and his
wife. Nancy, were te arrive at
Washington's Andrews Air
Fofce Base early this evening.
Deciding which of Reagan's
political friends would get to
make the special flight and
which would not was a
delicate problem assigned to
Michael Deaver, who will be
the deputy chief of Reagan's
White House staff.
"Every big Republican
leader in California wants to
ride back to Washington,"
said Reagan spokesman Joe

Announcement Of Major
Overhaul Of State
Medicaid Program Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API —
An announcement concerning
'a major overhaul of the state's
Medicaid.program was to be
announced today and officials
say the Plan -will save $46.3
million in the 1983 fiscal year,
according to a copyright
story.
Growth in Medicaid spen,
ding will be cut by the state as
fewer free services will be offered to 320,000 low-income
Kentuckians served by the
program, the Louisville
Courier-Journal reported in a
copyright story appearing in
today's editions.
Kentucky's nursing home
industry will notice major consequences as a result of the
reductions, the story said.
While the industry wants up
to $32.97 a day for each
Medicaid patient in an intermediate care home, the
state wants to raise the maximum rate from $27 to $29.80.
Medicaid patients may also
find it difficult in coming
years to get into nursing
homes under the state's new
plan. Nursing home construction would become less
profitable and the number of
Medicaid patients the state
would pay for would be reduced, according to the story.
The state will encourage
nursing homes to accept more
private patients who can pay
their own way, state officials
acknowledged.

Also under the plan,
Medicaid patients would
receive 10 days of free hospital
care per visit, instead of the
current 21. Second opinions
may have to be obtained under
the state's new rules before
doctors can perform certain
medical procedures, officials
said.
Each prescription would
cost 50 cents as patients would
no longer receive free
medicine under the state's
new plan and drugs like tranquilizers and sleeping pills
would no longer handed out
without charge.
The changes are to be announced by Dr. Grady Stumbo, secretary of the Kentucky
Department for Human
(esources, at a meeting of a
legislative.subcommittee thal.
has been exploring Mediciad
issues.
The overhaul would reduce
Medicaid spending by $9.3
million during the rest of this
fiscal year. which ends June
30. officials said, meaning the,
program would cost about $370
million this year.
„
In the next fiscal year, spending would be about $436
million. ab out $34.7 million
less than has been estimated,
according to the state.
Officials said that by fiscal
1983, spending would be $501
million, $46.3 less than of
nothing were done to control
costs.

Ohio River Closed Below Mound City

MOUND CITY, lB. AP) —
The Ohio River has been closed to navigation one mile
below Mound City, Ill. after
another barge tow ran
Holmes.
The Reagens are keeping aground in shallow water
their ranch near Santa Bar- Tuesday, a Coast Guard
bara, Calif., but they have put spokesman said.
Coast Guard Conunander
their home here on the
John Bailey said lour coal
market. The five-bedroom
house, for which they are ask- barges from the towboat L.
ing $1.9 million, has a spec- Fiore were involved in the
tacular view of the Pacific latest incident.
"We still have five rock
Ocean from its hillside perch
barges from the towboat Marin the exclusive community.
"This is a time of mixed tha Denton aground in the
emotions for us as we watch area." said Bailey. Seven
the furniture go out of our others from the same towboat
house," Reagan told several were freed during the night,
hundred Southern California he added.
Bailey said the river was
business leaders at a luncheon
closed so that the dredge Elco,
Tuesday.
He promised that "forever under contract with the Army
and however long we're there Corps of Engineers, could be
in Washington there will be moved to the site to clear a
no decisions that will be based channel through the shallow
stretch of river.
on politics of the issue."
The Elco had been doing
At the luncheon, and earlier
at the Los Angeles City Hall, similar work nearly a mile
Reagan was laden with resolu- from where the L. Fiore went
tions, prJlamations and aground,said Bailey.
He estimated that the river
gifts: a glass eagle and a glass
jar filled with his favorite con- would be closed 72 hours.
The Coast Guard buoy
fection,jelly beans.
"You can tell a lot about a tender Obion has been workfella's character" by the way ing further downriver making
he eats jelly beans, Reagan soundings and relocating
said. Some people "pick out buoys "as they can to mark
all of one color" while others the good water," Bailey said.
River traffic has been block"just grab a handful."
Reagan kept jelly beans in ed intermittently for several
his Sacramento office when he days. "A few more vessels get
was governor of California through before another one
and he left no doubt he would goes aground," the comkeep a supply in the White mander said.
The worst grounding occurHouse,

red last Thursday when a tow
containing a gasoline barge
became stuck, and vessels attempting to free the tow made
a hole in the fuel barge,
leading to a 100,000-gallon
spill.
Officials then closed the
river for a nine mile stretch,
from Mound City to Cairo. It
was reopened shortly after
midnight last Thursday after
the ruptured barge was emptied and towed eight miles
upstream to a remote mooring
plate. The gasoline dispersed.
The channel blamed for the

trouble is much narrower than
usual after one of the driest
years on record in the Ohio
River Basin
Shallow water traditionally
has been a problem in the Ohio
River below Dam 53, located
about 12 miles upstream from
Mound City and the last dam
on the river. This year low
water also is bothering
navigation above Dam 53 and
Dam 52 near Paducah
The Corps of Engineers,
meantime, reported that the
Ohio River's low level due to
below-average rainfall last

summer makes it more ung a frozen river like in 1977
are pretty darn good," Pedigo
susceptible to freezing.
While the low water poses said
-If the river is high, the
the danger of barges grounding on the river bottom, a chances of it freezing are very
sudden cold snap could slim because no matter how
recreate the nightmarish cold it is, it keeps moving very
river freezing that halted all fast. It's own energy keeps it
traffic for several weeks in from freezing. The air
1977, said Martin Pedigo, temperature is cold, but the
public affairs officer for the water temperature will be
corps in Lexington.
above freezing."
Last year, 160 million tons of
"If we go into a period
where we had a week of freight were shipped on the
subzero temperatures and river, about half of it was coal
nothing higher than about 15 or petroleum products such as
degrees, the chances of get- heating oil.
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SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Domino Pure Cane

Sugar
1
89
LIMIT 1
Save
s 100
5 Lb. Bag

Hospital To Be Equipped
With Designer Gowns
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —
Embarrassed by hospital
gowns? Bored with doctors'
and ,nurses' uniforms? A
Lovistrille-based
hospital
chain is trying to do something
about it.
Last week at Audubon
Hospital
in
Louisville,
Humana Inc. introduced new
designer gowns for patients,
and uniforms for the staff.
Next week, the staff a0
Humana's Beverly Glen
Hospital in I,os Angeles, a
block from Beverly Hills, will
be fitted for the designer
uniforms.
'If. the Louisville and L.A.
reaction is good, the chain's
"other 90 hospitals, in 23 states
and two foreign countries, will
have a chance at the Stan Herman original uniforms.
And the "Humana-Stan" Herman Gown" — with -rear
modesty panel" — will be
available for patients at company hospitals, as well as
being marketed to hospitals
outside the Humana system.
Herman is a New York
fashion designer, and
originator of career apparel
for several other corporations,
including McDonald's, TWA,
United Airlines and Avis.
He said he wore early versions of the patient gown,

which he has patented, to bed
to test their comfort and perfect the fit.
"The idea for the gown grew
out of the complaint that most
hospital gowns expose the
patient's backside." Herman
said.
"Our challenge was to keep
the back closed but yet keep it
functional. We developed the
idea of a deep pleat held 1Py
snaps at the neckline."
Humana is giving employees four sets of the cotton
and polyester uniforms to
start with.
Herman said staff uniforms
include physician lab coats
and volunteer jackets, mixandmatch separates for the
nursTng staff, unit coordinators and persons in
various departments.
"...We used classic styles,"
he said. "The lab coat design,
for example, is a variation of a
Chesterfield, which will
always be in style."
Nurses' uniforms are ivory
rather than the traditional
white. Blazers for the•auclear
medicine department staff are
green, matching the-department's decor. Staffers from
other departments have
similarly color-keyed uniforms, and patients will get a
color key when admitted.

With $10.00 or More Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Products or Drinks On Special

Must

FRESH PRODUCE

Carrots

1 lb. bag

4Bags

Yellow Delicious

It The 11‘,Iiihtv Inn In
llitrrav
Ott Nuttml(tv. luttimn- 1 7.
1981
rwm 10:00 (1.111. Iii
Iml
fitmitttiv 18. 1981
1:r•mt 10:00(1.m. til 2:00 p.m.

"THE CABOOSE"

Frosty Acres Green

$100

Peas

20 as

89c Beans
69c Limeade

A1

69c

Sc
Save

Frosty Acres Baby Lima

Appl

es

3 lb. bag

Red Tokay

20.i.98c

Frosty Acres

Grapes

lb

Fresh Green

6 or

Onions

$0o
1

Sticks

4 bunchin

59c
69C

Saws

2ca.

Frosty Seas Fish(
8 si

Lam

1/1

U.S.D.A. Inspected

Whole

Sliced Slab

UP-TO HALF OFF
REGULAR PRICES

FROZEN FOODS

Fresh Crisp

Fryers
You're Cordially Invited
To A Suecial Sale Of
Designer Jeans & Tops

AJ
LE
A p
dem(
Neva
woul(
ecora
fie
some
flood
draft
statei
Thi
thick
the
Eneri
to rel

Lb.
Field's Best

Bacon
$109

Bologna
$149
1 Lb. Pkg,

Field's Pro-Looguer

'Wieners
09
12 07.. Pkg.

1111

Pure Fresh Lean

Groun
Beef
Purnell's
Old Folks

Field's

Sausage
$149
Lk.

Family Pak
3 Lb. or More

Lb.

Chili Stick
$ 09

Field's Fully
Cooked Boneless
Baked

Hams
2-3 Lb
Avg

$309
Lb

Reg.!

•
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Proposed Synthetic-Fuel Plant To Be Economic Boon
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Miter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API A proposed syntbetic-f uel
demonstration
plant at
Newman in Daviess County
would be a boon to the local
economy while creating traffic problems and entailing
some health, pollution • and
flood risks, according to a
draft environmental impact
statement.
The two-volunty, 2's-inchesthick document prepared by
the U.S. Department of
Energy was released Tuesday
to reporters in Lexington and

wensboro
A final statement c to tie
published after public
meetings Feb. 23 at Daviess
County High School, Feb. 24 at
Henderson County High
School and Feb. 25 at Stanley
Elementary School.
A decision then will be made
on whether to proceed with
construction of the SolventRefined Coal "SRC-II plant,
which is a joint venture of the
Energi Department, Air Products and Chemicals Inc. and
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc.
A similar demonstration
plant, dubbed SRC-11, is being

We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps

designed for Morgantown,
W.Va.
The proposed Newman
plant would produce solid and
liquid Synfuels from coal, with
a capacity of 6,000 tons per
day during the demonstration
phase. If the plant proved
commercially feasible, its
capacity would be expanded to
30,000 tons per day.
The document released
Tuesday states it was based on
the best available data, with
"worst-case" conditions projected for each area where
data existed.
The proposed site is a 1,484-

worst possible spills of
phenol, and cadmium" as well
as -violations of standard.', for SRC liquid into rivers could
cause water supply emergenIt said public exposure most cyanide and chlorine."
"The probability that cies for Evansville, hid., and
likely would result from
Nashville, Tenn.. 'requiring
gaseous leaks, wastewater wastewater discharge would that water withdrawals for
discharge in the Green River be necessary during low-flow municipal supply be suspendor spills during transportation periods is uncertain hot con- ed during the passage of spill'
sidered to be very small," the
of SRC liquids.
contaminated water past the
Wastewater discharge will report said. "However, if water supply intakes in the
cause -very minor" changes periods of lowstream flow do Ohio and Cumberland rivers,"
in Green River water quality coincide with periods when the report said. "These worstunder "normal-flow condi- zero-discharge cannot be case spills ... are considered to
achieved, plant shutdown
tions," the report said
be exceedingly unlikely."
Discharge during the river's might be required."
The report said site
pollution
greatest
The
risks
10-year average low flow,
preparation for the Newman
shipping
occur
would
in
the
lihowever, would "cause small
plant could begin this summer
increases in the concentra- quid fuel, the report said, if its planners decide to build
"because spilled materials
tions of manganese
may enter surface-or ground- it. Actual construction could
water supplies, be dispersed begin in 1982 and the plant
nto the atmosphere, or cause could begin operation in 1984
It said most of the conniposure during clean-up
struction. labor force would
sierations."
It said liquids from the come from Owensboro,
Newman plant would be ship- Henderson, Paducah and
ped to Pittsburgh and Lake , Evansville.
Construction employment is
Charles, La., passing through
-several major metropolitan expected to peak after Ps
areas" and crossing years at 3.500 workers, with
Prices Good Jan. 14
"numerous major rivers and some 740 expected to move into the area.
Through Jan. 20, 1981
(-eeks."

-could produce a' major
acre tract on the Green River
floodplain The report said the adverse impact," including
plant's ash pond and liquid- delays of up to three hours,
product storage areas would unless alternate routes are usbe protected by dikes rising ed or the highway is widened
above the 500-year flood level. to four lanes.
Ninety percent of the site is
The report said chemical
-prime agricultural soil" and reactions in the SRC process
24 families now living there will produce a •'broad range"
would be displaced, the report of materials containing
said. The Indiana bat, an en- organic compounds that could
dangered species, could be af- cause cancer or increase the
fected by noise from plant con- frequency of mutations.
struction and by a proposed Therefore, it said, the plant
power line.
design
incorporates
The report said increased "engineering controls" to
traffic on U.S. 60 between minimize -the exposure of
Henderson and Newman workers, the public, and the

New Store
Hours
7 am.-8 p.m.

Home Owned & Operated
Rosedale

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Fruit Cocktail

21$1 19

17 Oz

1111

environment" to those corn-

peatv

Sav• 19

1
Sealtest Pure

Orange Juice

By Abigail Van Buren

A Woman's Best
Defenseam aIs
'No'
Iti-year-o d girl who is wearing a NO

Gal. Jug — Save 40'
$209

1)P-Ati ABBY

Hytole Park

Chili wlbeans

219119
15.5 ox. - Save 11

MEW

MEI

oc

IC

oc
PC

81=1

Chicken of The Sea

Musselman's

Apple
Sauce
16 ox

Sa•• 23

Cans

79c

Hyd± Park

Black
Pepper

79

Semi 10'

4 Oz.

Larson's Veg-All

Mixed
Veg.

"
S .25'
16 Oz.

t

Start Your 27 Volume Set
of Funk and Wagnalls
New Encyclopedia Today.
Volume 1

Oyster
Stew
10 . Ox

69c

Hunts

Tomato
Catsup
32 ix.

Only 7
With 55" Food Purchase

69

119c

Planters
Cheeseballs, Corn (hips Choose Curls

Snacks
Sair• 20'

2Cans

Hunt's

DEAR 'ABBY: Well. another Christmas his come and
gone, and .here I sit, counting my newly acquired "blessings." They include six boxes of candy, two tins of fancy
cookies, three fruitcakes and 5 pounds of nuts!
What more,could a 220-pound diabetic ask for?
PLOTZING IN PLATTSBURGH. N

Kraft

• ••
ONE
'
. DENTIAL TO “6"-IN MODESTO: Don't
i-Ner ask for a present. It's usually much cheaper to
buy it yourself.

Savo 10' - 15' 2

Rosedale
Yellow Cling

Peaches

•••
DEAR ABBY: My 10-year-old son, Jimmy. -is taking
clarinet lessons in grade school. He told me that his musk
teacher, whom he likes very much, will very often take his
'Jimmy's) clarinet and put it into his own mouth to teach
him how to play something, then hand the clarinet back to
Jimmy to use. Abby. keep in niind that the mouthpiece and
reed go from Jirtimy's mouth to his teacher'X;then back to
Jimmy's.
I'm not excessively fussy about germs, but let's face it, a
simple. swipe across the shirtsleeve before and after using
another's mouthpiece is not very sanitary.
Jimmy will have this teacher another three years, so I
don't want to spoil their good relationship. but I would like
to put an end to this unsanitary practice if possible. Can you •
help?
JIMM Y'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER:Show Jimmy how to disinfect the
mouthpiece of his clarinet by wiping it thoroughly
with a tissue that's been saturated with an appropriate germicide. Give him some to use at school with
instructions to always disinfect his mouthpiece after
his teacher hes used it.
And in the interest of diplomacy, have Jimmy tell
his teacher, "This is my mother's idea. She says,
'With so many colds and so much flu going around,it's
best to take no chances.'"

0.
79c

Manwich Sauce

1

I

'ninon to let guys know that I'M a virgin and intend to-Stay
that way. Ws a sure way to cool down horny boyfriends who
keep pressuring a girl to give in even after she has said,
"NO!"
These NO buttons are put out by the Pro-Life Commission
n Denver. and they're really catching on. I've even seen
guys wearing them. They admit that they aren't ready for
sex and don't want to be pressured by girls.
I hope you .think enough of this iden.to pass it on to your
• readers_
PAMELA B.
DEAR PAMELA: I'm for anything that keeps kids
from becoming sexually active before they're sufficiently mature to handle it. The button could serve
another purpose. If the aggressors refuse to take NO
for an answer, remove the pin and stick 'em with it.
They'll get the point.
(P.S. For a free button, write to: NO Button, P.O.
Box 6480, Denver, ('olo. 80206. Incase enclose a
stamped self-addressed envelope.)

I

•••
•
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, -do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills. Calif. 90212.

Grape Jelly
Sem 60' — 3 Lb.

$189

l=;

Martha White Flapstaz

Pancake
Mix

Vidal Sassoon

$1100
89
12 01

IS •z

All. Seltzer Plus

Cold
Tablets
Rog SI 92 -5.,. 75

The Honest Way!

Reg. 53.50-S.'. $1.51 -

4 pkgs

Le_g_House Pure

Chocolate
Chips

Pepsi Cola
Shampoo
Dr. Pepper,7-Up
Bush's
or Mt. Dew
Hominy, Spaghetti

ANT GOLD STAMPED
10X-1411-111(.22%
IMACIMS 01•.* MIDA100115
KOr WOWS- DODO GOLD

We ore not -Fly Ily•Niglaiscs- only in
town overnight to tolls vow orsoesey.
We've boon frosted in haloes& foe 69

3 $100
Cans

Bush's
Hominy, Spaghetti

117

spo

20's
I450T

Cans
saismoitA

11",

• L.•
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I Deaths and Funeralsj
Mrs. Cathcart Dies
At Her Home; Rites
Being Held Today

fPrirt-2.
••

William A. Haywood
Dies; Was Brother,
Clifton Haywood
Aiwir

Due To Low Water Levels

PAGE

Ohio River Is More Susceptible To Freezing

By JOE KAY
here we had a week of about normal Tuesday. loose 17 barges along the way. Any tune you have serious
Even if the systems work as
In the aftermath, the corps problems on the river, planned, Pedigo said the corAssociated Pres. Writer
subzero temperatures and
Pedigo said. There was halfCINCINNATI AP , - - The nothing higher than about 15 inch-thick ice in places, out it installed a $140,000 bubbler everybody is aware of them," ps' ability to cope with a lung
Ohio River is more susceptible degrees. the chances of get- posed no problem for system at Markland Dam t6 he said.
freeze is'united
slow icing A communications
to freezing as a result of low ting a frozen river like in 1977 tugboats. Pedigo said.
"The bubble system at
Vi 4114.4)1,
11.1 1,4 01,1
"If the weather is
Mrs. IA.-kie h atheart ut
river
also
along
the
system
caused
is
exdarn
by
warming
belowwater
levels
trend
are
pretty
A
good,"
Markland
Pedigo
sits
right
agreeable, we can be
Route 2. Big Sands. Tenn., Lexington. Term.. brother of
improved.
was
Tuesday.
average
rainfall
pected
last
summer.
111 the Ohio valley later
said
underneath
it
on
the
bottom. It prepared for the worst and
Clifton Haywood of Murray
died Monday at 12- noun at her
But, Pedigo said the new bubbles up water to keep it make it a little less bad," he
-If the river is high, the in the week.
to a spokesman for
residence. She was 69 years of died Tqesday at the according
tested agitated. Since we've put it in,
haven't
been
systems
of
Army
of
After
it
-Corps
freezing
the
the
1977
are
U.S.
chances
very
freeze,
the
LexingtoMilenderson County
said. "If it really wants to stay
age
river was closed again in 1978 by the recent moderate we've had two fairly moderate down around 10 below zero for
slim because no matter how
General Hospital, Lexington. Engineers.
The deceased a as born May
winters
route
for
The river is a vital
when a massive ice buildup
cold it is, it keeps moving very
winters. We haven't had a five or six days, there's
He was 56 years of age.
*.n. 1912. in Calloa ay County
"The radio communications chance to give them the acid nothing anybody can do about
Survivors include his wife, barges carrying large fast. It's own energy keeps it slammed into the Markland
and was the daughter of the
now.
always
in
use
freezing . The air
Dam at Warsaw. Ky., ripping system is
test, so to speak."
it
Mrs. Mattie Roberts amounts of coal and from
late Mr. and Mrs. Henry
petroleum products. Traffic. temperature is cold, but the
Leads. She vias a-member of Haywood: his mother. Mrs.
[ma Haywood. Huntingdon, was blocked Monday by low water temperature will be
the Hazel Baptist Church.
water levels about 150 miles above freezing."
Mrs_ Cathcart is survived by Tenn.; one daughter. Mrs.,
from where the Ohio River
Last year, 160 million tons of
an aunt. Mrs. Beatrice Lewis. Edith Brackeen, West Palin
flows into the Mississippi.
freight were shipped on the
and an uncle, Johnny Jones, Beaeh, Fla.: one son, Jerry
While the low water poses river, about half of it was coal
both of Calloway County, and Haywood. I exington, Tenn
Mr Haywood is also surviv- the danger of barges groun- or petroleum products such as
number of cousins.
ding on the river bottom, a heating oil.
The funeral is being held to- ed by two sisters, Mrs. Sarah
sudden cold snap could • Workmen were using a
day at 2 p.m at the chapel of Ballard. Clarksburg. Thrin.,
By GUY DARST
hours today in hopes of nar- which received $800 million took place in the Treasury's
recreate the nightmarish dredge Tuesday • to . clear a
the McEvoy Funeral Home. and Mrs. Mary Morgan.Cedar
Associated Press Writer
rowing the gap enough to en- last year, is turned down for old Cash Room — after
river freezing that halted all channel in the river at Mound
Paris, -Tenn.. with the Rev. Grove, Tenn.; six brothers —
WASHING-TON 1API — tice the government to -_ the additional loan guarantee.
bargining stalled, the union
traffic for several weeks in City, Ill., where shipping was
Billy Cobb of the Greeneville Tom, Joe, Bobby, and Paul
With its survival hanging in guarantee an additional $400 'But most analysts expect said.
Haywood, all of Huntingdon, 1977, said Martin Pedigo, stopped. Pedigo said the river
Church of God officiating.
Board members, according
public affairs officer for the level there was 7.9 feet, about the balance, Chrysler Corp. is million in loans to keep the the result would be a quick
Burial will follow in the Term., Clayton Haywood of
caught between union com- battered automaker going at trip into federal court to seek to Miller, believe Chrysler's
20 feet below normal.
corps in Louisville.
Clarksburg,
Tenn.,
and
Clifton
South Pleasant Grove
protection from creditors survival plan needs an "addilevels around Ohio were plaints that the company least a little longer.
"If we go into a period
Cemetery in Calloway County . Haywood of Murray.
wants too much from its
The answer — perhaps the under the federal bankruptcy tional financial cushion" that
The funeral will be held
workers and government hints final thumbs up or thumbs law.
"does not have to come from
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the Natthat the firm should squeeze down signal for Chrysler —
collective bargaining." He did
"Secretary
Miller
was
very
chez Trace Baptist Church,
even more wage concessions was expected later today at a frank and honest that they will not elaborate.
Lexington. Tenn. Burial will
from them.
At the same time, Miller
meeting of the Chrysler Loan make a decision
follow in the church cemetery
Company officials bargain- Guarantee Board.
Fraser said Tuesday after strongly hinted that the
with the arrangements by the
ed with United Auto Workers
Nobody in authority is say- Treasury Secretary
G. union's 64,000 active UAW
Mrs. Orval
Cordie
Pafford Funeral lionie. Lex"The people of Bangladesh
loaders into the predawn ing what happens if Chrysler, William Miller, chairman of members in the United States
Whitlow of Abut. Route I died ington. Tenn
in the past 10 years have
the loan board, warned both and Canada were not being
today' at 9:50 a.m, at her
displayed
courage
and
sides that "unless we have the asked to yield enough.
home.She was ;6 y-earsof age.
stamina in their struggle to
"I explained to them my
basic principle of a total plan,
The deceased was a
overcome the calamities that
feeling the board needs to see
time is going to run out."
member of the Flint. Baptist
have befallen their country,"
Part of the "total plan" adequate concessions." he
Church. Born Dec 6. 190-r. in
says Harold R. Morin.
Miller referred to involves the said. "These concessions proCalloway County. she was the
"Through unyielding efforts
company's proposal for $673 posed in the labor area by the
daughter of the late Jim
Lonnie Nelson of 1107 and hard work, the country of
million in Wage concessions by' company • seem to be the
Staples and Lacy Magness
Bangladesh
is
emerging
as a
Mulberry, Murray, died today
Chrysler workers between minimal necessary to acStaples. ,
nation
that deserves to be
By C.W. MIRANKER
Customers of Philadelphia
at 4:45 a.m, at the Murraycomplish the task, and that is
now and September 1982.
Mrs. Whitlow is survived by
Associated Press Writer
Gas Works also have been askCalloway County Hospital. He recognized and assisted in its
"I don't know if we can hit one issue that the company
her husband, Orval; three
guest for survival.".
A wave of super-cold air ed to roll back thermostats 5 to
was 70 years of age.
the $673 million, if that's an ac- and union need to address."
sisters -- Mrs. Pearl Short,
Morin, an Assemblies of
that has claimed at least 44 20 degrees because of potenAn Army veteran of World
Chrysler's Dec. 23 plan callcurate figure, but we'll come
Murray, Mrs. Anna Sammons.
missionary
lives since Christmas con- tial shortages.
to
War II, he was a retired God
as close as we can," Fraser ed for the wage freeze, converLas Vegas, Nev.. and Mrs.
tinued its frosty assault on the
New York City officials
security guard. Barn May 4, Bangladesh, will ,be guest
said. "If it doesn't meet their sion of $572 million in bank
Oranell Mohler. Columbus. 1910, in
East today, icing harbors have logged nearly 10,000
Salem. Tenn., he was speaker for a missions service
loans into preferred stock to
Ohio: three brothers — Bryan the son
from Maine to Chesapeake telephone calls this week from I expectations), I suspect-they
of the late Jonathan on Thursday,Jan. 15, at 7 p.m.
will not vote to recommend save $100 million a year in inStaples. Kirksey. Wilson Nelson
at
First
Assembly
of
freezing
God,
corFlorida
oranges
Bay,
tenants
without
heat
or
hot
and Clara Smith
terest costs and a price freeze
the $400 million."
Staples, Haubstabt,. Ind, and Nelson.
ner of South 16th and Glenby the millions and forcing up water.
Fraser asked for the joint by the company's 20,000 supZack B. Staples, Tucson, Ariz,
dale,
the
shellfish.
Rev.
the
prices
.
Darrell
of
some
Mass
transit
in
many
cities
He is survived by seven
meeting with Miller — which pliers.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral daughters
The mercury dipped to 22 was affected by the cold —
Harold R. Morin
— Mrs. Janice Dun- Ramsey, pastor, has announcHome will be in charge of the can. Miss
ed.
N.Y.,
below
zero
in
Massena,
nearly one of every five
Gina Nelson. and
general missionary work*.
funeral and burial ar- Miss Shelia Nelson, all of MurMorin and his wife. Vera, Morin also
plans to do early today after falling to scheduled subways and buses
rangements to be announced ray. Mrs.
lows
began
Tuesday
working
in
many
record
in
Bangladesh engineering
in New York City was disabled
Ruby Tyler, Ortonconsultation
cities. Tuesday by mechanical
Southeastern
ville, Mich.. Mrs. Dorothy in 1975. and have been engagwherever possible.
ed
in language study and
Grubbs and Mrs. Brenda
Prior to missionary appoint- Temperatures hit 7 in Wilm- troubles from frigid
Gregory, both of Chicago. Ill.. several facets of missionary
ment Morin was a bridge ington, N.C., and 8 in temperatures.
this time."
New
As much as -a fifth of
RAMSTEIN, West Germany
and Mrs. Elisa Davis, Zion, Ministry since that time, design engineer for the State Tallahassee, Fla.
The crash site is in the
Ill.; three sons — Jerry and Morin did engineering con- of New Hampshire Highway England continued to register Florida's orange crop — equal ( AP — Two U.S. Air Force
vicinity of Kaiserslautern. a
from
the
teens
temperatures
to
49
million
gallons
of
concenplanes
attached
to
bases
in
Tommy Nelson, both of Mur- sultation and helped with a
Division, and earned a B.S.
garrison town near the
trated juice — has been West Germany crashed today
ray, and David Nelson. building program consisting
degree in civil engineering to below zero.
Bethel College, McKenzie,
•of a second floor to the. ex- from the
At least 44 deaths — most damaged by temperatures at separate sites and the fate French-German border.
Chicago,
Ill.;
14
gfand-•
University of Maine
Tenn.-, will be host for the
A statement on the Phantom
isting Dacca Evangelistic in Orono, Maine.
from exposure and over- hovering in the 20s.
of the crews was unknown, Air
children.
Commission on the Ministry of
crash, near the Spanish town
In the ice-bound harbors of Force spokesmen said.
The funeral will be held Fri- Center of the Assemblies of
• The • pastor, - the Rev. exertion while shoveling snow
- the - Cumberland Presbyterian
of Molina, said: "The F-4D
•
Nine people were believed
day at 11 a.m, at the chapel of God.
Ramsey, invites the public to — have been reported in 14 New England, fishing fleets
Church's annual Ministers'
carried two crew members
"Bangladesh, with more attend this special missions states since Christmas.
were trapped at the docks aboard a C-130 American
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Conference Jan. 19 to 21.
and was on a local training
The cold meant trouble to where ice floes uprooted piers transport plane that crashed
*me with burial to follow in than 85 million people, is the service. Murfin will be sharing
Dr. Raymond Burroughs,
mission when it .cipt„lied.
eighNmost populated country
.people trying to travel in slug- and knocked poles in boat near Ramstein and two men
the
Travis
Chapel
Cemetery
in
information
about
his
work
in
College
former dean of Bethel
Rescue aircraft
from
in the world and covers an
gish cars or buses and to peo- hulls.
were
aboard
a
Phantom
jet
Weak
ley
County,
Tenn.
Bangladesh
and current faculty member,
area about the size of Wisconple staying at homes affected
The super-cold air is the pro- that crashed near the Spanish Zaragoza Air Base have been
Friends
may
call
at
the
will be the conference direcby sporadic power outages duct of a
stubborn town of Molina, an Air Force sent to the scene to look for the
funeral home after 10 a.m. sin. Widespread poverty has
tor.
crew members and the airlong characterized the region,
and heating fuel shortages.
highpressure system exten- statement said.
Thursday.
The lecturer will be Dr. Hercraft."
but the country is moving
There were rotating power ding from the Southwest into
The
C-130
crashed
within
the
man A. Norton of the VanderThe C-130 was assigned to
toward self-sufficiency in food
blackouts for some 250,000 Canada, according to the Na- Weilerbach storage area just
bilt Divinity School, Nashville,
production. Major religions
homes in dozens of Florida tional Weather Service's northeast of the the air base the 435th Tactical Airlift Wing
Tenn. Dr. Ernest T. Campbell,
are Islam and Hinduism."
communities as cold-weather Seryere Storms Forecast here, the statement said, ad- at Rhein Main base near
An open installation of offormer pastor at The Riverdemand strained generating Center in Kansas City.
Morin said.
ding,"nine persons are believ- Frankfurt, the Air Force said,
ficers. the first in over 100
side Church of New York City,
In their next term of service
It occurs when the fast- ed aboard the aircraft and and the Phantom was with the
years, was held by Murray plants.
will serve as conference
• In Massachusetts, Gov. Ed- moving wind known as the jet their condition is unknown at 401st Tacticar Fighter wing
Dr. Charles R. Duke, the Morins plan to work again
Lodge No. 105 Free and Acpreacher.
based at Ramstein.
ward J. King declared a stream is deflected norin Bangladesh and will be
cepted Masons for 1981 at the
Dr. Norton is deputy chief of associate professor of English engaged Bible teaching and
in
lodge hall on Highway 121 Nor- statewide energy emergency thward, where it"picks up the
chaplains and vice chairman at Murray State University,
because of a natural gas- shor- cold air and shoots down into
Chevrolet
th.
Chown:4E1
of the academic board of the recently conducted an all-day
tage and urged residential the East," said Jack Hales,
workshop
on
the
problems
of
District
Deputy
'Grand
Center
Chaplain
U. S. Army
the
state's
customers
of
the center's lead forecaster.
teaching writing skills to
Master Boyce 0. Baker inand School.
He said there's a "good
stalled the 'officers at the in- largest gas company, Boston
All conference session; will students.
at
otereec
Prices of Sock of local
Duke directed the workshop
stallation ceremony attended Gas Co.. to- keep thermostats chance" the cold wave could
•''.!
be held in the auditorium of
mon, FLIT, today, fig-rushed to the
'
by many members and guests. at-63 degrees from 7 a.m. until last "at least for another week
Ledger & "Imes by First of Michigan,
the Dickey Fine Arts Center, for more than 40 teachers who
r • '
10 p.m. and lower at night.
and probably longer."
4 ,
Many,are as follows.
i .
.,....
Richard Henninger was inexcept the Jan. 20 seminar were participating in the na- Corp.,at
1
Cincintional
convention
at
'0
On
Industrial
At erage
stalled as master of the lodge
and dialog sessions. Those will
nati.
Ohio,
of
the
National
for this year succeeding Don
be in Room 101 of the Fine
40'i • 1 '•
Air Products
"'."
Council of Teacher's of American Motors
4's • ' ..
Newberry who served in 1980.
Arts Center.
Ashland
. .. .
' 36'. .1',
English.
Other officers include Roy
. 49e.
American Telephone
(11
White, red 1979 lCoufgar
,
Assisting.. Duke....
interior
Harmon.-. -senior -warden:
--.40.---.4.
English • teachers from. Ford Motor
I.arry
McClain;
junior
G
white
Wisconsin. Virginia and (;eneral iS Minn,
warden; George Rehmus.
I
General M,ttors
lots of extras. App_ 36.000 miles
KenLicky. Par. has, Arta Hue Market
Massachusetts.
treasurer; Charles Jackson.
General Tire
6 Bo', rw Stations
Report Ira
Duke also addressed a Goodrich
months at a time.
secretary; William Zambella, By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
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Associated Press Writer .
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President Carter extended ths have increased the "risks
council nationally.
installation.
ZZ:Fri jeZIP
the controls, which were from- reliance on insecure oil
Chevrolet
scheduled to expire Friday, imports."
for another nine months Tuesday.
Whether the controls stay in
effect anywhere near that long
THREE DAY
is far from certain, however.
Ronald Reagan can undo
Carter's action as soon as he
takes office.
Off
Reagan aides refused TuesSA VE...SA VE...SA VE
day to say what the presidentelect will do, but during the
THURSDAY—FRIDAY--SATURDAY
campaign Reagan was critical
h
of mandatory energy con$5000 loch
servation efforts.
The controls, which have
One Group
1/
price
Group
been in effect for 18 Months,
require thermostats in 2.8
Of
Framed
/
Price
non-residential
million
OFF
Clothes
Prints
buildings to be set at 65
$ 1000
degrees in the winter and 78
degrees in summer.
Carter cited the continuing
precarious world oil supply
Dixieland Shopping Center
situation as justification for
Murray, Kentucky 42071
FOR Tall PARTICULAR MAN
keeping the controls. By law
51)7-753 8301
Downtown Murray
Dixieland Center
the president can impose the
restrictions no more than nine

Chrysler Caught Between Union
Complaints, Government Hints

Mrs. Whitlow Dies
This Morning At
The Age Of 76

Missionary To Speak
At First Assembly Of God

Wave Of Cold Air
Continues Assault In
East Part Of Nation

Lonnie Nelson Is
Dead At Age Of 70;
Funeral Is Friday

U.S. Air Force Planes
In Separate Crashes

Bethel College
To Host Annual
Ministers' Meeting

Murray Masons
Installed Officers
In Open Meeting

MSU English
Professor Holds
All-Day Workshop

Stock Market

Carter Extends Controls
On Temperatures

Hog Market

$4977.00

(11

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc. I
Ker,,

FINAL MARKDOWN SALE
All
Winter Merchandise Must Go At Some Price

Group Velour Shirts
Group Sweaters
Group Sport (outs
Group Suits
300 Hagger Slacks
Dress & Sport Shirts
Reg. Denim Levis

60%
60% off
each

2
2
14°0

qraham & Jacksoti

Slacks
Shoes
Fancy Sweaters
One Rack Sport Coats
One Rack Suits
One Rack Sportswear
One Group Vests

1/2
s2000
1/2
s2000
$4000
1000

uritituillant itaii,iCid

CLEARANCE SALE

50%

One

Blackford House Gallery
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Transit Systems
To Air Methods
Of Accessibility
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API Methods of making Kentucky's transit systems accessible to handicapped persons will be aired at six public
hearings scheduled for later
this month.
The state Department of
Transportation is sponsoring
the hearings as part of its
preparation of a statewide
plan.
Federal regulations require
that each transit system
receiving federal funds must
prepare a plan showing how it
intends to make its services
accessible to the handicapped.
The hearings are scheduled
Jan. 20 in Paducah; Jan. 21,
Henderson; Jan. 22, Bowling
Green; Jan. 27, Frankfort;
Jan. 28, Morehead; Jan, 29,
Hazard.

Health Agency
Awarded Grant
FRANKFORT, K). , AP,
East Kentucky Health
Systems Agency has been
awarded a $183,000 grant by
the Appalachian Regional
Commission for healthresources development in
eastern Kentucky.
The grant will finance extra
staff members for the agency
to plan and develop primary
health-care services for the
-.,state's 48 Appalachian counties, according to Local
Government Commissigner
Wilburn Pratt.

Turner Named
Social Services Head
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)Human Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo has named
Suzanne Turner commissioner of the Bureau for Social
Services.
Ms. Turner, a former
special assistant in the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, will begin
work Jan. 26 at a salary of
$41,500 annually.
Ms. Turner, 37, has been a
vocation -rehabilitation
counselor with Indiana's
Department of Public Instruction and a counselor at
the Indiana women's prison.

*USY TERMS

*FREE DELIVERY

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

SALE STARTS DOS, 9-00 A N OPEN THURS AND FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 900 P

ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
This is only a partial list. Many other items not advertised!

SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
MATTRESS &
BOX SPRING

$24995"5

REG. SIZE ONLY

SOFAS

PICTURES LAMPS
ACCESSORIES

CHINA, TABLE
AND 6 CHAIRS

REG. $7130.00

1- Loose pillow back, beige,
brown, peach and coral stripe
nylon
1- Clayton Marcus Lawson
style attached back, quilted
cotton beige floral
1- Marimont loose back
beige cotton floral border
print
1- Clayton Marcus Chippendale loveseat, rose,
brown, blue and beige cotton
floral

BEDROOMS
1/
2
599.95

849.95-

699.95

699.95

1- Henredon multi-pillow
back navy cotton floral
1195.00

SALE

1 -4 Pc. American of Martinsville, "South Pacific,"
bamboo carved wood with
cane panels, dresser &
mirror, chest, cane headboard and night stand
1895.00

1/2

1-4 Pc. Pecan and burl
panel, queen cane panel
headboard, triple dresser
with twin mirrors, door chest
1849.95
and night stand

1099.95699.95

1-3 Pc. Solid Cherry, queen
size poster bed, door dresser
and mirror and door chest
1699.95

0095
107,

1- Stanton Cooper Lawson
attached back,
nylon stripe in beige, blue
and brick
799.95

1-4 Pc. Oak, poster bed,
triple dresser and mirror,
ch,?tt on chest and gallery
night stand
2019.00

129995

1- Clayton Marcus attached
back, burgandy, peach and
beige quilted cotton floral
849.95

1-4 Pc. Pecan French
Pray., King size cane headboard, triple door dresser, 2
mirrors, door chest on chest
1999.95
and night stand

149995

1- Rattan trim loose pillow
back sofa brown, beige and
copper floral with arm pillows 649.95
loveseat,

FRANKFORT, Ky. lAP)
A recent referendum conducted by the state
Agriculture
Department
found 99 percent of those
responding favoring a program aimed at increasing the
production, use and sale of
eggsThe program will be funded
with one cent of the two-cent
inspection fee now being paid
to the department.
Beginning Feb. 1, egg
dealers in Kentucky will pay
the Poultry Federation one
cent and the Department of
Agriculture one cent for each
15 dozen eggs they handle.
The department conducted
the referendum at the request
of the Poultry Federation.

1- Marimont loose pillow
bock, lime corduroy with arm
pillows
649.95
1- 2 Pc. Early American
suite, nylon velvet, beige,
green, brown and blue. Pine
wood trim
999.95
1 - Marimont
loveseat,
multi-pillow back, beige,
blue, brown and gold cotton
floral
599.95
1 - Marimont traditional
sofa, loose pillow, navy
background, cotton floral
699.95

DINING ROOM
1- 8 Pc, Dixie Pecan, bamboo design decorated panel
doors on lighted china, oval
table, 2 arm, 4 side cone
back chairs
2395.00
1-8 Pc. Bernhardt cherry,
double pedestal rectangular
table, cane back chair, 2
arm, 4 side, brass and panel
doors on lighted china
2695.00
1- 8 Pc. American of Martinsville "South Pacific,"
bamboo carved wood with
cone panels, lighted china,
oval parquet top table, 6
cane back chairs
3495.00
1-8 Pc. Stanley pecan, oval
table, 6 cone back chairs
•
with lighted china
2495.00
1 - 8 Pc. Stanley pecan, oval
table, cone bock chairs,
parquet wood trim, lighted
china
1999.00
1 - 8 Pc. Keller oak
"Memories," round pedestal
table, 6 spindel bock choirs,
lighted china with mirror
2495.00

1499.95

PRICE

MISC.

REG.

1- 3 Pc, Antique Pine Cannon Ball poster bed, dresser
and hutch mirror and 5
drawer chest

2

/

$
2
9
9
5
0
0

SALE

REG.

1 - Love Seat loose pillow
bock cotton floral arm pillows
and rattan trim
549.95

WASHINGTON - Loan
funds for the East Kentucky
Power Cooperative's J.K.
Smith Power Station in Clark
County have been formally approved by the Rural -Electrification Administration.
The approval, announced
Monday by Sen. Walter "DeeHuddleston, D-Ky., cleared
the way for construction of the
coal-fired plant.
The signing of the loan
guarantee by REA Administrator Robert Feragen
made available more than
$1.01 billion for the project.
The plant, incorporating tWo...
600-megawatt generating
units, is to be built on 3,120
acres near Winchester on the
Kentucky River. The first unit
is scheduled for completion in
1985.
On hand for the signing were
Feragen, Huddleston, EKPC
Chairman Roy Smith, and
EKPC President and General
Manager Donald Norris.
Huddleston said the plant.
when completed, will burn
more than 2.5 million tons of
coal a year. "This project will
certainly be a boost to Kentucky in many ways, and
especially the coal industry,"
le said.

LARGE SELECTION OF

DISCONTINUED COVERS

People Favor
Egg Program

Clark Loan
Funds Approved

HENREDON 8 K.
DINING SET
LARGE

1-3 Pc. Cherry finish 18th
Century, queen size poster
bed, door dresser and mirror
and door chest
1799.95 1
1- White stack grouping by
Dixie, yellow and blue trim,
bed, dresser and mirror,
chest, desk, hutch and night
stand

CHAIRS
REG.
1- Henredon French Wing,
antique wood trim, double
welt, pastel stripe damask
950.00
2- Fairfield wrap arm toll
back, white and beige nylon
fabric
229.95
ea
1- English lounge and ottoman, loose pillow back, off
white corduroy
399.95
1 Black lacquer oriental
chair, cotton print with copper cording
399.95
2- French Wings, antique
gold velvet, wood trim
3 2 5 .00
ea
1- Lounge chair and ottoman, saddle vinyl
349.95
2- Conover Queen Ann
Wings in coral rep fabric
29 9.9 5
ea
2- American of Martinsville
bamboo carved wood frame
9
with brick velvet
2 9 9 .9 5
ea
2- Marimont French Wing
chairs, antique oak frame
with floral tapestry
299.95
ea
1- Conover lounge chair,
peach velvet, tufted bock
399.95
2- Henredon French chairs,
carved frames, antique white
fabric
6 8 5 .00
ea
1- Morimont Queen Ann
quitted cotton floral copper,
green and gold s
299.95
1 - Bernhardt modern arm
chair, beige velvet
179.95

0095

REG.
1 - Console, oak with hand
painted decoration on doors 269.95
1- Bench, Country French,
fruitwood with rush seat
449.95
1- 2 Pc. Orential console
and mirror, fruitwood with
decorated doors and teak
base
479.95
1- Secretary, American of
Martinsville, cane carved
moldings and cone panels,
lighted top section
999.95
1 - Coffee table, glass and
brass, bamboo design
199.95
1- Commode wood bamboo
trim, 1 drawer, 2 doors
245.00
cabinet
by
1 - Curio
American of Martineville
fruitwood with QiOSS shelves 599.95
1 -Chest, mahogany, 3
drawer, gallery, antique
brass trim by National
499.95
1 -Foyer chest, parquet
wood, brass trim, 4 drawers 625.00
1 -Secretary by Henredon,
yew wood, bonet top, inlaid
wood trim, lighted
1903.00
1- Bamboo trunk, wood carved trim
300.00
1 - Chest • by Henredon,
English design with carved
wood drawer fronts
885.00
1- Sofa table, parquet wood
top, antique brass trim
375.00
1- Hall tree by American of
Martinsville, fruitwood,
leaded glass trimmed mirror,
brass panels in base
699.95
1 Oriental cabinet, 2
doors, polished brass and
bamboo trim
675.00
1 - Sofa table with 2 benches, oriental design, black
lacquer with hand painted
design
999.95
1 - Korean trunk, red
lacquer brass trim
650.00

SOFA SLEEPERS
REG•
1 - Jamison, Queen sin-,
multi pillow back, beige ear0_
tone floral
699.96
1 - Jamison loose pillow
bock, beige 8. copper weave,
queen size with arm pillows
799.95
1 -Jamison, modern design,
queen size in earth textured
fabric
699.95
1 - Jamison, queen size
loose pillow back, orange,
beige & blue plaid nylon
599.95
1 - Jamison, queen size,
loose pillow back, 2 arm
pillows - burgundy and earth
549.95
plaid herculon
1 - Jamison, queen site, attached
back
Lawson,
turquoise and earth tone
nylon stripe
1 - Jamison, queen size,
Lawson style in cotton print
floral of beige, orange, green
& blue
1 - Jamison, twin size
sleeper, Lawson style, beige
textured nylon fabric

349.95

799.95599.95
799.95549.95
499.95319.95

—
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Representatives,Senators FaceUnusual Terms
t

FRANKFORT — Members
of
Kentucky's
General
Assembly who are elected in
1981, and those senators who
are elected in 1983, will have
unusual terms.
Since 1850 — the year when
Kentucky's third constitution
was adopted — odd-year elections have seen all state
representatives elected to
two-year terms and one-half of
the senators elected for fouryear terms.
The 1981 elections will find
representatives and senators
serving one-time-only terms
of three and five years,
respectively. The senators
elected in 1983 will also serve
for five years and will be up
for re-election in 1988 for the
usual four-year term.
The unique terms are part of
the implementation plan for
an amendment to the Kentucky' 'constitution. The
amendment, which was
ratified in the 1979 general
election, is the first which af)lects the General Assembly
since the present constitution
was adopted in 1891.
The ultimate purpose of the
amendment is to give Kentucky's legislators more time
for actual legislative business
and to allow them time to
prepare for an upcoming
General Assembly.
The constitution calls for the
Legislature to meet in
January of even-numbered
years. This did not change.
Beginning. in January 1983.
however,
Legislature will
add an organizational meeting
which cannot last more than
10 working days.
Also, once the implementation of the amendment is completed, all members of the
Legislature .will be elected in
the fall following regular sessions.
While this is the first amendment affecting the General
Assembly, there have been
changes in the laws relating to
the legislature. The most
significant change occurred in
1968, with the establishment of
interim joint committees.
These interim committees
allow legislators to meet
between sessions to gather information, discuss issues and,
since 1972, to prefile bills to be
considered in the upcoming
legislature. This enabled the
General Assembly to start
with some proposed acts on
hand, ready to be acted upon.
The senators and representatives are also able to spend
more time on each prefiled bill
than they usually can give to
those filed after the hectic 60day regular session begins.
Despite the advantages of
committee
the
interim
system, there were some problems with it;
— About one third to onehalf of any General Assembly
are newly eleCtect members
who have not been able to pair
ticipate in interim commit-

Free Adult Math
Class Offered
By Learning Center
At Murray State
- A free adult education class
in general mathematics will
be offered by the Adult Learning Center at Murray State
University for a period of
eight weeks. beginning Feb. 2.
Chuck Guthrie, coordinator
of the center, said the class
will meet in the Adult Learning Center in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium on the following schedule:
General Mathematics —
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9 to 10:341 a.m. The
class will end March 30.
Guthrie said that anyone 16
years of age or older who is
not now attending a public
school may enroll for the
course, which is designed for
adults who plan to take, the
General Educational Development (GED) high school
equivalency test or for persons who need a math
refresher course before entering a vocational school or college.
Persons who already have a
high school diploma or high
school equivalency certificate
are also welcome to participate in the class, Guthrie
said.
Students may register for
the mune by visiting or calling the Adult Learning Center
I 7624971
betwe'en 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

tees. When the session opens
they • must catch up on
materials their colleagues
covered earlier.
-Because of changes in
membership.or requests from
legislators, the leaders of the
(ierwral Assembly could make
changes in committee
assignments at the start of the
season. This means that sonic
meinbcrs of standing conunittees were not members of the
preceding interim conuruttee
which had studied issues coming before the legislature

l'he shift from odd-year
elections to even-year elections, plus the new organizational meeting, are designed
to eliminate these two problems. The full implementatiorischedule is:
— 1980 General Assembly;
One section of the amendment
took effect during this session.
The section added a key.
phrase to the definition of a
legislative day, which had
been defined as a calendar
day,' except for Sundays and
legal holidays. By adding -or

any other day on which
neither House meets" to the
expected days the amendment
gave the Legislature about 10
additional working days, since
it elinunated Saturdays as
legislative days. The General
Assembly rarely meets on
Saturdays). The section also
allowed the Legislature to adjourn and reconvene, as long
as it finished its work by April
15. The 1980 General Assembly
did adjourn, reconvening after
the 10-day period the governor
has in which to act on legisla-

CFIECKOUT
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POTATOES
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RED
GRAPEFRUIT
56 Sits

(4,198

7

elect speakers for each house
and adopt rules of procedure
for the 1984 General
Assembly. Also, the standing
committees are appointed.
This also adds working time to
the regular session, which now
must deal with these matters
before acting on legislation.

For 900

Remainder of 1983: Interim
joint committees meet.
Fall 1983: The other half of
the senators are elected to
five-year terms.
January of 1984: Staff of the
Legislative Research Corn-
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mission concentrates on the are elected to two-year terms,
various studies which the one-half of the senators are
General Assembly has elected to four-year terms.
directed them to conduct.
January 1987: OrganizaFall 1984: Representatives tional Meeting of the General
are elected to two-year terms. Assembly convenes. FollowJanuary 1985: Organiz- ing the session, interim joint
tional meeting of the General committees meet during the
Assembly convenes. Follow- rest of the year.
ing the session, interim joint
January 1988: Represencommittees meet over the rest tatives are elected to two-year
of the year.
terms, the other half of the
January: 1986: The General senators are elected to fourAssembly convenes for its year terms.
regular 60-day session.
The amendment will then be
Fall 1986: Representatives in full effect.
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— 198042 interim; Regular
schedule of interim joint committee meetings.
Fall 1981: Representatives
are elected to three-year
terms, half of the senators are
elected to five year terms.
January 1982; The General
Assembly convenes for its
regular 60-day session.
January 1983; The first
organizational meeting of the
Legislature is held. No legislation may be acted upon during
this session, but members
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Officials Change Bill's Language
are
zaral
meant
the
enrar
the
urbe

FRANKFORT — Property director for planning, said the
acquired by the state Depart- was the department interment of Transportation for preted the law restricts it
highway projects which is from offering surplus land
later declared surplus can on- back to land owners that had
ly be offered to the onginal received
compensation
property owner if the land was through negotiations rather
taken by condemnation, ac- than condemnation.
cording to a law that went into
Smithers said the law reeffect July 1,1980
quires the department to
Transportation officials met begin a highway project
Thursday with members of a within eight years or declare it
legislative subcommittee on surplus and put it up for sale.
highway enforcement in an ef- Previously,all surplus properfort to help clarify the ty was turned over to the
language in Senate Bill 17.
DeOartment of Fjtihr for
Mel
Smithers, public sale through bs, he
transportation's executive said

Sen. Bill "Fibber" McGee,
D-Lowsville, asked Smithers
if the department knew how
much surplus property the
department owned
Smithers said officials have
identified about 95 percent of
the surplus property in the
state. He said he doesn't think
there is any big windfall in
surplus property out there.
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metig has ordered that
no land be acquired unless the
project can be completed
within a short period of time,
Snuthers said.

Sen. Helen Garrett, I)Paducah,
committee
chairperson, said that Sias the
legislators' intent when passing the bill It looked real
good on paper but doesn't
sound as good when you read
it," she added.
Garrett referred to the bill's
language which omits any
reference to land owners that
sold their property without
condemnation.
Smatters asked the committee to go over the bill's
language to help clarify the
department's responsibilities
in carrying out the law.

Sun, Moon Movements Allow
Experts To Calculate Calendar
By Helen Pnce Stacy
When histories mention
George Washington's birthday
and list two dates, Feb- 11. and
Feb.'22, 1732, The Feb. 11 date
usually is followed by "O.S.,"
leaning Old Style calendar.
This same double-dating
often accompanies other
significant dates, such as
Groundhog Day in February,,
and the New Year which
started March 25 for a time
during the 1600s.
From ancient times until

now experts nave calculateti tradiction of Susigenes
the calendar from 'studies of calculations An Anglo-Saxon
sun and uition movements. monk told authorities he had,
Until 1582' western nations completed a thorough study of
marked time by the Julian sun and moon movements and
calendar which was authoriz- as a result fnund the Julian
ed by Julius Caesar in 46 B.C. calendar off by 11 nunutes and
Caesar set the calendar on ad- 14 seconds every year He
vice of a Greek expert might have explained that the
Susigenes who calculated the year was too long
About
actual length of a yearas 365'
every 128 years there is an erdays Every fourth year he ror of one day." But the
allowed 166 days
populace continued to use the
Not until 730 A.D. did calendar for 800 years.
anyone make an official conIn 1582 when it was decided
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that method of timing days
and years had accumulated a
10-day error, Pope Gregory
XIII acted_ On Oct. 5 that year
he decreed it would become
Oct 15, making up for the 10day mistake.
Some people then began a
system of calling those years
with a total of 365 days "common" years and calhng every
fourth year, which would have
366 days,leap year. Even then
there still was an error of
slightly more than three days
to be accounted for every 400
days
Webster
somewhat
simplifies the subject by
stating that when the calendar
was adjusted in 1582 future errors in centesinial years,
those ending in two zeros like
1600, 1700, etc., would be
prevented making leap years
by those years exactly divisible by 400.
Remember, in calculating
the change from the Julian
calendar to the Gregorian, you
must add 10 days from Oct. 6,
1582 through Feb. 28, 1700;,
then 11 days from Feb. 29, 1700
through Feb. 28, 1800; 12 days
from Feb. 29, 1800 through
Feb. 28, 1900, and 13 days from
Feb. 29, 1900 through Feb. 28,
2100.
To backtracks bit, it was in
1752 that the British Empire,
including the American colonies, was authorized to mark
Sept. 3 as Sept. 14, a loss of 11
days somewhere. Who said it
would be a simple explanation
about Washington's birthday'
Washington was born on
Pope's
Creek
in
Westmoreland County, Va,
Feb. 11, 1732 OS., Feb. 22 N.
S., and accordinj to the
Gregorian calendar in general
use throughout the commonwealth this 1981.
Washington's birthday will be
observed as a national holiday
on Feb. 16.

le 0799
'

$159

FRANKFORT — County
governments could increase
their revenue substantially if
a bill approvettrby a legislative
subcommittee
recently
becomiOs law.
The bill would allow
sheriffs, county clerks and
jailers to invest idle funds in
"safe" investments such as
government bonds or certificates and insured accounts
in banks or shares of savings
and loan associations. The interest earned from these investments could then be turned over to the county as excess
fees.
Local governmental bodies
can already invest their idle
funds but sheriffs, clerks and
jailers cannot.
The subcommittee on county finance of the Interim Joint
Committee on Counties and
Special Districts approved the
...proposed legislation at a
meeting here today. The bill.
will be recommended to the
full committee in February
Another bill approved by the
subcommittee would require
sheriffs to,turn their excess
fees over to fiscal courts when
they make their annual statement.
It also sets March 15 as the
final date that county clerks
and jailers would have to file
their fiscal statements and
pay their excess fees. to their
fiscal couks,
The subcommittee also approved a bill that would have
personal property, such as
automobiles, placed on a real
estate tax bill when it is sent to
the taxpayer.. Personal property tax bills are now
separate from tax bills for
real estate.
Subcommittee Chairman
Rep. Marshall Davenport, ftSomerset,said the reason for
the bill is, "A lot of people are
getting out of paying taxes on
automobiles."
The bill would not combine
all tax bills in one, a maneuver
objected to by the real estate
industry. Rather, it would
place the tangible and intangible personal property on only
one real etate tax bill.
Also included in the bill is a
section that would provide up
to $6,000 to sheriffs as an incentive to collect more taxes.
Sheriffs who collect 99 percent or more of the real property taxes due would receive
$6,000 as an operating expense. The amount drops in
$1,200 in&ements to zero for
those who collect 44 percent or
less of the taxes.
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SPEECH TEAM — The Calloway County Middle School Junior Varsity Speech Team has become an active group
this year. They are competing at various tournaments with the Calloway High Varsity Speech Team. The team consists of S6 seventh and eighth graders with Patricia Lassiter as coach and Linda Feltner as assistant for the seventh
grader—Officers are Vona Darnell, president, Leanna Key, vice president, Shaun Bucy, secretary, Amy Bryan,
treasurer, and Stephanie Welch. reporter. Pictured, left to right, first row, Beth Woodall, Regina Peeler, Kim Twigg,
Stacy Tidwell. David Rogers. Mike Clayton, Marlin Cochrum, Valerie Duncan, Kelli Hanks, Joanna Herndon, Jana
Williams, Shaun Boer, Stephanie Welch, and Ed Crutchfield: second row, Teri Malcolm, Melonie Futrell, Kim
Weatherford lill Thornton, luren Adams, Leanna Key, Mikal Grimes, Amy Bryan, Deanna Garland, Roger Tucker,
Mark Bazzell Jennifer Jarrett, Carrie Paschall, Sondra McClure, and Lori Parker third row, Patricia Lassiter, coach,
Candi Glass, Debbie Deitz, Vicki Edwards, Vona Darnell, Kelly Jameson, Jarmo Hopkins, Molena Norsworthy, Hope
Grogan, Tina Baker, Dawn Hale, Susan Elkins, Jennifer Kirk, Stacy Wuest, Dalesa Darnell, Michelle Marine, Emily
Dunn, Lisa Robinson, Melissa Herndon, Marcia Ford, David Lamb, Liz Bailey, and Angela Usher. Not pictured are
Molly Imes, Clay Perkins, Sharon Tebbetts, Sherrie Hasty, Mike Keeling, and Lori Yarbrough.

* At The Movies
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I'm Popeye The Sailor Man
Toot! Toot!
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(Reviews Of Current Movi•s At Murray Theatros)
By KENT FORRESTER
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YOU NEED TO FIND OUT
WHEN YOUR PEAK WORK
PERIODS ARE...

No one has ever done a better job of transforming into
flesh and blood the screwy,
cranky, busy world of the
1920's comic strip — the world
of Gasoline Alley, Barney
Google. the Katzenjanuner
kids, and their kind — than
Robert Altman has done in
Popeye.
In the town of Sweethaven,
where Popeye seeks his longlost peppy, all is polka dots,
golfball-sized bumps on heads,
odd speech habits, bow ties,
buttons, vests, hats, gloves,
fat people, skinny people, bandaids in the shape of XX's.
gnitesquely malformed
human bodies, huge upturned
obsessions,
shoes, food
whiskers — all the cartoon
looniness and sartorial eccentricity that used to make up
the world of the old-fashioned
comic strip.
Robin Williams does an
outstanding job of playing one
of the most successful cartoon
characters to come out of that
world. Not only does Williams
look and move like Popeye,
but he's •just as hard to
understand. (If
you
remember,"virtually all the

A TIME Auvrr WOULD
HELP 4010 DETERMINE
HOW EACH PORTION OF
YOUR DM 15 SPENT..

WHY DID
YOU THROW
IT AWAY ?

ri:Er's Go!
I'M
HUNGRY!

7-7-r4
Sivaosi-i
COME, TALA,
EXCHANGE DRINKS.
AN OLD FAMILY

CUSTOM( JUST
MADE UP),, TO
51-40v1 FRIENDSHIP.

4.

comic strips that began in ow
20's had characters who were
either recent immigrants or,
like Popeye. had speech impediments: "Shame on ya,
Olive, ya shouldn't embarrisk
the orphink." I Naturally,
Williams goes through the entire movie with a corncob pipe
stuck in one side of his mouth
while muttering out of the
other side, a squint in his left
eye, and monstrously enlarged forearms.
Shelley Duvall as Olive Oyl
is even more successful at imitating a cartoon character.
Duvall's face is almost as
plastic . as a cartoon
character's, and her string,
bean body jerks, flutters,'
folds, and collapses as if it
were a line drawing in motion.
She sings in a small off-key
voice that is sweet and charming.
As I said, no movie has ever
been quite so successful as
Popeye in translating the cartoon world into flesh and blood
cinema. And that's something.
Unfortunately, that's not.
enough.
Ironically, the film's most
conspicous failure is the result

IT SHOULDN T
PARD

IT WAS NO GOOD- IT WAS LAST
YEAR'S —1980

He applies this t special
Coordinator, Murray- Main Street; Murray,
KenCalloway County Mental tucky 42071 Phone:
Olympics.
(502-753Health Services office, 702 6622).
Assisting Wadlington with
the workshop will be Mike
Gatton, coach for the AAU Jr.
Olympic Team in Marshall
County, and chairman of the
®IRA G CORN, JR
AAU Basketball Program for
the state of Kentucky. Gatton
will be explaining how to improve on the skills and funBy IRA G. CORN JR.
damentals of the sport.
UNITED Feature Syndicate
NORTH
I -11-A
Other presenters will in•AKJ7
clude - Dr. Allan Beane, divi"A man of maxims only is
•A3
sion director, Special Educa- Like a cyclops with one eve,
•10 8 7 6 5
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head."
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Opening lead Heart five
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year.
Nevertheless, worse
The training school will
remember
what
my
slams than that have been
begin at 10:00 a.m. in room 313 made
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extra chance_ He
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Murray State University. The dummy and East
flinched.
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University.
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Christmas
and
it
was
time
Eunice Kennedy Shriver,
for the defenders to get into
president of Special Olympics,
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was worth one bid and that's
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"for great world athletes, the have
already
been made
gained by covering the
contest may last only minutes. 10?" asked
•- West.
Send bridge questions to-The Awes
Then it is over, and they have -I don't know,"
was the
I'll Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
won or lost. But for Special truthful reply. "I was
uith self-addressed stamped envelope
so
Olympians the contest can last flustered after my revealing
for reply
a lifetime. The challenge hesitation that I could only
begins again each day. What
they win by their courageous
efforts is far greater than any
F31'
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1 ,.F'e t tts
game. They are winning life
itself, and in doing so they give
2. Notice
2. Notice
to others a most precious
prize-faith in the unlimited
possibilities of human spirit."
Will do house
Will do baby sitting
The year '1981' has been
cleaning. Call 753in my home in Hazel
designated "The Year of the
Handicapped," anybody in0193. Ask for
area.
Call
492terested in being certified as a
Brenda.
8515.
Special Olympics coach may
attend this workshop. For furApple Tree School, quality
ther information and registrals
child care with educational
•
your film to as We
tion contact: Gayle Wadl•
photo finishing
program. 1503 Stadium View,
ington, Special Olympics
dol•
753-9356, 753-1566
• CARTER STUDIO •

Muria) State University.
has been selected as one of
three training sites for the
Kentucky Special Olympics
Basketball Training School, to
be held on Saturday, Jan. 24,
1981.
Gayle Wadlington, Special
Oly topics Coordinator for
Western Kentucky, will be the
director of the school at Murray. According to Wadlington
one of the main topics of
discussion will be the new
basketball skills test, which
will be used to place teams in
proper competitive divisions
at the state basketball tournament this year. Wadlington
said he feels that in any sporting event, as in life, the best
trained individuals succeed.
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of its greatest strength; its
two-dimensional resemblance
to a cartoon. As you might
suspect, it's very difficult to
care for what happens to
characters who are so odd and
grotesque that they resemble
nothing in this world outside of
a comic strip. Whether
Popeye finds his father may
have mattered to some in the
audience, but it mattered
about as much to me as
whether Jiggs feels pain when
one of Maggie's flying plates
hits him in the face.
Popeye has stretches of exuberance and interesting action, but it also has a lull in the
middle that stirred up the
juices in some hyperactive
kids sitting in the first row.
They spent the lull running up
and down the isles. II saw the
picture in a badly managed
theater in Oregon.)
Actually, the movie is an interesting eiperiment, quite
unlike anything • I have ever
seen before. Like the crowded
frame of an old-fashioned
comic strip, the film frame is
jam packed with odds and
ends and screwy action. As a
matter of fact, so many things
seem to be happening on the
edge of the screen that Popeye
would probably. be worth seeing twice.
But I doubt if anyone will
again attempt such a close
match between the cartoon
world-and the world of living
actors.
Rated PG due to some salty
language by Popeye's father.
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Train, don't strain
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
20 years old. 5 feet 10 inches
and weigh 130 pounds. I am
trying to do body building by
lifttrog weights and taking
yeast and vitamins. I am
,01. LP.0•0 •••11/I• 5,..• Inc
including my routine. which I
do every other night. I take 12
THAT IT
THE
- yeast tablets daily, two vitamin B-60, two vitamirVE, 200
GARBAGE
units. Am Ions good program
PAIL
or should I add or take away
from this routine? I have not
started my leg work. Would a
milk, yeast and egg crash
weight gain product help me?
DEAR READER — Your
schedule of exercise is entirely too much. It is so long I
couldn't include it in the
column. The rule is "train,
don't strain." The more
exercise you do the more
energy you will use and the
less likely you will be able to
mobilize
your
NEXT THING
energy
resources to enable your body
YOU KNION/Jto
build
muscle.
That may
HE'LL BE
surprise you, but you can slow
PHONING
down muscle growth by doing
THEM IN
too much, just as you can kill
a plant by giving it too much
water or too much fertilizer
The key to body building is
to have enough calories so
your body will have the necessary extra calories required
to build muscle tissue The
building itself takes energy
just as other forms of growth
do The next requirement is to
have enough protein and if
I NOTICED A FAINT AFZOMA
you are gaining two pounds of
OF ALMONDS IN MY MILK,
muscle
a week that means
I LET MY FRIEND SMELL
over 200 grams of protein
HE'S TRAINED TO
more a week than you usually
DETECT RDISOW'
need for daily requirements
This means that you need
about 100 grams of good quality protein a day as you find in
lean meats and milk to support your protein requirements
Of course you need a balanced diet. If your calorie
intake is sufficient for your
level of exercise and a little
more for growth, and your

protein intake is in • that ball
park, the rest of it is dependent upon the type of exercise
program you are doing.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 5-4,
Weight Training for Energy
and Weight Control, to explain
these points in more detail for
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. Now additional foods, vitamins and
protein supplements won't
make that much difference.
Fat foods, such as half and
half cream as some have
advocated, are completely
wrong. They will merely
make you fat and won't build
muscles. The key is the type
of exercise program you use.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Is it
normal for a healthy 18-yearold girl to skip her period for
two or three months? I weigh
122 pounds and am 5 feet 2
inches tall. My gynecologist
said not to worry and that I
would become regular as I got
older. I have a discharge all
the time and it is usually
heavier around the time I am
supposed to have a period and
I don't have one.
DEAR READER — It is
very common at the beginning
of the reproductive years, and
again at the end, for a woman
to have irregularity You may
be irregular all your life,
some women are. But there is
a good chance that you will be
far more regular as your
cycle stabilizes with maturity
A certain amount of discharge is quite normal. Many
young girls are frightened
when they first see discharge,
thinking it means a disease. It
doesn't However, for the benefit of others 1 must add that
some infections do produce a
discharge also.
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RIVERIA
COURTS
mobile
Has
homes for rent.
Students welcoSpecial
me!
rates!! We also
special
have
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.
Looking for a Bargain —Try
Mama's Curiosity Shop in Hardin Open Thursday, Friday and
Saturday 9 5

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bob Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator evadable. All
storewood
hardwood
for sale $25.00 per
rick Call 753-8351

•
/- S.3 0290
I•

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
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mission.
753-653'i
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Please
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Texas (
dependal
work wi
Murray
Age unto
is. We ti
Pres
Petroleur
76101
Custom
buildings

5.11-W
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Have goo
1255
Will (lc
Refereno
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OPEN FOR
BUSINESS
BILL'S FISH
MARKET

Will clea
businessi
schoolers
reference
2759.

Owner Bill Adams
Fresh Ky. Lake-Catfish.
Boneless Cot, Buffalo.
Open 6 Days A Week . 8
a.m.-6 p.m., Retail 8
Wholesale.

Will do
home..
reference

607 S. 4t6
753-9381
HODGES TAX SERVICE is now
preparing income tax returns
217 miles South on 641 759
1425
BIBLE
CALL.
Do we really have the
Bible today? - 759-4444
Bible Story - 759-4445.

GROCERY STORE
MANAGER
Area chain is

looking for a store
manager in the surrounding Paris, TN.
area.
Excellent salary and bonus arrangements, company paid health insurance. Store
open Mon.-Sat. No Sundays. Applicant
would be responsible for profits, planning, ordering, scheduling, inventory
control and training.
Send reply to Box 1040 E in care of
Murray Ledger & Times.
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2. Notice

9. Situation Wanted

XI Sports Equipment

M.Pets-Supplies

43 Real Estate

310
441HOmes For Sale

53. Services Offered

What we do best is
Needline 753-6333

Will u. ri„„
:• town
for
by fox l
while you work Have good For sale floating duck blind,
Reasonable terms Livestock centers book cases hut
sale 8 weeks old Call after 4
steel construction 2 room,
751
1694
macaw facilities.
Found
and
Lost
5.
pm 753-6505
Garden fruit trees Reasonable 436 2566
I4s25 feet. 1 year old 75311. Instructions
436-2333
5281 or 753-3436
40. Produce
_
Concrete and block w-yk 111,:ck
753-1222
Apple free School qualrty
REWARD!!
Newly decorated home with garages loosen,The Pistol People Invest in a
Florida grapefruit, tree ripened
child
care
with
educational
last ION Setter C y ono
pool
walks patios
Par klane Drive
feeling of security largest
special $3 95 hall bushel bag
program. 1503 Stadium View variety, lowest priced, no
Illernecky 1.6. derOspormet.
COUNTRY HOME
bedrooms 2 baths inside and 1 estimates C
ttai re-(
Call 436 25E6
Foully pot 16.101.11., .0
753:9356. 753-1566
ON 13 ACRES
bath pool side, large eat in kit /535416
registration or red tape in Ken_.
Irnstioss asked. 436.3E41
Public
41.
Sale
stien, living room den or din For your
Now taking beginning piano tucky Country Boy Store. 9
FOR SALE
home care personal
ing room abundant closet care,
students Call 753-9359_
Indoor sale! Lots of furniture
miles west of Hoplonsialle JuncOR RENT
housewares and mul,,
space
appliances
clothing.
164-117
Hours
KY
tion
8.5
and
toys,
Located
only
111111
Immediate
7
occupancy
vitamin
and
mineral supp,
Lost on 280 East. Potteitown Itinsurance
nik-naks, and baby items
Sunday 12-5.(5021885-5914
;,D.imunent call 753 ment needs call your local 0••
east of Murray is rt,
Road a Hawk Wearing a bell Fantastic rates on 1975 or
Saturday and Sunday. 10 hi 5.
choice proper:.
way
distributor
al 753
•
around the neck and 2 leather newer mobile homes. See or 22. Musical
114 South 10th
slating of largv ;
after 4 pm.
47 Motorcycles
bands around its feet If seen call Johnny Williams, your 1978 Baldwin
home on 13 acres Al,
Spinet piano
Estate
Real
43.
Fence sales at Sears- now
M IA agent. 753-0445
Of found call 753-0736
Spruce sound board excellent"Check-out to
II for sale
included are sever.:
Sears 7512310 for
mark-up: What's the fatest
Lost White German Shepherd, ,14. Want To Buy
condition $1100 Peavey
Gall
/59-1158.
outbuildin..
and
barns
Tired of. the problems
estimate for your needs
zooquotation on hamburger? Over."
female. about 75 lbs. in Lake Junk cars
Watt amp bead -and cabinet
and fenced area for
of re:Iat property?
1978 Yamaha IT-250E. good
474-8838
Guttering by Sears. Sears_ 011
Barkley area. Reward °tiered.
with two 14 inch speakers
horses.
Owner
will
condition low mileage Call
Then call us and see
28. Mob. Home Rents 34. Houses For Rent
tinous gutters installed per
$150 for return Call 522-7071. Want to buy Used card table $500 Call 753-5889
consider lease, lease- "r 1419.
what alternatives are
Call 474 9729 or 415-2346
your specifications Call Sear
Gordon Hudson
option, or sale at
Two bedroom mobile homes. For rent Spacious 3 bedroom
available. Coleman
after
48.
Auto.
Services
753.2310 for free estimate
Lost Golden Lab. 4 months
reasonable terms.
furnished One Ion $90. house in quiet _subdivision 2
water
Real
Estate,
753-9898.
ORGANS
Four 8.75x16.5 toes. Lots of Guttering by Sears. Sears co..
old. Call 753-5636 or 153- 15. Articles For Sale
Phone 753-1272, Kopone for $80, plus deposit car garage, electric heat and
Anatial Sale!
tread left $140 set. 436-5610 tmous gutters installed per
3664.
Highway 121 South one mile central air, $350 per month
perud Realty, for all
Antiq. • ,
and school
•11••• •••11•IS •S C•11
your specifications 'Call Sears
plus deposit. Call 753-9436
out of city limits. 753-5405.
the information.
desk's _call 753-8452
49. Used Cars
•E-Z payments
753-2310 for free estimate
after 5 pm
LISTING
NEW
6. Help Wanted
aromas,
•4
year
1913 Bufflo nickle type 1
1973 Buick Regal. 350 engine.
Excellent rental pro30. Business Rental For rent 2 bedroom unfurnishsport wheels. $795. Call 753
Auto mechanic. 5 years ex- 'Mound - stick original gem
CLAYTON'S
block
half
perty
from
ed,
gas
heat,
near
women's
B
U
One
COURTNEY SMALL
half current -retail
9710
perience minimum Must have
JIM Music
University includes
Mini
club house. Couple preferred 11% Fixed
own tools Straight commis- value Call 753-3132 after_ 630
rate owner !man
ENGINE
REPAIR 8
1974
Caprice
44
000xx
Local
753-7575
brick home with a.
/59-4401.
Warehouse
Sion Benefits available Action pm.
rag is available on this 3
car all options T975 125XIS
SAW
SHOP
Coldrental
units
seperate
Personnel. 153-6532
Furnished two bedroom house. bedroom brick home at 1621
Storage Space
Honda 1000xx like new 753
Essex Soybean seed germinaplus a garage apartwater, 489-2853.
2 miles out of town, $150 per Hamilton Avenue lust west of
3942
For Rent
Collection Agent Prefer ex- tion, 90 perserve stand, picture Must sell 6 month old console
ment. Potential for
month no children. Call 153- MSU John Smith Gallery of
perience in office collection frames. 489.2180 or 489-2181 piano, yours for paying off
753-475$
good rate of return on
2984.
Homes 753-7411
Heating. refrige[ation, and
balance or taking up monthly
No travel $600 per month plus For sale Wheat straw
FOR SALE
and payments
investment. Offered in
electrical repair. Bob's
753-7575
commission and benefits. Ac- carpeting. Call 753-8156.
For sale or rent Two bedroom
32.
Apts.
For
Rent
$40's.
Phone
low
the
1969 Camaro, 1970
311051 NEAL Jr Mt.
Refrigeration Service. Hazel.
tion Personnel. 753-6532
house newly
Kopper-ud Realty. 75310.1,1 •• 1100 a• wpm.
Apartments for rent near Coldwater decorated on 121
Nine piece Royal Prestige 23. Exterminating
KY 498-8370 or 7537829.
•••
Chrysler Newport. Call
road_ Call 489-2775.
mho.I,.aati
Experienced timber buyer. cookware, stainless steel,
downtown Murray. 753-4109.
details.
the
for
1222
all
Bobby Lockhart.
after 630 p.m. 753FARMS HOMES
-NL
IVIIIIMIIIIIPr
Must be able to cruise and buy lifetime guarantee. $175.
Nice 2 bedroom house on 121
First time on market.
Furnished, one bedroom apart- South,
0193.
ALL BUGS CALL
BUSINfosin
Insulation blown in by Stars.
standing timber Send resume Ladies brown fur coat. size 14,
one mile from city
LAU AllD ercaxariovui
ment. Zimmerman Apartments, limits_
save on these high heating and
to P.O. Box 331. McKenzie, TN $40. 753-1235
Call 753-9898.
'
PROPERTY
S
16th.Sto
753-6609.
cooling
bills Call Sears. 753Low cost home loan money 1978 Caprice Classic 4 door
38201.
Ai r 411/
Listings needed! Offices
One bedroom unfurnished
New washing machine. $200:
won t last long For applica- 23.600 miles $3 375 Call 2310 for free estimate
.41
one bedroom Apart- home in Coldwater.
Help wanted: EX17enentettauto Play pen $20, hand
Coast to Coast. Buyers
/ Furnished
489-2267
crafted
tions incomes can vary up to, 437-4292
ment $80 per month New Con•
K A K Stump Removal. Do you
.body man. 753-7351 or 753- chess set, $150. Call 753- iKelley's Termite
from
f.erywhere.
Partially furnished 2 bedroom
522 500 foi a five Member 1974 -Gouger
cord. Call 436-2421_
need stumps removed from
4509.
X13-7
62
000
"Free"
4530.
Catalog
house,
family.
North 6th. No pets.
Give us a call now at original
Pest Control 1 Furnished 1 -bedroom apart
miles. good condition your yard or land cleared of
STROUT
Heating arid cooling system ser- Olympus 0M-10 50mm lens.
REALTY
Deposit
753-1492
and lease required.
for information on Call
Phone 753-3911 ,
stumps? We can remove
ment for rept. Close to Univer Call
753-0828
1.1 Iwo,1004.
vice man. 2 years minimum ex- case almost new. $200. Winthis 10 7 8% interest Yes you
753-9208 after 4 pm.
1212 CAN..,
stumps up to 24- below the
11111\
1 ' sity. Available February 1st
perience. 512-16,000 salary chester Canadain Centemal 30- _...10111 /Irm10-100
condition
Camaro
1977
read
good
right
under
4•-rs,
11 on a 25
ground leaving only sawdust
Three bedroom brick house
Call after 3 pm, 753-7418.
range plus benefits:Action Per- 30 $250 or make offer. 16 foot
year term Dial 753-1492 We'll 1974 Cutlass Supreme. 753- and chips Ca)! for
753-0186
near Lynn Grove, $250 plus
...free
24. Miscellaneous
sonnel. 753-6532.
New 2 bedroom duplex. large $250 deposit.
help you Century 21 Loretta 1864
_ cargo trailer twinn axle elecagtimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
Call 435-4485
Firewood.
closets,
18-24"
seasoned
outside
lobs
storage.
Realtors
Lease
Sales Person, nationvnde tric brakes. $750 or make of1913 Model Plymouth Fury III or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
mixed hardwbods,. $25 pe and deposit. No pets 753- Two bedroom. gas heat. 1206
travel.' sell arts and crafts sup- fer. Call 759-4104. •
Sedan Clean. 4-1 shape, one. Mobile home anchors
Poplar. 753-4508 or 753-1221 • Here's your real escape! From -croVrornOCC440
underrick.
delivered.
Call
153-8536.
plies to dealers. Straight com- Refrigerator $40: bar clamps,
owner family car. "Good tires pinnidg. vinyls,
city congestion and taxes Easy
aluminum and
mission. Action .Personnel, 3Li\diameter. 634'' diameter, Firewood, seasoned oak and °814
New .2.3 bedroom apartments, Two bedroom house on 16th commuting Just one mile from S Purdem & Thurman %1 Phone (901)498-8749. '
fiberglass, roofs sealed. patio
near University, $175. Call 753- city limits this 3 bedroom col
Innnnn nc•
753-6532.
5' lortk $40 for all nine of hickory. 18", 24'. Chainsaws central heat. air-conditioned.
1979 T-bird. T-top. red loaded awnings, aluminum carports,
Rival Estate
them: Ktaftsman wood lathe repaired. sharpened. Tree fireplace. stove refrigerator 6855 after 530 pm. Days call onial guarantees freedom from
$5495 753-9710.
single or doubles lack Glover.
Southsid• Court Sq.
the early morning squeeze by
with extras. $250. one Auger removal. 489-2321, 489-2853. appliances, 2 blocks from cam- 753-6774
753-1873..
the three in the bathrooms S Murray, Kentucky Sl 50. Used Trucks
4" diameter by 10' long. $35. _ For sale. 5 hp air compressor. pus. 753-5791. 753-2649.
Paducah firm seeking
37. livestock-Supplies May we suggest your dialing
on strerch and frame
Dodge
753-4451
1941
_pickup
Restora
one
plumbers
heat-burner
pot,
Two
bedroom
- Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
Apartment - at
aggressive, ambitious peryour needle,.,,
753-1492 for your showing of
lion proiect 90% mechanically
--•
$40. one Smith Cordnadding
Firewood cut any length. most- Embassy Apts. Call 753-4331 For sale. Registered Polled this home? CENTURY 21 Loretson to sell nationally adcomplete 283 cu in engine
machine. $35. Call 489-2613
Of 753-3530 after 5 pm.
CARTER STUDIO
Hereford bulls cows with
ly oak and hickory,
We promise you will like it automatic transmission and
ta lobs Realtors
vertised office equipment
Tailor made clothing and delivered. 489-2492 522.50 Two bedroom
furnished apart- calves, bred and open heifers
or 753304 Main
753 82951
because of its location, outside brakes Black velvet diamond
western wear by. -expert 4157.
in Murray-Mayfield area.
Herd' bangs and T.B. acment for rent. Call 753-8298.
appeal and inside charm The tufted interior Needs only •
semstress. Call 436-2329 after
credited_ Rex Robinson
Please send resume to
re-al
value is that you can own body work Body reassembly
Portible well driller. Drills 4" Two bedroom. 2 garages, Puryeat, Tennessee, phone
6 pm.
this 3 bedroom 2 bath home and paint for Al truck $1500 Need work on your trees".ToppPo. Box 1120 Paducah,
wel!o,,has 3 hp electric motor. redecorated, unfurnished, mar- 901-241-5487
16.
Home
Furnishings
with
pride and know you have invested will settle for $800 mg pruning, shaping., corn-.
Can
powered by gasoline ried couples only, references
KY 42001 or call 443REE MAR ARABIANS Book
received the most for your in- Call 753-12.39 or 7532823'
ptete removal and more Call
Couch and chair, smooth top motor. '
and deposit:Call 492-8594.
Call
753-5913
7
after
8461 for appointment.
your good mares for 1981
vestment . This maybe your
avacado Kenmore stove. pm.
:(I FP-MAJOR
9e78dayDodge Powerwagon. 4- BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
Two bedroom duplex for rent in breeding season
future
Three
home
so
come
see it to- wheel drore Phone 437-4311 professional tree care. 753avacado frostless refrigerator. Used office desks
REAL ESTATE
and chairs Northwood Subdivision. Alt ap- gtallions.753-6126
day. Call Spann Realty after
_
bedroom suite including mat- for sale
5-pm or 753-0556 during 8536.
753-8080
call or ....see James pliances furmshed with washer
Associates
153-1724
Texas Oil Company needs tress and`bOs springs. white
utt)ves 2
h
Stop' For all your repair needs
Futrell at 153-7668'--days or and dryer hookup No pets or Two-Hols
F'rofessionalServure
dependable person who can Frigidare washer: white
s
wee
435
roofing, carpentry plumbing
753-2394 nights. Or see -at 405 children. Call 753-2965.
With The FriendlF, Touch.'
1978J-250
Ford
4x4.
Call
nice.
work without supervision ifl Whirlpool dryer. All must tlie
4485
and electrical work look no
S 4th Street.
153-363201 753-4424
Two bedroom furnished apartMurray. Contact customers sold! Prices are negotiable. Call
amitaw
more' Call 753-9226 or 753SPRICED RIGHTS
1970 VW Bug parts: artificial ment. near University. Also 38. Pets-Supplie
Age unimportant, but maturity 753-9864 after 4 pm.
1979 Jeep Wagoneer. one 9623 We'll do your lob large or
s
Located on Hwy. 464 at
stone: cold stove: antique s all efficiency apartment for
is. We train Write D.C. Dick. For
3000 miles. Call 436- small All work done-to youi
sale Antique lion head piano: Samsonite patio
Backusburg, 3 BR.,
7531222. owner.
436- girl. 753-3106
Southwestern
Pres.,
427.
satislactuaa
'AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
dresser. Call 435-4429.
older
frame
2333.
house
Petroleum, Ft- Worth, TX
Unfurnished duplex with car- one black female. 8 weeks old
116.
Light Walnut dining room suite
1980 Jeep. C1-5. Power steer- Will haul driveway white rock
with
fireplace
on
'12
76101.
port private area. South Call 753-9459
NEW LISTINGing and brakes. tilt. 2500 and Ag Itme_also have any type
with cane trim, drop leaf table Wood for sale. 436-2758.
acres of land, with
7. Storage
COUNTY
miles many extras Call 492- of brown or white pea gravel
buffet, 4 chairs. 2 leaves and 1973 Yamaha snowmobile Kirkwood Extended, Cali 753- AKC German Shepherd puplarge
crib.
pond,
and
3343
Very attractive 3
8824.
Custom
Built
Also do backhoe work Call
portable pads. Call 753-0499 after 6 Model 433. long track, electric
pies solid black and black and
poultry barn. $20,000.
bedroom brick home
pm..
start, tach and speedometer 33. Rooms for Rent
buildings Call 753-0984
silver.(502)554-2153
1972 Jeep 01-5. 6 cylinder. 3 Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
SPIC AND
.
only
minutes
from
Good
shape.
city
159-1524
Call
speed lock out --inrbar-vettr 43443
Magic Chet tove, harvest gold,
Boys large unfurnished room AKC registered Boston Terrier
_ . SPAN
9. Situation Wanted
limits. .Features inmetal top Call 901-642-6353 Wet basement? We make wet
2 years old. Call 753-7635 after
with kitchen facility. 1626 ,puppies. Have nice marking ,Easy
'
to care for Alum.
Job wanted, house cleaning. 5 pm
cluding
central
heat
26. IV-Radio
Hamilton. Call 753-8512 Of Call 753-7438
sided 3 Bdrm. home.
basements dry work complete53.
Services Offered
Have good references. Call 759and
air,
den with
436-5479.
Simmons Hide-a-bed, good conly guarenteed. Call or write
From livingroom a
1255
Dog obedience _classes_ AKC
_w_ra
o
d
b
u-r
Alcoa.AluminumOf vinyl-siding Morgan - Construction
dition, Call 753-6349
good view of the lake-.
Co
34. Houses For Rent
German •Shepherds and AKC
MAGNAVOX
fireplace, attached
and Vim. Aluminum trim for Route 2. Bon 409A, Paducah,
Will do house cleantng.
Fireplace in I,R,
17.
Vacuum
Austrailian
Cleaners
cattle
Call
dogs
Anneal
Soleil
garage,
Beautiful.
brick houses. lack Glover. 753- KY 42001. or call day Of
and wooden
large, •ii3 bedroom
References offered. Call 436night,
modern kitchen. Elec.
Great Savings
1873.
duplex with fireplace, stove, 436-2858
backyard
Electrolux Sales and Service
deck
2292.
1-442,7026
•
heat. Basement rec.
refrigerator. disheasher gar- Four registered Irish -setter
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
presents a pretty picen t. v.'s
Will clean homes, apartments,
room
new
has
wood
iVe
do mechanic work. any
bage
disposal No pets. 753- puppies. $50 00 each Call
ture for pleasant livend stereos
businesses Will also' keep pre- 19. Farm Equipment
ALUMINUM
stove which heats en'kind Call 435,4477
5791 and 153-2649,
ing! Mid 540's. Contact
489213301 4812769
CLAYTON'S
schoolers. Call for estimate and 966 International IH 516
tire house. Attached
SERVICE CO.
plow,
%Tree
• the "Home Team" at
Column
references 753-7958 or 767- 4-row AC drill with 'spray.
garage. Located in
MB Music
Call
Aluminum and Vinyl
Kopperud Realty. 7532759.
.1 apples! Call_435-4429.
Shores,
.
Lakeway
382-2267:
Only
•
753-7575
1222.
Siding, Custom Trim
832,500.
57. Wanted
Will do baby sitting in my Red belley Ford tractor
Work References. Coll
FINANCING
with
homes Experenced and Woods mower, single bottom Wanted Responsible
Would like - to rent Burley
AVAILABLE
party to
Will Ed Bailey 753references.
plow. Call 436-2532
pounds for 1980 -crop Call
take over payment on color t.v.
Save energy and get
0669
1.2.: 8996
Warranty Clayton's J & B
out of the rut of thinkdown
III II/
Need
payment?
Let
us
Music, 753-7575.
ing formal living
show you how you can purroom. Look at this
27. Mobile Home Sges
chase this 3 bedroom brick
house with a liveable.
priced in the $30s-. Call us for
3 Bedrooms. 2 f ulf baths. 1973
••
roomy "great. room'•
your showing as there is no
trailer. Call 527-3177 between
CHOU:Ls ty am,for 4 or more !UNIXf:SS. OFF lt I
for comfortable living
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
sign in the yard It's your move
130 AM and 500 PM, ask for
or IfESMENTI -IL NI !TVS a
Located on a corner lot
- re (tradable. with im•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAll
and you'll win Dial 753-1492
Owner: Wanda Futrell
Gary
mediate possession. in .fhis NO:ST/Win
in an excellent
OLDEN
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
1974 Double wide mobile
HOW: and a 3-rooni
neighborhood. This k
4I;F:
-iiiTUENT iii
Realtors
Open: Monday Through Friday
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
home. 24x36. Partially flgmsha 3 bedroom, 2 bath
ty02
F ()eine on Pres, sons in Ott Limit,
Saturday by Appointment Only
ed or unfurnished All electric
home , with therwith baseboard electric heat.
13
Acres
of
good
farm
mopane windows, cen753-7831
I
.
NEIM -CED TO $4:4560..
Very easily heated $7500.
land, well constructed
tral electric heat and
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone 1-354-6217.
3 bedroom house with
air. Priced in the $.50's
Offers u,Ii he considered
full basement located
For sale 1980 Mobile home.
through
Kopperud
C.O.
Boriduran
i
225 L. P. Miller St.
only
2'2 miles from
14x60, 2 bedrooms. Call 753Realty, 711 Main.
0952 for appoihtment
town. Owner must
Across from Community Center
753-99.54 Or 753-3460
MAIM WskiEME
sell!
%.
44. Lots kir Sale
For sale Trailer lot Call 759Open Hours
1789
Tract of land approximately I;
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
3 bedroom home on 80
acres level cleared 372 ft
12x65 Furnished
washer,
acres, full des baseClosed Wednesday
CASH FOR GOLD SILVER (ASH FOR GOLD & SILVER
frontage Just past Kingswood
dryer, air-conditioner, underment,
central
heat
and
Mk!
Subdivision, State Highway
PinnIng and storm straps, good
Thurs.,
Fri. Sat. 8:30-12:30
air: completely
1550 $35 000 firm' Call 703condition Reduced 474-2342
remodeled.
33
acres
LOOK!!
921-1403 after 6 pm.
••!
•
lendable bottom land,
If you hove been sell,ng your
•••=== 0 0
46.
Homes For Sale
I.
40
acres
For
Trailer,
rent.
of
available
1
good
gold rings and silver vothout
SD ION TWO-SPEED FRONT LOAD
Two bedroom brick house in
timber. Priced for
month Call 753-8436 after 5
gettrng our offer you ve
CASSETTE HO(
county on 19 acres 517.000
quick sale.
pm
probably lost some money
I.•10•01
• SOW Soho 11.4.0..• %,..• • 11•1•41. 0••••
1.0.00.0•0 re raw,.•
arr• .0.0000,.
firm Call 4314193
Oleos get our offer before
0 01 • ".•(0•••••••• •
...I 1*
-1430
2 bedroom trader, very clean,
140.1.• 4of U..S t• ../1 1.0 7...• •
5.•. •
III MS
you sell It makes Dollars end
Pr* 1•••1 Ole 1..0
.04.*
4I
lab I*
11. 0• Comps•••••
apptoximarely 2.'2 miles on
ash.
Must sell! 3 bedroom. 1 bath
413.1400
Sense ire.. 01.0001401S 544444
the 11.1. •••••01*
11494, 41019.9 7110.•
home with a large lot Under
641 South No pets 753-8436
ivy orovaded
Rol. $245.00
F HA. approved Mal, Call 759after 5 pm
•
Saws asa hr.. 9,91.1 yin.
/II •31,1
Clete Out Model Price 15995
0.1 h...•••••10..
4784
SF-St. r-954114.510
..
Two bedroom, new carpet, new
•p..s 00-9 00
"W• Service What W.Sell"
furniture. Washer aid dryer,
Two bedroom house in Stella
Alkerray-Celleway
natural gas heat, may. be seen
with carport good lot and
at Shady Oaks
Comedy Realty
garden. $15 800 $2000 down
1315. 1214.
n93-s1165
balance Monthly at 11% Will
(502)753-8144
two bedroom trailer. $60 per
MD 10,00 .ora •••.• ••••••••
•••• ••••
3545 1214.54
consider car truck or what
Owner will finance. Low low interest rate. Call 435
month, located on Ledbetter
TAPES, ALBUMS, STEREOS
M.er.y Py 411171
have you in trade Call 489
4276
Road Phone 354 6144
2595
-
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Frames Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
JANUARY 15, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
1. Mar.21 to Apr. 19 I erk4
Despite present financial
limitations, a talk with a
higher-up looks promising.
Meanwhile, watch budgets
and expenditures.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 201
You may find the world a bit
cold and indifferent now. Do
not expect others to do your
bidding. Maintain a low profile.
GEMINI
( May 21 toJune 20)
Secretive activities are sure
to backfire now. Inwardly, you
may be concerned about a
romantic matter. Catch up on
obligations.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 43(c)
Scheduling too many social
activities is a sure way to let
someone down. Both friends
and family need careful handling.
LEO
I July 23 to Aug.
Too many irons in the fire
hamper career progress. Your
best bet for success depends
on hard work now. Avoid fanciful schemes.
VIRGO
)
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ni
Planning a trip becomes so
complicated that you may
cancel at the last minute.
Romance is likely, but be
careful of expenditures.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 1 Stay clear of confrontation
with a friend concerning a
domestic matter. Matters of
joint finances are complicated. Watch spending.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) riteV
Undercurrents effect relations with those close to you.
The p.m. favors a heart-toheart talk to clear the air, but
refrain from arguing.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 22 to Dec.21) 9eif
The work load is heavy and
you may not make as much
progress as you'd like. Still, a
financial opportunity may
present itself.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Id
You can enjoy leisure-time
activities if you'll refrain from
mixing
business with
pleasure. Have a good time for
its own sake.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Complications arise with
regard to a planned visit. Problems around home base
make this a poor time to entertain. Complete unfinished
tasks.
PLSCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Talks pertaining to business
or finances drag on without
accomplishing much. The
company of a friend proves
relaxing. Watch careless
remarks.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural moneymaker with a
flair for large enterprises.
You have leadership abilities
and would do well as head of
your own busines or in government. You're also talented
along creative lines and are
in
sometimes found
businesses allied to the arts.
You'd make a good art dealer
or seller of antiques and
jewelry. With a good education, you'd make a fine critic.
You can commercialize your
own creative talents and will
have success in writing
especially.
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PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 18th

1 .i

FOR

1900%
POW/

0TWIN, FLAT
OR FITTED

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Weer II lion by
5,30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3,30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1116 between 5:30 pn.
•sdt p.a.. Moeda, Wog/ Frits!, a
330 p.m sad I p.a. Senrdsys.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by pai weekdays or
I p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Norm ii&Mn &
ore I IA. 19 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and I to. Is SOW

the savings on manufacturers'

: 10.
,
,,.,..:

Brrgnten your bedroom with these
polyester/cotton. no-iron muslin
sheets.

t:11

NA •

s

COUpon

,

NIG

1-PAIR
STANDARD
PILLOWCASES

HERE'S HOW:

299

25.1

_.------' FULL FLAT

399

1 33

SMEET
NO RAINCHECKS

noi9"

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

double

_

BLEACHED MUSLIN
SHEETS & PILLOWCASES

1:

This Week Only Through Sunday

---..,,

Ill

25'

50

FROM

SAVINGS

BIG K

FOR YOU

25'

FOR THE PRODUCTS WE CARRY:

You cao redy ,
I et Big R .30,,t7,e Ihe ,e , e ,.t the h,eno e, t.7.eis , ,ohe, savIng c ...
doubt¢ the s
* ayings enwrap c - ,
'
'
PsitcllaSe these ,113.115 lioNt
'
aig IS. We will '
vCisi clip If0. ntwsCraftwrismaqWtfleS ca receive in the tn.' When Kw
coupon floweret, when double the value of the manufacture' coupon exceests the retail price of oein Me retund will be equal to the rel., pr ,,,..
the item ENS otter applies to manufactuters money sarong coupons only II does not apply to other stores coupons whether a manufacturer r.
name is mentiOned or not. nor does 41 apply to free coupons. crqatetles .Ilet y tickets lay and Cf.,talP 0111e, items thateuded tty law Of ter
Fchl on manufacturers rebates Phs'071e, 15 good tor the conct.11903 Stated atsore Offer good while quantiltes last Sorry no raincheCkS

REG. 1.66
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sALE
12-0Z. BAG
POLYESTER FIBERFILL

4110

SAMPLE
MANUFACTURERS'
COUPON
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PACKS 29
FOR

CHILDS TUBE SOCKS
3-PAIR PACK
REG. 1.66
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FOR

500

SALE

LADIES CREW OR
V-NECK KNIT TOPS

LADIES BRAS
Cross-front bras. White only.
REG. TO 2.44

167

499 ,„f

SALE

•DOLLY PARTON

Sizes S. M, L. REG. 3.88
NO RAINCNECES

-

•

9 to 5 and ODD JOBS

11-0Z. BODY ON TAP"
SHAMPOO

MFR. LIST PRICE 37.98

Dry, Oily or Normal. REG. 2.33

-------------,

1

57
SALE

4-0Z. SECRET"
ANTIPERSPIRANT
SPRAY
REG. 1.97
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16-0Z. DOW'
OVEN CLEANER

14-0Z. BEHOLD®
FURNITURE POLISH

REG. 1.17

REG. 2.17

REG. 9.97

SALE

_

BY KLEER-VU

REG. 3.37
AMERICAN FAMILY
REFILL PAGES, Reg I
_.
_____

VA NiS
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66SALE

C AN S
FOR

0
0

ALL SINGLE STAGE
REG. 1.77 TO 297

REG. 66'

REG. 1.97

NO RAINCHECKS

NO flAiNCHECES

BIG K OIL FILTER

Pine, Floral, Sachet. REG. 97'

Assorted flavors. LIMIT 2 .
REG. 37'
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I

ALL ELECTRIC
HEATERS
IN STOCK

77

SALE
I
3-LB. JAR
SMUCKERS-JELLY

FRISKIES CANNED
DOG FOOD-14-0Z.

1114/

4'2

1

_

_,,,

71
/
4-oz,box
FIDDLE FADDLE

SALE

VANISH®
BOWL FRESHENER

-

1
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•IMIIII RS
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1
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SALE

REG. 2.57

I
1441111).

1

10-0Z. VASELINE®
INTENSIVE CARE!.
LOTION

friskies

cf. .
D•cdoriras

1

8-0Z. VITALIS'
SUPER HOLD
HAIR SPRAY

orrP-11 1 11

(Bo". -

VANiSII

99°

27

27

88

30-PAGE AMERICAN
FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM

•
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SALE
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